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21-PAK BARGAINS
MINIATURE TOOLS FOR HOBBYISTS

Miniature round nose side cutters - insula-
ted handles 4}inch length. Order No: Y043.

Miniature long nose pliers - insulated
handles %inch length. Order No: Y044.

ICIMiniature bend nose pliers -
insulated handles %inch
length. Order No: Y045.

Miniature end nippers -
insulated
handles 44inch length.
Order No: Y046.

Miniature snipe nose pliers with side
cutter and serrated jaws - insulated
handles 5inch length. Order No:
Y042.

FLEXEY DRIVER

A flexible shaft screwdriver for those awkward
to get at screws. Overall length 8 linch. Order
No: FS -1 Rat blade 4mm FS -2 Cross, point no. 1

f1.75 each.

=-*(..12257'.""
.GRIP -DRIVER

8inch long screwdriver with spring loaded
grip on end to hold screws in position
while reaching into those difficult places.

Order No: SD -1 Flat blade 4mm SD -2
ALL AT £1.25 each Cross point no O. £95p each.

13 PIECE TOOL KIT AND CASE
113 -piece tool set housed in

llattractive moulded plastic
case with clear sliding cover
 1 off 5" snipe nose "radio"
pliers with side cutters  1
off 44" side cutters  1 off
4i" end cutters  2 off hex.
"Allen" key drivers 2mm and
2.5mm; 2 off cross -point
"Phillips" drivers No. 0 and
No. 1 (with tommy bar)  6
off precision screwdrivers.
Sizes from 1mm to 3.5mm 

ONLY £7.50 ORDER No VP102

PRECISION
JEWELLERS' TOOLS

Rustproof, Tempered Handles and Blades.
Chrome Plated Handles. Swivel Heads for use
on Precision Work.

5721 SCREWDRIVER SET
6 precision screwdrivers in hinged plastic
case. Sizes - 0.8, 1.4. 2, 2.4, 2.9 and 3.8mm f1.75

DRIVER SET
5 precision nut drivers in hinged plastic case.
With turning rod. Sizes - 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 and
5mm £1.75

5741 TOOL SET
5 precision instruments in hinged plastic case.
Crosspoint (Philips) screwdrivers - HO and H1
Hex key wrenches. Sizes - 1.5, 2 and
2.5mm £1.75

5751 WRENCH SET
5 precision wrenches in hinged plastic case.
Sizes - 4. 4.5, 5, 5.5 and 6mm £1.75

MULTITESTER
1,000 opv including test leads &

Battery

AC volts - 0-15-150-500-1,000

DC volts - 0-15-150-500-1,000

DC currents - 0 ,1ma-150ma

Resistance - 0 25 K ohms 100 K

ohms

Dims - 90 x 61 x 30mm.
0/No. 1322 OUR PRICE £6.50 ONLY

BRAND NEW LCD
DISPLAY MULTITESTER
RE 188m

LCD 10 MEGOHM INPUT IMPEDANCE

'34 digit *16 ranges plus hFE test facility for
PNP and NPN transistors 'Auto zero, auto
polarity *Single-handed, pushbutton operation
*Over range indication *12.5mm 14 -inch) large
LCD readout 'Diode check 'Fast circuit
protection 'Test leads, battery and instructions
included.
Max indication 1999 or -1999
Polarity indication Negative only

Positive readings appear
without + sign

Input Impedance 10 Megohms
Zero adjust Automatic
Sampling time 250 milliseconds

Temperature range -5°C to 50°C
Power Supply 1 x PP3 or equivalent 9V

battery
20mW
155x x31mm

Consumption
Size

RANGES

DC Voltage 0-200mV

0-2-20-200-1000V. Acc. 0.8%

AC Voltage 0-200-1000V
Acc. 1.2% DC Current 0-200uA
0-2-20-200mA, 0-10A. Acc. 12%
Resistance 0-2-20-200K ohms

0-2 Megohms. Acc. 1%
BI-PAK VERY LOWEST PRICE

£45.00 each
Leather Case for 188m £2.50 EACH

SPEAKER PROTECTOR
Limits voltage to speaker or
to the permissible max., by
automatically introducing a
resistor in series with speak-
ers. When excessive voltage is re-
duced the unit resets itself. Electronic
voltage -sensing relay circuit. Spring terminals. Cut-off
level adjustable from 10W -120W. Full instructions includ-
ed. Dims: 85 x 74 x 25mm.
0/No. VP 1 18 £9.95
ANTENNA SWITCH 2 and 3 WAY

Co -axial switch for one transceiver
to two antennae or one antenna to
two transceivers. Dims: 86 x 55 x
32mm (Body).
0/No. VP 113 £4.50
As above but 3 -way.
0.No. VP 114 £4.75

COMMON

J

11111.. 1

SIGNAL INJECTOR

Simple push button operation. Oscillates at 700
- 1k Hz with harmonics to 30MHz. 1.4V p/p
output. Impedance 10142 Ideal for trouble
shooting with audio equipment. One "M"
penlight battery supplied 0/No VP96 £2.50

LOGIC PROBE

Automatic levelling. White LED indication.
Minimum width of measuring pulse 30
millisecs.Maximum input frequency 10M Hz.
Input impedance: 1001(c2
Power consumption: 40mA maximum
Power supply: 4.5 - 18 V d.c.

ORDER No. VP97 t.10.)
CURREN

Heavy duty test prods with built-in indicators
for testing polarity: indicates whether a.c. or
d.c. 3.5V to 400V. 0/No. VP98 £2.50

TESTER

Universal tester with ceramic buzzer. Tests
diodes, transistors, resistors, capacitors and
continuity. One "AA" penlight battery included.
Test current: Max 21,A
Test voltage: 12V
Response range: 100M12
Max voltage: 500V
Internal resistance: 390kLI
Len th: 135mm

£5.00
0/No VP99

CIRCUIT
NESTER

D.C. continuity tester for circuit checking on all
low voltage equipment and components. Diode
checking also possible. Takes two AA batteries,
90cm lead has crocodile clip. Body length
145mm. 0/No. VP100 75,

1

Red plastic case with adjustable fixing
bracket. Emits high-pitched wailing note of
varying pitch - 100 cycles per minute. Dims -
90mm (dia.) 60mm (depth). Power - 12v DC
0/P 90dBA 1m type.

Our Price:£5.50 0/Nc VP79

TAPE RECORDER SWITCH
Unit to control motor of tape recorder.
1.8m cord and 2.5mm plug attached.
On/Off switch. Dims: 55 x 20 x 20mm.
0/No. VP 127 £1.00

POWER SUPPLY OUR PRICE £4.25
Power supply fits directly into 13 amp socket
Fused for safety. Polarity reversing socket.
Voltage switch. Lead with multi plug
Input - 240V AC 50HZ, Output - 3, 4, 5, 6.
7 5 9 & 12V DC Rating - 330 ma VP109

RATCHET SCREWDRIVER KIT
Comprises 2 standard screwdriver blades 5 &
7mm size. 2 cross point size 4 & E 1 Ratchet
handle. 5 -in -1 Kit. £1.45 each. 0/No 3298

HIGH PASS FILTER/SUPRESSOR
CB/TV. High pass filter. Reduces
unwanted signals picked up by
antenna. Dims: 45 x 25 x 17mm
0/No. VP 115 45p

LOW PASS FILTER
Designed to reduce harmonics on
the VHS and TV band. Cut-off
frequency: 30MHz. V.S.W.R.: Less
than 1.2 to 1. Insertion loss:
-02dB @ 27MHz. Impedance:
50 ohms. Dims: 110 x 55 x 40mm.
0/No. VP116 £2.75

DC -DC POWER SUPPLY
DC to DC adaptor. Plugs into car cigar lighter aperture.
Output 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 12V @ 800mA Has universal output
spider plug, also 9V battery snap and polarity reversing
facility. 0/No. VP 119 £2.45

21-PAK

ANTENNA COUPLER
Transceiver/car radio
antenna coupler. With co -axial
cables. One co -axial
terminates in antenna plug
and the other in PL259
plug. Dims: 67 x 46 x 30mm.
0/No. VP 117 £2.00

Send your orders to Dept H RT8 BI-PAK PO BOX 6 WARE, HERTS
SHOP AT 3 BALDOCK ST. WARE, HERTS

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER, SAME DAY DESPATCH, ACCESS,
BARCLAYCARD ALSO ACCEPTED. TEL. (09201 3182, GIRO 388 7006

ADO 15% VAT AND 75p PER ORDER POSTAGE AND PACKING

ELECT & PIEZO BUZZERS

0/No VP 107
95p

0/No VP 108

PIEZO
Miniature round piezo-electronic
buzzer White plastic. Low
consumption
Frequency, 4kHz approx
Output: 70dB AlI @ 1. typ
Power: 12Vd.z. 4mA.
Dims: 22 (dial is 11.5mm

Fixing Centres: 26.5mm

PIEZO
Piero buzzer White plastic 90mm
leads For use on a.c mains
Frequency: 3.5kHz approx.
Output: 85dB 141 @ lm typ
Power 240Va.c 5mA.
Dims: 32 Idia 1 x 14mm
Fixing centres 38mm

ELECTRONIC
Miniature electronic buzzers
Solid state. Ivory plastic. 150
leads Frequency 500 Hz

approx
Drns. 22 it 16 15mm

0 tput: 82dB (Al @ lm typ
Ft mg centres 26mm
3V 25mA 0/No VP 82
9V 25mA 0/No VP 84

80p each

SUB -BOX
A neat swivelling disc provides
close tolerance substitution re-
sistors of 36 preferred values
from 5ohms to 1Kohm. Simply
fix clips into circuit and swivel
until optimum result is
achieved.
0/No. VP 1 1 2 £4.75

6V 25mA VP 83
I2V 25mA VP 86

MINIATURE VICE
Miniature plastic and metal
vice with strong suction base
for portability. Single action to
secure or release suction.
Plastic jaws with rubber pads
20mm wide, open out to
40mm. Dims: 85 65
60mm approx.

FANTASTIC VALUE
0/No. VP 95 ONLY £1.60

LEARN A LINGO!

PILLOW SPEAKER
Slim under pillow unit. 8ohms
2" speaker. 1.5m lead with
3.5mm mono jack plug. Black.
Dims: 65 (die - 17mm.
0/No. VP 88 £1.25

METRIC &
BRITISH
MEASURES .

Steel tapes in sturdy ABs
plastic case. Silk wrist strap. These
yellow coated convex tapes have inch
and metric graduations Automatic push-button return
2m long 13mm wide 0/No VP 89 £1.00
3m long 13mm wide 0/No VP 90 £1.50
5m long 16mm wide 0/No VP 91 £2.00

BATTERY TESTER
Tests all types of battery including
standard, NICAD. Alkaline etc. Takes
all standard sizes including 6V lan-
tern batteries and watch/hearing
aid cells. Also tests fuses and
lamps by means of internal 9V
IPP31 battery Can also be used
to recharge NICAD batteries
by means of external 312Vd c
Power supply (not included)

Full instructions provided Dims 185 103  30mm
0/No VP 101 £7.00 iapprox I

FM MONITOR
FM monitor for 2 metre band All
metal Attached earphone PL259/
S0239 connectors 144MHz lOW
maximum Dims (Body) 55 30

 23mm
0/No VP 120 f4 20

DUMMY LOAD
50 ohms 30W
UHF co -axial plug
fitting IPL2591
0/No VP 121 £5.20

PICK-UP COIL
Large telephone pick-up.coil for high
sensitivity Suction pad to stick to
telephone 90cm lead to 35 lack plug
Connects direct to cassette recorder
Dims 32 Idle 1 17mmlbodyl 36mm
I dia I sucker £1.00

0/No VP 87

Use your credit card king us on Ware 3182
NOW and get your order even faster Goods
normally sent 2nd Class Mail
Remember you must add VAT at 19% to your
Total order
Postage add 75p per Total order
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'Unlicensed'
Possession Of
Transmitting
Equipment

A Law report in the edition of The Times
dated 28 March 1984 carried the title
"Proof of unlicensed use not
necessary". This related to the case of
'D' (a Minor) v Yates in the Divisional
Court. Basically, the judgment was that
"....the offence of using apparatus for
wireless telegraphy without a licence,
contrary to section 111) of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949, was commited
where the set was available for use at
any time and it was unnecessary to
prove that the set had been used or that
the defendant intended to use it".

To quote further from the Law
report, "...The Queen's Bench Divi-
sional Court so held and dismissed the
defendant's appeal from the dismissal
by Manchester Crown Court... of her
appeal against conviction of an offence
that between 13 November 1982 and
20 November 1982 the defendant did
use a Superstar 360 CB transceiver
without a licence, contrary to section
1111. The crown court, having con-
sidered the evidence, was not sure that
the defendant had operated the set bet-
ween 13 and 20 November but was
sure that during that period she kept the
set readily available for operation and
intended to use it if the occasion arose.
The sole issue was whether in order to
establish an offence under the section
of having 'used' an apparatus it was
necessary for the prosecution to
establish that the set was switched on
and transmitting and receiving during
those dates".

"The crown court concluded that
that was not the proper meaning of
"use" in that section, and that it would
be virtually impossible to obtain a con-
viction if the operator had to be ap-
prehended at the time the set was swit-
ched on".

"Even without reference to the
defendant's state of mind, that is, her

intention to use the set in the future,
the offence had been established by the
fact that the set was available for im-
mediate use at any time."

Lord Justice Kerr further said that
the word "use" should be given a broad
and sensible interpretation of being
available for use. It was going too far to
require proof that the set was being us-
ed at the time.

Leave to appeal to the House of
Lords has apparently been refused. The
Divisional Court decision in this case
therefore has some very far-reaching
consequences insofar as illegal opera-
tion on amateur frequencies, and any
others for that matter, is concerned. It
appears that a prosecution for unlicens-
ed use can succeed without it being
necessary for the prosecution to show
that the equipment in question was
switched on and transmitting or receiv-
ing: in other words, that the offence
was established by reason of the equip-
ment being available for immediate use
at any time. This is very different from
the opinion given to the RSGB at
various times by the Home Office and
the DTI that it is not possible to bring a
successful prosecution under the
Wireless Telegraphy Act because proof
of transmission was necessary.

Given that the RSGB and the
amateur radio fraternity as a whole is
well aware of the very serious problems
presented by the illegal use of radio
transmitters, which continue to
manifest themselves both in amateur
bands and elsewhere, the conse-
quences of this judgment give some
grounds for hope that a solution may
become available.

Apparently the RSGB has written
to the DTI to make some points with
respect to this case, and there appears
to be a case for cautious optimism that
it may at last be possible to tackle the
apparently insuperable problem of illicit
operation from a more productive angle.

There is another cause for op-

timism insofar as the Tele-
communications Bill has now com-
pleted its passage through Parliament,
receiving the Royal Assent on 12 April
1984, and has become law: the actual
effects of this remain to be seen: it will

now become possible for the authorities
to take meaningful action against many
of the abuses which have caused pro-
blems for radio amateurs in recent
years. (This item from RSGB Council
Letter, May 1984 I.

UOSAT-2 Back
In Action

UOSAT-2, Surrey University's second
scientific and educational spacecraft,
has begun transmitting data after hav-
ing been silent for over ten weeks. It
responded to commands from the Sur-
rey Command Station at 1105 hrs
UTC on Monday 14 May, and is now
transmitting telemetry data on its main
data beacon on 145.825MHz.

Designed and built at the University
of Surrey in the record time of only five
months, UOSAT-2 was given a flawless
launch from California by NASA on 1
March. During its first few orbits, the
spacecraft operated perfectly, transmit-
ting a strong signal of telemetry data
and responding to a complex series of
commands. It then ceased transmitting
on command from the primary on -board
computer. Up to that point, the
telemetry indicated that the condition
of the spacecraft after launch was very
good.

Problems arose on the morning
after launch, when UOSAT-2 did not
respond to repeated commands from
the Surrey Command Station. Then
began a long series of checks to
establish what the cause of the trouble
might be, made all the more difficult by
the fact that according to the telemetry
- the equivalent of the readings and
switch positions on the instrument
panel of an aircraft - there was nothing
wrong at all. At the same time, daily at-
tempts were made to gain command of
the spacecraft, but with no success.

Major progress was made on the
12th May in the international effort to
recover the spacecraft. Radio amateurs
at the Stanford Research Institute,
California, using a very sensitive out-
station in Greenland, picked up faint
signals on 1.2 GHz. These signals in-
dicated that the command receivers of
UOSAT-2 were switched on. (Tele-
vision detector vans use a similar princi-
ple!) This important discovery confirm-
ed not only that the spacecraft was still
operating, but also that it was in its
predicted orbit.

Armed with this encouraging infor-
mation, Neville Bean and Roger Peel,
research officers of the UOSAT Project
Team in the University's Department of
Electronic and Electrical Engineering,
made a further routine attempt on
Monday 14 May, to command the
spacecraft. Attempts using the 144
MHz receiver were unsuccessful, but,
on the next orbit, commands using the

4
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438MHz receiver resulted in the main
data beacon being powered up. The
signals from the beacon are as strong as
they were on the evening of the launch,
and can be received on the simplest of
narrowband VHF receivers, in the same
way as the signals from UOSAT-1.

Telemetry data is now being
transmitted continually on
145.825MHz, and receiving stations
around the world are picking it up and
passing it to the Surrey Command
Team, to supplement the data they are
receiving from the spacecraft. Early
analysis of the telemetry indicates that
UOSAT-2 is in good shape, with a bat-
tery voltage of 14.6 volts and
temperatures of zero to minus five
degrees C, as expected.

It appears that there may be an in-
termittent fault in the command receiv-
ing system, but it will probably take
many weeks of analysis to trace the
problem and to see if it can be cured or
avoided in the future. Not until then will
the spacecraft, at present in a stable
spin, be manoeuvred into its permanent
orbiting attitude with the TV camera
pointing to earth; the checking of the
various scientific and educational ex-
periments on board will then begin.

Because UOSAT-2 is in a higher or-
bit that UOSAT-1 - 435 miles com-
pared with 330 miles - its orbit
characteristics are much less affected
by changes in the density of the
ionosphere. Its orbit times are within
ten seconds of those predicted from the
early orbits. The Surrey University
UOSAT Information Service is providing
news and reference orbits on Guildford
(0483) 61202. Enquirers experiencing
delay in getting through on this number
are asked to be patient and remember
that the answering machine is dealing
with a continual stream of calls from
many parts of the world.

HRT at the NEC
(Four Go Mad in Edgebaston)

At 9 p.m. on 28th April, the HRT team,
supplimented by 'Hobby Electronics'
Ad. Manager Jo James, stumbled
somewhat sleepily into Hall 3a of the
NEC in Birmingham for the first day of
the RSGB Amateur Convention.

Setting up the stand was swiftly
completed as the crowds poured in.
Fortified only by cartons of chips and
coffee, the day took off with a bang.
Entry into the exhibition proved much
swifter than last year and the waiting
crowd of about 2000 was inside the
hall in a matter of minutes.

Little time was left to the Editor to
visit lectures and haggle in the
Fleamarket as he desired, due to the ex-
tremely enthusiastic crowd who
thronged the stand to buy magazines,
subscriptions, ask (usually) sensible

The HRT team relaxing before the Sunday morning onslaught at the RSGB
Amateur Radio Convention

questions and generally shoot the
breeze. Quite a few old acquaintances
were renewed also.

Taking a fish and chip break and a
stroll around, I was particularly impress-
ed by the 'G-QRP Club' stand which,
among other goodies, offered a QRP
transmitter which was built right in

front of the purchasers eyes in minutes
- effectively showing how simple QRP
construction can be.

BNOS Electronics were displaying a
rather natty 70cm 50W linear/pre-amp,
apparently on show for the first time. All
the name British manufacturers were
there and quite a few had interesting
things 'in the pipeline', of which I will let
readers have details as soon as I can.
Johnny Melvin, G3 LIV, dropped by the
stand (remember his RTTY interface for
the BBC 'B' Computer, reviewed in
February '84 HRT) with news of an in-
terface he has developed to run SSTV
with the BBC 'B'. This will shortly be
the subject of an in-depth review in HRT
- if the price of SSTV has frightened
you off the mode, look out for this.

By 5 p.m. on Saturday, we had
sold all the pre -publication issues of Ju-
ly HRT we had been able to get hold of.
Ideas of ringing the Circulation Director
at his home in Kent, and asking him to
drive to the printers and then to the NEC
were hatched. We decided to keep our
jobs however...

Even on Saturday night we
)G6 LPZI couldn't leave Amateur Radio
alone. On a visit to BBC's Pebble Mill, a
vehicle with the legend 'G4CBQ -
160m ru'e,s' (or something similar) was
spotted in the car park. Ten minutes
and a visit to the bar later, we were be-
ing shown around G2 BBC /G6 BBC, the
Pebble Mill club station. This was
followed by a swift Indian meal, after
which we foolishly strayed into the con-

vention hotel bar...
Sunday was pretty much as per

Saturday regarding the exhibition atten-
dance. Despite the lack of June issues
we were very busy - as was every
stand that I saw.

After the announcement of the
winner of our subscription draw (winn-
ing a 7 ele 2m yagi donated by MET
antennas and 'The CQ Centre') we
wearily packed the stand, counted the
money (!) and prepared for the trek
southwards with the knowledge that
over 10,000 visitors had walked past,
if not visited (I must say it felt like it) our
stand.

Well, we'll be back next year,
maybe even with Fay Clark of Arrow
Electronics brightly coloured table
cloths (for which thanks) again. Thanks
for dropping by and we'll see you then.
73 de G3ZZD, G4NXV, G6 LPZ and Jo
James.

WPO
Communications
Latest

WPO Communications are now making
many of their designs available as ready
built and aligned PCB modules, leaving
only the external components to be
wired in by the constructor. As an ex-
ample, the popular DSB80 and 160
series QRP transceivers can now be
purchased as ready built and aligned
modules. Also available will be their
range of PLL Synthesised VFO's, in-
cluding a new 2 metre design, and their
2 metre FM Transceiver, plus 6 metre
converter. This new service "will meet
the requirements of those people who
want to have some element of home
construction in their station, but lack
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the confidence to build from kits."
Also, they announce the re-

introduction of their Talking Frequency
Meter for the visually handicapped
amateur. This is designed to assist Blind
amateurs in determining their transmit
frequency, although the unit can be us-
ed for any of the applications a normal
frequency counter could be put to, in-
cluding frequency readout under dif-
ficult operating conditions. It covers
500kHz to 1 50MHz (minimum) in two
ranges, with a resolution of 1 00Hz bet-
ween 500kHz and 40MHz, and 1 kHz
between 20MHz and 1 50MHz.

Speech is of good quality "from a
unique circuit," through its own built in
speaker, and the meter features either
manual or automatic repeat operation,
with selectable 2, 4 or 6 digit groups of
figures spoken. The new unit has im-
proved sensitivity at HF, and reverse
polarity plus input protection. It
operates from a 12V external supply
and is supplied ready built and tested.

Priced at £179 including VAT and
Post, further information on the Talking
Meter, and ready built modules can be
obtained on Hassocks (07918) 6149,
or by post to 20, Farnham Avenue,
Hassocks, West Sussex BN6 8 NS.

Ex -Editor
Attempts
To Pass
The RAE!

Former Editor of HRT (now Consultant
Editor) Dave Bradshaw recently sat the
May RAE examination in an attempt to
gain his licence. He writes "Although I
started my electronics career as an
SWL, I wasn't actively involved in radio
when I took on the editorship of HRT at
short novice, so I was relieved to even-
tually get the chance of becoming less
of a fraud, albeit as Consultant Editor.
However, deciding to sit the May RAE, I
was dismayed at the lack of quality of
the examination.

"I think I can claim to have a
reasonable knowledge of electronics, as
I've taught it to 'A' level and to
undergraduate students of physics, and
I have been Editor of HRT's sister

publication, ETI, for two years;
however, some of the questions on the
RAE had me completely flummoxed,
either because all the multi -choice op-
tions given seemed wrong (!) (reducing
the examinees takes to trying to choose
the least wrong answer) or more than
one option was correct."

"A good example of the latter case
was provided by the very last question
on the paper. I have to try to recall this
from memory because you are not
allowed to take the question paper out
of the room (is this for fear of ridicule on
the part of the City of Guilds Institute
who set the examination?). The ques-
tion went roughly as follows: in an
oscilloscope tube, plates X2 and Y2 are
earthed; how do you connect the X1
and Y1 plates to determine by the
trapezoidal method the depth of
modulation of a transmitter's output? it
X1 to timebase, Y1 to Tx 0/P; ii) X1 to
audio I/P, Y1 to Tx 0/P; iii) X1 to Tx
0/P, Y1 to audio I/P; iv) X1 to Tx 0/P,
Y1 to timebase. Of course, both ii) and
iii) will work!

"Let me say at once that I am a
strong believer in multiple-choice ex-
aminations, as I think that examinations
with written answers can be as much a
test of a candidate's English and hand-
writing as much as the subject under
test. Additionally, a well -designed
multiple choice exam can test a far
wider range of knowledge than a writ-
ten examination. However, by my
reckoning, around 10% of the ques-
tions of this examination were unaccep-
tably poor."

"Whether I pass or fail, let me put
on record now that I do not think my
ability - or the abilities of the other
candidates sitting the examination with
me - has been fairly tested."

Cheap SSTV
With The BBC
'B'

There is a growing interest in ham radio
circles towards the reception of SLOW
SCAN TELEVISION using computers. A
new unit designed by G3LIV and
G8UEE for the BBC 'B' Computer
allows ham radio video transmissions to
be displayed on a compatible monitor or
TV receiver and is complete with soft-
ware. The BBC computer was chosen
because of the high level of ownership
in ham radio and short wave circles.

Many transmissions can be copied
from countries all over the world using
this system. The unit offered has facili-
ty within the software to receive pic-
tures from both 50Hz and 60Hz coun-
tries.

The rear of the hardware has a 20
pin IDC connector which mates directly
with the BBC computers' I/O port. This

The Orkney -Caithness Repeater Group
was formally constituted in April
1984. Shown above is their GB30C
repeater, near Kirwall. (Ken Dougnty)

cable carries all digital and power rails
to and from the computer.

The tape containing the program
has also SSTV video pictures and test
signals recorded on the reverse side.
This will allow the setting up of the con-
verter, as well as allowing the owner to
become familiar in using the equipment.
Up until now, SSTV has only possible
with the use of very expensive scan
converters costing many hundreds of
pounds, or the old fashioned long per-
sistance CRT design. The cost of the PC
board with program on tape, with full
constructions for building are £17.50.
A fully boxed and tested unit with pro-
gram at £93.00.

Any further information can be ob-
tained from John Melvin, G3LIV at 2
Salters Court, Gosforth, Newcastle
Upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear. Please
enclose SAE. This interface will be
reviewed in a forthcoming HRT.

Go See Some
'Spy Sets'

At 12 noon on Tuesday 8 May (VE Day)
Mrs. Odette Hallowes GC opened
Resistance, a major exhibition which
examines the nature of European
resistance to Nazi Germany and the
various forms it took between 1939
and 1945, at the Imperial War
Museum, London SE1. This will run to
21st April 1985.

The exhibits on display include a
phial of heavy water and wreckage
from an aircraft which crashed during
the first unsuccessful attempt in the
Norsk heavy water plant in Norway in
November 1942; wireless sets and
transmitters; secret agents' equipment
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including a handbag containing false
papers, a pistol and a hidden message
compartment carried by a woman agent
who parachuted into France; escape
aids used by RAF aircrew; a copy of the
official Gestapo report on the
assassination of the SS leader Reinhard
Heydrich; intelligence data assembled
by the 'Service Clarence', a Belgian
resistance circuit; and material relating
to Wing Commander F.F.E. Yeo-
Thomas, the 'White Rabbit' and Odette
Hallowes, both of whom worked for the
Resistance, survived internment in con-
centration camps and were awarded
the George Cross. Admission is £1.50
for Adults and 80p Children, OAPs and
students.

RAYNET
Changes

The operation of the Radio Amateur
Emergency Network (RAYNET) will be
affected by changes to the Amateur
Radio Licence which will come into ef-
fect on June 8 1984.

Announcing the alterations to the
licence Mr. Kenneth Baker MP, Minister
of State for Industry and Information
Technology, said in reply to a

Parliamentary Question from Mr. Neil
Thorne MP (Ilford South) today:

"My Department has recently
agreed with the Radio Society of Great
Britain to increase the present limit
which applies to RAYNET group exer-
cises and changes will be made to the
Amateur Radio Licence to come into ef-
fect on June 8 1984. From this date,
any exercise relating to disaster relief
operations conducted by one of the
user services lie the British Red Cross
Society, the St. John Ambulance
Brigade, the County Emergency Plann-
ing Officer or any police force in the UK)
will be without limit. Participation in
other operations conducted by a user
service will be subject to a maximum of
4 exercises in any one calendar month
and an overriding limit of 12 in any
calendar year."

"An additional change to the
licence is being made to enable an
amateur station to be operated during
any disaster relief operation in the
presence of and under the direct super-
vision of the licensee, by a represen-
tative nominated by the user service
conducting the operation."

1 The change in the licence will be
as follows:
Clause 111)(c): The current rules apply-
ing to RAYNET exercises introduced in
January 1983 on a trial basis will now
be formally constituted in the licence
and additional freedom will be given by
removing all restrictions to those exer-
cises which are associated with
disaster relief operations. The new
limits apply only to the charity walk,

L to R. Kevin, E1740, Aldan, EI3EG, John El5FC, Helen, E1646, Tom, EI6BA
and Finbar, EIICS, members of Cork Radio Club who recently hosted the AGM
of the Irish Radio Transmitters Society in Cork. (Photo by Mike, EI9FE)

county show, and marathon type of
events giving RAYNET groups greater
flexibility in their choice of event.
Clause 1(2)(c): Provision is being made
for the use of an amateur station by
someone nominated by the user service
during a disaster relief operation when
the use is supervised by the licensee.
This would, for example, enable a doc-
tor working in conjunction with the St
John Ambulance Brigade (one of the
user services listed in the licence) to
operate the station himself rather than
through the intermediary of the
licensee.

Repeater Latest- 23 cm and
28 MHz
Proposals

23cm Repeaters. Although a number of
these units are licensed, it appears that
only the Brighton and Bristol units are
operational. The results seem to be at
great variance, the Brighton group
reporting outstanding penetration and
range, the Bristol group appearing to be
disappointed with results.

These units are Beacon/Repeaters,
and employ horizontal polarisation. The
RMG are unwilling to accept any further
applications for 23cm licences until at
least half of the existing 'franchises' are
operational.

Recently, the DTI have licensed
five in -band TV repeaters on 24cm. The
Leicester unit is reported operational us-
ing AM Video. The maximum erp allow-
ed has been restricted by the DTI to
35W and this is disappointingly low;
normal UHF TV repeaters using such
powers are only expected to have a
range of a few kilometres. A unit at
Worthing is expected to be operational
using FM Video and it will be interesting
to compare results.
Future Developments. 3 repeater
Groups have enquired about the

possibility of Microwave input to ex-
isting repeaters. The RMG have said
that they were willing to accept any
proposal and were looking for a good
receiver specification, particularly with
respect to useable sensitivity.

A group in Cornwall has apparently
proposed an FM 29 MHz repeater,
along with five other groups in England
(as reported in last months HRT). The
RMG are discussing the proposals with
the HF Committee who have indicated,
perhaps surprisingly, that they would
favourably consider any complete pro-
posals. A frequency plan has been
discussed based on 1 0 KHz channel
spacing as follows:

29.540 MHz Input 1
29.550 MHz Simplex
29.560 MHz Input 2
29.580 MHz Input 3
29.640 MHz Output 1
29.660 MHz Output 2
29.680 MHz Output 3

Although the recent IARU con-
ference in Sicily came out against
28 MHz repeaters in Region 1, the
doors are apparently not shut and this
proposal may well be reconsidered.

The Stockland Hill Repeater Group
are working towards a single site
28 MHz repeater (all, or nearly all, of
the American repeaters are dual site to
get good transmit/receive separation).
They hope to achieve this by the use of
a receiver with a block filter, high level
diode ring mixer, running at +17 dBm,
21.4 MHz crystal and the local
oscillator running high. A letter of intent
and a proposal for the RMG is also being
developed. Anybody (repeater groups?)
who is interested in developing practical
28 MHz repeaters is invited to contact
Roger Jones, G3YMK, on 0404 86
468.

GB3SF is a 2m pilot carrier SSB
repeater recently licensed for Sheffield
University. This is being built as a stu-
dent project and problems have been
encountered with receiver stability. It is
hoped that the repeater will be opera-
tional this summer. (Axe Vale ARC).
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4 Jul

6 Jul

7 Jul
7-8 Jul
9 Jul

10 Jul

11 Jul

12 Jul

13 Jul

14 Jul
15 Jul

Horndean DRC: On the Air Cheaply by G2DZT
Leighton Linslade RC: ring PRO
Stourbridge ARS: Informal
Leighton Linslade ARS: Tools for the Radio
Amateur by AB Engineering Ltd
Todmorden DARS: Radio Treasure Hunt
Braintree DARS: Power Supplies by G3PEN
Bury RS: Surplus Equipment Sale
Vale of White Horse ARS: AGM
S. Bristol ARC: Lecture by the RSGB
Fareham DARC: Brewing ATUs by G4GBZ
Wirral DARC: Barbeque at Heswall
Fylde ARS: Blackpool Airport Radio and Radar
Visit
Cheshunt DARC: Equipment Evening
Wirral ARS: Surplus Sale
Nene Valley RC: Natter Night
Lincoln SWC: CW/RAE
Axe Vale RC: Visit to Stockland Hill TV
Transmitter
S. Manchester: VHF NFD Preparations
Sutton and Cheam RS: ring PRO for details
Haverhill DARS: 2m Foxhunt
Harrow RS: Basic Microwaves
Maltby ARS: Visit to IBA transmitter at Emley
Moor
Dunstable Downs RC: ring PRO
Medway ARTS: Ham Radio Film Night
Hastings ERC: Summer Barbeque
VHF NATIONAL FIELD DAY
Exeter ARS: Static and Chips by G3RSJ
Stratford Upon Avon DRS: Homebrewing Tips
Leighton Linslade RC: Quiz at Milton Keynes
DRC in Newport Pagnell
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: St. John's Ambulance
Wakefield DRS: ring PRO
Bury RS: Visit to IBA transmitter at Emley Moor
Wakefield DRS: 2m Foxhunt with Pontefract
ARS
Basingstoke ARC: Contact G4OAC for details
Verulam ARC: HF Wire Antennas by Louis
Varney, G5 RV
S. Bristol ARC: 70 cm night with G4EIA
Farnborough (Hants) DRS: Talk by G3IEE
Cheshunt DARC: Natter Nite
Nene Valley RC: Tube Sale with G4ME0
Lincoln SWC: End of the Vulcan by G8VGF
(Pulp Sci-fi featuring Mr. Spock?! - Ed)
To be arranged
Edgeware DARS: Outside Visit (TBA)
Bury RS: ring PRO
S. Manchester RC: The Beginning of the
Universe by G4ROM
Maltby ARS: Barge Trip - ring PRO
Harrow RS: Informal
RSGB Low Power Field Day
Sussex Mobile Rally at the Racecourse,

Brighton. Undercover Exhibition Area. Free Park-
ing. Excellent Catering. Facilities and free
minibus rides to the seaside for all the family.
Huge Bring and Buy stall plus trade stands. Open
1030-1700. Admission f 1, children and disabl-
ed free. Talk -in S22 and 80m.
Glenrothes DARC: Antarctica by ex-VP8AQA.
Dunstable Downs RC: DF Hunt on 160m and
2m
Wirral DARC: DF Hunt

16 Jul Leighton Linslade RC: Lightning and EMP Protec-
tion by George Jessop, G6JP
Stourbridge ARS: A Look at the Club's Artifacts
Braintree DARS: Nuclear Power by the CEGB

17 Jul Biggin Hill ARS: QRP by G4BUE
Fylde ARS: Discussion of Blackpool Airport Visit
Midland ARS: Amateur TV

18 Jul S. Bristol ARC: Computer Night with G1 DBH
Fareham DARC: QRP from St. Kilda by G3WL Y
Wirral DARC: D W
Cheshunt DARC: Visit - ring PRO
Wirrall ARS: Computers in Amateur Radio
Nene Valley RC: Lecture from Crime Prevention
Officer
Lincoln SWC: CW/RAEMamfest Preparation

20 Jul Sutton and Cheam RS: German Wartime Radio
Equipment by G3IEE
Haverhill DARS: Club Aerials
Harrow RS: Airborne Radio
Dunstable Downs RC: GB3TV Repeater
Demonstration
Medway ARTS: Improving your 2m DX by Ken

G8VR
S. Manchester ARS: Radio Clinic - bring your
sick projects!

21 Jul Radio and Electronics Fair held by West Kent
ARS at Royal Victoria Hall, Southborough, Kent.
1030-1700. Computers, Video Games and
AMATEUR RADIO. Car Parking. Talk -in. 60 +
Trade Stands.
Located on the London Road between Tonbridge
and Tunbridge Wells. Info Dave Green 0892
28275

22 Jul Anglian Mobile Rally, Stanway School,
Colchester.
Open 1000-1700. Talk -in plus usual goodies.
Info G3YAJ 0206 393938
Home Counties Mobile Rally at McMichael
Sports and Social Club, Sefton Park, Bells Hill,
Stoke Poges, Bucks. Doors open 1100. Trade
stands, fleamarket, demonstrations, including
radio controlled models, and a real ale tent! Talk -
in S22 and SU8.

23 Jul Stratford Upon Avon DRC: Construction Evening
24 Jul Mid Warwickshire ARS: Fox Hunt and Barbeque

Wakefield DRS: Pitch and Putt at Holmsfield
Park
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25 Jul S. Bristol ARC: HF Night with G4TXW trade stands, camping and caravaning facilities.

Fareham DARC: On air/natter
Wirral DARC: DF Hunt for G8PMF Award

Fun for all the family, including model railway
rides and barbeque refreshment. Bring and Buy.

Farnborough ARS: Club Station Work-in Talk -in. Info Bob Burrows 0202 762828
Nene Valley RC: Natter Night East Kent ARS regret that they have been forced

26 Jul Edgeware DARS: Informal to cancel their Mobile Rally. All booking fees will

27 Jul Harrow RS: Informal be refunded.

S. Manchester RC: Microprocessor Design by
G8TYY of Manchester University

20 Aug Braintree DARS: Computers and Amateur Radio
by G8NPF and G6CHJ

1 Aug Wirral DARC: D W 21 Aug Biggin Hill ARC: Construction Techniques by
S. Bristol ARC: Lecture - ring PRO for details G4 VTD

Wirral ARS: ring PRO Wakefield DRS: Pitch and Putt Competition

Lincoln SWC: RAE night Halifax DARS: Radio Ca/derda/e by David Keitch

3 Aug Axe Vale ARC: 2m Foxhunt Midland ARS: Discussion night

Haverhill DARS: Mobile Suppression 22 Aug Wirral DARC: Junk Sale
Medway ARTS: Satellite Working by G8XLH S. Bristol ARC: End of Club VHF DX Contest
S. Manchester RC: 160m DF Contest Farnborough RS: TBA

4-5 Aug RSGB 432 MHz Low Power and SWL Lincoln SWC: Homebrewing with G8ZCD

5 Aug Woburn Mobile Rally 23 Aug Edgeware DARS: SSB FD Briefing
S. Manchester RSGB 160m DF Qualifier 24 Aug S. Manchester RC: ring PRO

6 Aug Horndean DRC: Car Ignition Suppression by 26 Aug RSGB ROPOCCO 2

Lucas Engineering Preston ARS Mobile Rally at Lancaster
Leighton Linslade RC: ring PRO University.
Braintree DARS: 'Live' Operating night Free Parking. Admission 50p plus free prize

7 Aug Wakefield DRS: On the air/natter night draw.

8 Aug S. Bristol ARC: Pocket Phone rally with G4SDR Cafe and Bar. Trade stands plus RSGB bookstall.

Farnborough (Hants) DRS: TBA
Lincoln SWC: On -air

Grand Bring and Buy. Rally stands 11 a.m. Talk -
in on S22 and 70cm. Info G3DWQ 0772

9 Aug Southgate ARC: Demonstration of Equipment 53820
and Social Evening 28 Aug Mid Warwickshire ARS: HF on air night

10 Aug S. Manchester RC: ORO Miscellany by G2HW 29 Aug Wirral DARC: D 8 W

12 Aug Wirral DARC: DF Hunt S. Bristol ARC: QRO Activity night

13 Aug Exeter ARS: Construction Evening Lincoln SWC: RAE night

14 Aug Mid Warwickshire ARS: Town and County Medway ARTS: Talk and demonstration by KW

Festival Planning Electronics

Bury RS: Fox Hunt S. Manchester RC: ring PRO

Basingstoke RS: Contact G4OAC for details 1-2 Sept SSB FIELD DAY

17 Aug Medway ARTS: Demonstration of Satellite RSGB 144MHz Trophy and SWL Contest

Working by G8XLH
Will Club Secretaries please note that the deadline for theS. Manchester RC: TBA

19 Aug Glenrothes DARC: Forward Planning Discussion October segment of Radio Tomorrow (covering radio
RSGB 1296 /2320 MHz Contest activities from 3rd September -2nd November '84 is 27th
RAIBC/FRARS Hamfest at Flight Refuelling July.
Social Club, Merley, Wimbome, Dorset. Parking,

Contacts
Axe Vale ARC
Barking RES
Braintree RS
Bury RS
Chichester DARC
Cambridge DARC
Dunstable Downs RC
Exeter ARS
East Kent RS
Edgeware DARS
Fylde RS
Halifax DARS
Hastings ERC
Haverhill DARS
Kent Repeater Grp
Leighton Linslade RC
Maltby ARS
Medway ARTS
Mid Ulster ARC
Preston ARS
S. Bristol ARS
S. Lakeland ARS
S. Manchester ARC
Stourbridge ARS
Southdown ARS
Vale of White Horse AIRS

Roger Jones
R. Woodberry
Alan Moore
Bryan Tydesley
C. Bryan
David Wilcock
Phill Morris
Roger Tipper
Stuart Alexander
John Cobley
PRO
DL Moss
Dave Shirley
Rob Proctor
MW Stoneham
Peter Brazier
Ian Abel
Andy Wallis
DF Campbell
George Earnshaw
Len Baker
Dave Warburton
Dave Holland
Malcolm Davies
P. Henly
Ian White

Upottery 468
01-594 4009
0304 822738
0282 24254
0243 789587
0954 50597
Dunstable 607623

0392 68065
0227 68913
30 64342
Lytham 737680
0422-202306
0424 420608
0787 281359
02273 69828
052 523 270
Rotherham 814911
0634 363960
0762 42620
0772 718175
0272 834282
Ulverston 54982
061 973 1837
038482 4019
0323 763123
Abingdon 31559
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The most effective route yet
to your Class A amateur
licence!

Professionally produced for
HAM RADIO TODAY by Shirley
Hesketh G4HES and Ron Ray
G3NCL, this advanced interac-
tive learning system makes use
of the stereo cassette format to
provide tuition to the 12wpm
test standard.

With its carefully designed
structure, we think that the HRT
MORSE COURSE is more effec-
tive than either morse classes
or electronic morse generators.

Based on TWO C-60 cassettes,
it offers the controlled promp-
ting so necessary for the initial
stages of morse tuition, fol-
lowed by carefully paced test
material to bring the student up
to speed. Full tuition notes are
provided with the cassettes.

To receive your MORSE
COURSE simply fill in the
coupon below and return it to:
'HRT MORSE COURSE', Argus
Press Software, No. 1 Golden
Square, London W1R 3AB.
NM ME NM MI Ell MN I= ============ MO I= I= MI =========
Please send me the 'HRT Morse Course' at £11.45 all inclusive of P & P and VAT.
I enclose cheque PO for £ (payable to ASP Ltd) OR Debit my Access Barclaycard (delete as
necessary).

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss)

Address

Postcode
Signature Date

Please allow 21 days for delivery

ray
MORSE COURSE

It's elementary Watson - now
that I've taken the

HRT Morse Course!

Photograph reproduced by kind permission of Marconi Ltd
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Antarctic DXing
A--T_

"Radio operators wanted by British
Antarctic Survey for Antarctic
duty". The advertisement was a
tempting prospect. My major in-
terests for many years had been
contesting (with GB4 ANT among
others) and 160 metre DXing. An-
tarctica seemed to offer enormous
potential for both kinds of

operation would have been
out of the question.

After Rio, the John Biscoe
headed for South Georgia to spend
a week transporting personnel bet-
ween the two permanent bases at
Bird Island and Grytviken (the old
whaling station, soon to become
rather better known), and the sum -

Richard Newstead, G3CWI, answered one of those
advertisements for work overseas that you sometimes
see in daily papers and found himself in the Antarctic

as V P8A N T.

operating - and where else could I
be paid for doing my hobby? Cer-
tainty there would never be a better
opportunity to visit such an in-
teresting part of the world and put
it on the DXCC map, so I soon had
an application in the post.

Six months later, on a warm
September morning in 1981, I was
boarding the Royal Research Ship
John Biscoe, bound for a 2 year
tour of duty on Adelaide Island off
the west coast of the Antarctic
Peninsula. Not only Antarctic but
Antarctica for DXCC purposes, I

mused with pleasure.
The voyage south was a

leisurely affair. Part of my luggage
was an FT1 01 , antenna wire, and
three "Jalbert" parafoil kites -
providing the potential for a bit of
shipborne DXing. Unfortunately I

was unable to get permission to
transmit from the ship, but did do
some listening with a long wire
hung off one of the kites. Not sur-
prisingly I developed something of
a reputation for being eccentrically
keen on radio!

The ship called in for a few
days at Rio de Janeiro, and passed
tantalisingly close to the Peter Et
Paul Rocks which, a full year before
the visit by WA2 MOE, N4 BQW Er
K8CW, were still on many peoples
'wanted' lists. The captain was
reluctant to go for a landing
because of possible uncharted
reefs, and I didn't have a PYO

Licence anyway so even a short

mer field camps. As South Georgia
is a fairly rare location, I was anx-
ious to get on the air as soon as
possible and, one afternoon, Brian
Stanswood, VP8AEN, the radio
operator at Grytviken gave me the
run of his shack.

The equipment at South
Georgia was rather antiquated and I
had to use valve gear made by
Racal, some of which dated from
World War 2. The receiver didn't
even have an SSB filter. The aerials
were dipoles at about 90 feet. Im-

mediately behind the base, moun-
tains to the north rose to several
thousand feet but even so, condi-
tions seemed about average with
both the USA and Europe audible.
However, 2 hours of frantic CQing
on 15 Et 20 metres yielded only 12
QSOs and I began to wonder
whether coming south had been
such a good idea after all!

Port Stanley provided a brief in-
terlude of civilization (but no QSOs)
before the ship headed south
across the Drake Passage and into
the ice. After a brief visit to
Esperanza, the Argentine base at
the northern end of the Antarctic
Peninsula near to Dundee Is (the
QTH of LU9ZI in 1982), the final
leg of the journey was accomplish-
ed by plane from a snow airship
near Palmer Station to Rothera
Base on Adelaide Island. Although

Rothera Base, Adelaide Island...in Antarctica

D
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Map of Antarctica showing some of the research stations that are
situated there - including Rothera
there was a strict weight limit in the
aircraft, preventing me bringing the
FT1 01 , I was able to smuggle in
my electronic keyer.

Settling In

Andy Hawkins VP8Q1, the
outgoing radio man at Rothera in-
troduced me to the commercial
equipment - most of which work-
ed extremely well on the amateur
bands (allaying worries about the
FT101 which, coming by sea, was
not due to arrive for several mon-
ths) - and explained that with all
the aircraft movements and watch -
keeping scheduled, I would be far
too busy to make any amateur
QSOs. Well, God must be a DXer
because, within a few days of my
arrival, a freak storm had totally
wrecked both aircraft on the base
and I had plenty of time for the
more important aspects of radio!

Mercifully, the station (Racal
again) was. much more modern
than that at South Georgia. The
equipment I used on the amateur
bands consisted of a fully syn-
thesised transmitter running 1 KW
from 1.5-25 MHz (but only about
70 W on 28 MHz where the PA
would not 'dip' correctly), and a

12

separate synthesised receiver. One
of my first soldering jobs was to re-
connect the CW facility. British
bases seldom use CW and it had
been disconnected during installa-
tion at Rothera - good job I'd
brought a keyer.

The station's main antenna, a V
beam firing at Port Stanley, seemed
to work extremely well to Europe
and North America on 40-10
metres and was just usable on 80.
160 required a separate dipole and,
although the only available mast
was a mere 15 feet high, its loca-
tion on a rocky point 120 feet
above the sea was some compen-

sation. Within a few days I'd work-
ed into America and the UK on
160m.

Antarctica is much rarer on CW
than SSB and the CW pile-ups on all
bands were enormous. The first CQ
on 40m produced a wall of callers
for 30kHz, but, with QSO rates
peaking at 180 per hour, things -

soon became manageable again. I

found the maximum QSO rate was
achieved by sending at between 30
and 35 wpm. Faster than that and
people had trouble copying, slower
and I got bored.

On Watch

I was soon introduced to one of
the chores of life in Antarctica -
night fire -watch. Because of the
enormous threat posed by fire,.
most bases maintain a patrol
throughout the night. When it was
my turn, I would set the keyer call-
ing CQ continuously on 160, go
once around the base, work the
resulting pile-up, set the keyer go-
ing, etc.. If my return was
significantly delayed, there were
rarely any callers - they had either
given up or fallen asleep waiting for
the "K"!

The long summer days produc-
ed excellent conditions on all bands
with particularly healthy pile-ups on
15 Et 20 around 0000z. Even 160
continued to produce DX QSOs for
an hour or two each night (apart
from a 2 week gap around the sum-
mer solstice) and I was able to
enter the CQ WW 160 CW contest
- at a time of the year when the
sun was only below the horizon for
a few minutes each day, making
over 70 QSOs into the USA Er
Europe. As the summer passed and
the days became shorter, I began to

G3 CWI answering a typical load of VP8 ANT QSLs
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One of the two BAS Twin Otters, that kept VPB ANT off the amateur
bands in the second summer
look forward to some interesting LF
openings, but world politics intrud-
ed in dramatic fashion.

Towards the end of March, my
QSL manager, G3ZAY, mentioned
in one of our twice -weekly QSL
handling schedules that a

diplomatic storm was brewing over
an Argentine landing on South
Georgia. Within a very few days the
Falklands had been invaded, VP8s
on remote farms were broadcasting
status reports, and I had an open
radio circuit to VP8AEN at Gryt-
viken where Argentine troops were
expected imminently. The rest of
the story is well known, VP8AEN
and the other BAS personnel were
repatriated by Argentine forces,
Brian later joining me at Rothera,
and amateur radio activity from
South Georgia came to a halt. I,

too, kept a low profile on the
amateur bands while the fighting
was going on, but a number of Gs
who continued to show up for my
normal schedules were often called
by VP8s with news from occupied
parts of the Falklands. One very
weak station, claiming to be in Port
Stanley, even reported to one of
the Gs the extent of bomb damage
to the airport after an air raid!

The Second Year

Returning to the bands in
August 1982, the pile-ups were as
big as ever and the QS° total con-
tinued to mount until two new air-
craft were flown in at the start of
October. Fortune did not favour me
a second time, and the ensuing
summer season was every bit as
busy as the previous one had pro-
mised to be. I did, however, make a
couple of QSOs from the air while
flying to a summer field camp at
Fossil Bluff.

This period saw the second
visit to the Antarctic of Willy de
Roos (VK9XR/MM) in his yacht

"Williwaw". Willy put in an ap-
pearance at the British base of
Faraday, some 200 miles north of
Rothera, and was considering a

visit to Peter the 1st island (a

separate DXCC country if someone
ever manages to operate from
there) but the presence of pack ice,
and problems with his radar, caus-
ed him eventually to abandon the
plan. Willy is well known in
amateur and yachting circles for his
circumnavigation of North and
South America in 1977 via the
north-west passage and Antarc-
tica, and has described the journey
in his book "North-West Passage".

It was not until mid -March and
the departure of the aircraft and
transient summer field -workers
that serious amateur radio could
again be contemplated. While the
weather was still reasonably good,
I put up a new dipole at 50 feet for
160m and also one for 80m, a
band I had neglected the previous
year.

Another urgent task was tom, in -
mall a new VP8ADE 10 metre
beacon as my first act on arrival the
previous year hatl- been to switch
off the old, valve based, unit. In an
advanced state of decay, it had
been radiating 'hash' over most of
the HF spectrum. Hearing of its
demise, Pye Telecoro had donated
a solid state car telephone Tx,
modified to run about 10W on 10
metres. BAS had shipped out and it
now needed to be installed in an in-
sulated enclosure (housing an MF
homing beacon for aircraft), on top
of Rothera Point. Transferring the
memory keyer from the old unit
proved to be a simple task and the
beacon was soon QRV, though lack
of a suitable mast meant that the
antenna could only be raised about
5 feet off the ground. Reports from
Europe soon indicated that all was
well and the signal was getting out.

Conditions during the Antarctic

winter were disappointing. HF
openings were brief and infrequent
for the two months either side of
mid -winter (June 22nd), and
although numerous stations in the
northern hemisphere were weakly
audible on 160 and 80, their local
summer noise levels prevented
them hearing me for most of the
time. 40 metres was the best band
and was open 24 hours a day, but
did not yield a very high QS° rate
because the best openings were to
central Asia at around 0300 their
time! At one stage my main activity
was sending SWL reports to par-
ticipants in various 'county hunter'
type nets on 160. Needless to say,
they were all astounded that their
local QSOs were being monitored
in the Antarctic!

A number of opportunities
arose to go on field trips in the
vicinity of the base and I usually
managed to pack a small 10W syn-
thesised transceiver onto the
sledge. QSOs were very few and
far between, using CW and a long
wire only a few feet above the
snow, but several Gs were worked.
My tent -mates questioned my sani-
ty on a number of occasions when
it took 15 minutes to complete an
exchange of name, QTH and
report. Despite several requests
from G3ZAY to fix a whip antenna
behind one of the dog teams, no
'dog sledge mobile' photograph
was taken!

Towards the end of September
conditions began to pick up, but so

-did the work load. The final activity
took place on 160 in the CQ WW
SSB contest when a number of
operators got a surprise multiplier.
Bet not many had a VP8 slot on
their check -sheets for the band!

The Return Journey

The first leg was again by air to
the 'strip near Palmer Station
where the RRS Biscoe was waiting.
A short courteousy call at Palmer
was made, and the radio shack
visited. A 7 day period at Deception
Island in the South Shetland group
enabled me to make 365 QSOs on
20m SSB before returning to the
UK via Port Stanley, and commer-
cial flights from Punta Arenas
(Chile) to London.

During two years in the Antarc-
tic, the VP8ANT QS0 total was
40,838 including 526 QSOs on
1.8MHz.
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THE HEIL EQ 300
NEW

IMPROVED
FOR
'841

one model can
now be used on
ICOM
oKENWOOD
YAESU
COLLINS
HEATH

and many others

A Major Breakthrough For SSB Transmission

For years, radio amateurs have tried many types of audio
devices, ALL dealing in only one parameter, - that of LEVEL.
Most signals contain excessive low frequencies, causing them
to be muddy sounding, hard to copy, lacking good articulation
and presence of 'sibilance' ("s & t" sounds). These annoying
conditions are not solved by audio processing.

The answer is EQUALIZATION. The EQ300 allows you to
equalize your amateur station just like most broadcasting
transmitters and recording studios, reducing distortion, adding
clarity, presence and sibilance.

 State of the art peaking and shelv-
ing filter networks

 Less than 09% distortion
 High quality components
 Built in the U S A
 Broad range impedance match
 Use mobile or fixed
 Quad Bi-fet op amps
 Extensive R.F.I.protection
 Allows proper use of dynamic mics

on new ICOM rigs
 Guarantees correct premphais on

F.M.

300 IK 2K 3K

430S-MC60

WITHOUT
EO

WITH
EO

The front panel "output" control provides a variable level up to
-1-2.0 volts out, sufficient to drive any microphone input includ-
ing the ICOM series. Simply adjust to 1.0v. out (11 o'clock) for
Kenwood, Yaesu, etc. and 1.5v. (3 o'clock) for ICOM. The only
difference in the two models is the connectors. Order either 4
or 8 pin to match your rig. The EQ300 has a power adapter
circuit built in so it can be operated from a 9 volt battery or
from a good 12 volt D.C. supply. Excellent R.F.I. supression has
been installed for use in heavy R.F. environments. A two tone
generator kit is available for aid in tuning your SSB transmitter
properly with a monitor scope.

ECt3004 4 Pin Input and Output
£5835 Inc VAT & P&P

EQ300-88 Pin Input and Output
£5935 inc VAT & P&P

Two Tone Generator Kit
£7.50 inc VAT & P&P

Same day despatch

SOUP!

SERVICES LTD.,
194 NORTHOLT ROAD, SOUTH HARROW,
MIDDX HA2 OEN, ENGLAND (Opp South
Harrow Underground Station)
TEL 01-422 9585. TELEX 24263

CISXBH R.A.S. (Nottingham)
Radio Amateur Supplies

Tel: 0602 280267

GSUUS

Visit your Local Emporium s'
Large Selection of New/Used Equipment on Show

AGENTS FOR:
F.D.K
AZDEN
ICOM
YAESU
FORTOP ATV

ACCESSORIES:
Wax Raillg
Microwev Modules
Adoracs Mks
Mutek Pre -Amps
Serene° Mart Supports
DRAE PSU end
Mew Meters

AERIAL Tonna. Haibar New Diamond Range of Mobile Wh,ps
PLUS OWN

Special 0.R P GW5 HF5 Band Beams
JUST GIVE US A RING

Monday CLOSED Tuesday - Saturday 10 00am to 5 00pm

,..,A A AAA16.A.AA.A.AWAA.,4

( SEE US ATi
4

THE DERBY
MOBILE RALLY
ON 12 AUGUST

1 BEMROSE SCHOOL
4 DERBY

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Ott Ring Road
Between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road)

Norhorvio-ovi
Comptumicationa--t

PHONELINK
A separate unit that enables any radio
system to have a direct link to the

telephone network.

Phone for further details:
Northampton Communications Limited

Communications House
76 Earl Street, Northampton. NN1 3AX.

Telephone: (0604) 33936 or 38202

Please mention
Ham Radio

Today
when replying

to adverts

TALK TO THE WHOLE WORLD
Study now fur the

RADIO AMATEUR'S
EXAMINATION ;-We have had 40 years successful experience

in training men and women for the
G.P.O. Transmitting licence.

FREE R.A.E. brochure without obligation from:-

I British National Radio & Electronics School I
READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR

IName

IAddress

LH RT/8/846

I

I

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE]
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AnI;g0
for Pennies

A typical manufactured El -bug paddle
can cost quite a lot of money, but with
a few hand tools and a little patience
you can make the paddle described in

paddle blade and dot/dash contact
brackets).
* Note. The plastic sheet can be
bought cheaply (or given away) as

Commercial keyer paddles can be expensive. Louis
Varney, G5R V/CX5R V, had the solution.

this article for literally pennies in one
evening. It has an excellent action and
'feel' and looks good on the operating
desk at CX5RV.

You will need the following
materials:
Base plate - 1 piece of plastic
sheet* 90 x 60 x 5 mm.

"off -cuts". I used scarlet Melamine.

Construction

First, mark out and cut the plastic
base plate with a hacksaw and
carefully file to the required rectangle.
Mark out and drill the bracket fixing

Paddle handle - 1 piece of similar
plastic sheet 40 x 30 x 5 mm.
Paddle blade - 1 piece of standard
hacksaw blade 75 mm long.
Paddle support brackets - 2.
Paddle contact brackets - 2.
5 -4 BA cheese or round head brass
screws 10 mm long.
5 - 4 BA nuts and spring washers.
2 -6 BA round head brass screws 10
mm long (for dot and dash contacts).
4 - 6 BA nuts (to lock dot/dash con-
tact screws in position).
4 - Brass L brackets.
4 - small rubber feet (fixed to under-
side of the base plate by self -tapping
screws or adhesive).
1 - 3 way miniature plastic connec-
tor block.
2 - 6BA cheese head brass screws
with nuts (to fix connector block to
base plate).
1 - 6BA countersunk head brass
screw 10 mm with nut (to fix paddle
to blade).
3 -4 BA solder tags (fitted under the
heads of the 4 BA screws holding the

holes, the holes for the connector
block and the connecting wires as
shown in Fig.1 . If you drill and tap the
fixing holes, you can dispense with
the nuts and washers on the under-
side of the base plate. Next, cut out
the paddle handle, file to shape and
cut a slit with a fine (miniature)
hacksaw to a depth of 15 mm at the
narrow end into which the paddle
blade will be a push -fit, but secured
with a 6 BA countersunk head screw
and nut. Drill the 6 BA clear hole "D"
in Fig.1. and countersink one side.
Now, take an old standard hacksaw
blade, mark off 75 mm from the
rounded end (with hole), fix firmly in a
vice and snap off the unwanted por-
tion of the blade. If possible, grind off
teeth. Then, at 62 mm from the
centre of the hole, heat a small area
to red -heat over a gas flame and
allow to cool. Insert the square end
of the blade into the slit in the pad-
dle and mark position of the paddle
6 BA fixing screw. Remove paddle
and drill blade with a No.33 drill to

take the paddle fixing screw. Re-
assemble paddle on the blade and
fix with the 6BA screw and nut. If
care is taken to heat only a small
area of the blade to red heat before
drilling, the remainder of the
hacksaw blade will retain its spr-
inginess. See Fig.2 . Make the four
brackets, using suitable brass strip
about 1.5mm thick. See Fig.3. for
details.

Fix the 3 -way terminal block,
the two paddle blade support
brackets and the two dot/dash con-
tact brackets to the base plate us-
ing the appropriate 6BA and 4 BA
brass screws. Cut off surplus
length of all screws under blade
with fine emery cloth. Fit paddle
blade to its support brackets with a
4 BA screw, lock washer and nut.
Fit dot/dash brackets with 6BA
screws (dot/dash contacts), nuts,
and lock nuts. Connect paddle
blade support brackets to inner ter-
minal of connector block and the
dot and dash contacts to the outer
terminals. Fit the four rubber feet to
the underside of the base plate.

Adjustment

Insert a standard postcard (or
QSL card) between the dot contact
screw and the side of the paddle
blade, adjust the 6BA screw until
the end just touches the postcard
and tighten the 6 BA fixing nuts on
each side of the contact bracket.
Repeat the operation for the dash
contact screw and nuts.
NOTE. Because the paddle is
designed for use with an electronic
keyer circuit, the dot and dash con-
tacts are making and breaking a
current of micro -amperes in a high
resistance circuit. Thus, provided
that the contacts and paddle blade
are cleaned occasionally, there is
no need to use silver or platinum
contacts. The paddle has been in
daily use for several months
without the need to re -adjust or
clean the contacts or the paddle
blade.
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90

BASE
PLATE
5mm THICK

60

22

4A x4-1301
19 x*

*A x-9-

22

19

1

12

.4

12

33 0

17
7

HOLES A = 6BA tapped (or clear) to fix 3 way connector block
B = 4BA tapped (or clear) to fix paddle brackets
C = 4BA tapped (or clear) to fix dot & dash contacts brackets
x = Holes for connecting wires

PADDLE

30

PADDLE
BLADE

SUPPORT
BRACKETS
(4 off)

40

et.

F39-1

HOLE D = 6BA clear countersunk one side

SLIT FOR PADDLE

ALL DIMENSION IN mm

75

Existing hole

et_

Fixing hole
4BA

Hole 6BA clear

12 Fig.2

6BA clear for dot/dash
contact screws

4BA clear for blade
support brackets

Fig3

I
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Cirkit.A new name
for a betterrcur service.

uA748CN 3SK51 Dual gate MOSFET-VHF amp 60-04051 0.60
This year Ambit will stop being Ambit.

And become arkit.
Cirkit is more than just a change of name.

It means a better service for you. Faster
delivery.

There's a technically skilled staff to help
you.

We keep in touch with the manufacturers
around the world and we know what's going
on.

Computer Products
A complete range from Connectors to

Board Level product

C12 Computer Cassette 21-00012 0.55

BBC to Centronics Printer 03-10019 7.25

BBC to 25 way D Male 03-10021 4.50

25 way D Socket 10-252110 1.90

25 way D Plug 10.25100 1 30

Cover for 25 way D 10-25322 093

20 up Eprom Eraser 40.82100 31.25

Z80 A Industrial Controller 40-82000 4995

6802 Industrial Controller 40-68020 49.95

6502 Industrial Controller 40-65020 49.95

Z8 Basic /Debug Controller 41.00904 5000

Nicad Batteries & Chargers
I-9 10.49

AA I 2V 500vnAH 01-121.04 0.80 0.74

'C 12V 2.2AH 01-12024 2.35 1.99

I2V 4 OAH 01-12044 105 2.85

PV3 8.4V 11l)mAH 01.84054 3.70 150

CH1/22 PP3 Charger I I mA for 16 hours
01.00159 430

O-18/RX Multi -purpose Charger
01.02204 9.40

Will recharge AA, C, D and PP3 size cells
with automatic voltage selection. Will
recharge following combination: 6x D,
6x AA, 6 xC, 2x PP3, 2 xD +2 xC,
2xD+2xAA, 2xD+ 1 xPP3,2xC+2xAA,
2xC+IxPP3,2xAA+1xPP3.

Semiconductors
Linear IC's
LM301 AN DIL version 61-03011 0 44

LM308CN DIL version 61.03081 0.6.5

LM311CN Popular comparator 61-00311 046

61324 Low power quad op amp 61.03240 0.67

1.813395 Low power quad comparator 61-03390 1168

61346 Programmable quad op amp 61-00346 3.72

LF347 Quad Bi-FET op amp 61-00347 1.82

61348 Quad 741 type op amp 61-03480 1.26

LF35 I Bi-FET op amp 61-03510 0.49

LF353 Dual version of LF351 61-03530 0.76

LM380N IW AF power amp 61-00380 1.00

NE555N Multi -purpose low cost timer 61-05550 045

NE556N Dual version of the 555 61-05560 0.50

uA741CN DIL low cost op amp 61-07411 0.22

uA747CN Dual 741 op amp 61-07470 0.70

ffa

comp 61.04780 0.40

HA1388 114W PA from 14V 61.01388 2.75

TDA2002 8W into 2 ohms power amp 61.02002 1.25

ULN2283 I W max. 3-12V power amp

MC3357 Low power NBFM IF system
and detector

ULN3859 Low current dual conversion

61-02283

61-03357

1.00

285

NBFM IF and detector 61.03859 2.95

643900 Quad norton amp 61-39000 0.60

LM3909N 8 -pin DIL LED flasher

KB4445 Radio control 4 channel
encoder and RE

KB4446 Radio control 4 channel
receiver and decoder

ICM 7555 Low power CMOS version of
timer

ICL2038CC Versatile AF signal generator
with sine 'square triangle

61-39090

61.04445

61-04446

61-75550

0.68

129

2 75

0.98

OPs 61-08038 4.50

TK10170 5 channel version of KB4445

HA12002 Protection monitor system
for amps. MU*. TXs etc

HA 12017 83dB S/N phono preamp
0.001% THD

MC 14412 300 baud MODEM controller
lEduro/US specsl

61-10170

61.12002

61-12017

61-14412

1.87

1.22

0.80

6.85

Microprocessor & Memories
Z80A Popular and powerful

8 -bit CPU 26-18400 3.40

280APIO 2 port parallel input/output 26-18420 2.95

Z80A CTC 4 channel counter/timer 26-18430 2.90

Z8671 Z8 Micro comp and Basic 26.08671 17.50

6116-3 16K 12kx81CMOS
RAM 200nS 26-36116 6.68

Z6132-6 32K 14kx81quasi
RAM 350n5 26.06132 1500

4116-2 I6K (16kx11150nS 26-24116 1.59

2764 64K 18kx81450nS 2602764 9.50

2732 32K (4kx81450n5 26.02732 5.70

Voltage Regulators
7805 5V IA positive 27-78052 0.4o

7812 12V IA positive 27-78122 0.40

7815 I 5V IA positive 27.78152 0.40

7905 5V IA negative 27-79052 049

7912 12V IA negative 27.79122 0.49

7915 15' IA negative 27.79152 0.49

Transitors
BCI82 General purpose 58-00182 0 10

BC212 General purpose 58-00212 0.10

BC237 Plastic BC107 58-00237 008

BC238 Plastic BCIO8 58-00238 0.08

BC239 Plastic ESC109 58-00239 0.08

BC307 Complement to BC237 58-00307 0.08

BC308 Complement to BC238 58-00308 0.08

BC309 Complement to BC239 58-00309 0.08

BC327 Driver/power stage 58-00327 0 13

BC337 Dnver/power stage 58.00337 0.13

MPSA13 NPN Darlington 58-04(113 0.30

MPSA63 PNP Complement to
MPSAI3 58-04063 0.30

1310 JFET for HF-VHF 59-02310 0.69

.1176 JFET analogue switch 59-02176 0.65

3SK814 Dual gate MOSEET-Ultra lo
noise

TIP31 A Output stage

TIP32A Complement to TIP31A

VN66AF VMOS Power FET

ZTX3866 E4ine version 2N3866

154001 Rectifier diode

154002 Rectifier diode

154148 General purpose silicon

6(4)4088

58-15031

58-15032

60-02066

58-03866

12-40016

12-40026

12-41486

0.99

0.35

0.35

0.95

0.45

0.06

007

0.05

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers
BRY55.100 101101 .8A 52.55100 0.50
CI0601 400V 4.0A
C12201 400V 8.0A

5522.00112062 01..4750

3mm Diameter LEDs
V178P Red 15-01780 0.15
V I 79P Green 15-01790 0.16
VISOP Yellow 15-01801) 0.18

5mm Diameter LEDs
CQY4OL Red 15-10400 0.12

CQY72L Green 15-10720 0.15
CQY74L Yellow 15-10740 0.15

Infra -Red LEDs
CQY99 Emitter 15-10990 0.56

BPW41 Detector 15-30410 1.51

Tri Colour LED
V518 Orange -Green -Yellow 15-05180 0.60

R F Components
Crystal Filters 2 Pole Types
10M15A 10.7 Centre Freq. 20-10152 2.10

101408AA 10.695 Centre Freq. 20.11152 3.49

Inductors
We offer the complete Toko range of fixed
and variable inductors. Over 500 coils from
audio to V.H.F. See catalogue for details.

Soldering Irons (Antex)
6240 Iron 240VAC 17 Watts 54-22300 5.20

XS -240 Iron 25W 240V Htgh heat
capacity 5422500 540

SK6 Presentation pack of one
X.4240 with S74 stand 54-22510 720

MLXS Handy 12V 15W soldering
iron complete with
crocodile clips and solder 54-20004 5.60

Please add 15% VAT to all advertised prices
and 60p post and packing. Minimum order
value S2 please. We reserve the right to vary
prices in accordance with market
fluctuation.

For further information send for our
latest catalogue or visit one of our three
outlets at:
200 North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex,
CM14 4SG; 53 Burrfields Road, Portsmouth,
Hampshire, P03 5EB; Park Lane.
Broxbourne, Hertfordshire, EN 10 7NQ.

Cirkit Holdings PLC, Park Lane, Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire.
I enclose 80p. Please send me your latest catalogue
and 3 xS1 discount vouchers!
If you have any enquiries please telephone us on
Hoddesdon (0992) 444 1 I I.

Name

Address

Telephone
Area of Special Interest

it it
Bigger Stock. Better Service. HRTII
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A Superior
Moirse UTV[To

The ideal morse tutor programme
should be able to take you from the
complete beginner stage to test -

speed and then beyond to actual
CW QSO words. These add realism
and relieve boredom! Most publish-
ed morse tutors fall short of this
ideal, particularly in the early
stages and very few go on to
generate common CW words. This
programme, written on the ZX
Spectrum (16 or 48 K), but adap-
table to other computers since it is

words will give much more feel of
'rhythm' and purpose to the learn-
ing process. Indeed, if you get fed -

up with the words listed, you can
delete these and put in your own
selection!

How the Program Works

The dits and dahs are stored as
"s" and "I" in a data file in Line
9000, dimensioned by Line 105.
Similarly, the words are stored in

Find most morse trainers boring? This BASIC
program from Dr Alan Shattock, G4RTP/E17EH,

brings in some useful novelty.

entirely in BASIC, is designed to be
used at any stage of learning -
from the absolute beginner to the
very advanced.

In this programme, the begin-
ner would start with the letters
from A - E first at any selected
speed with normal, medium or long
gaps selected between characters.
Fifty characters are sent and listen-
ed to - either through the internal
speaker or, if that is too deafening
for the family, through headphones
plugged into either of the tape
in/out jacks on the Spectrum. After
the gap, each character is printed
onto the screen and your receiving
accuracy may be checked. You
then move on to the letters H - L
and so on, through the alphabet.
Similarly, numbers may be received
on their own or mixed in with let-
ters. All modes have a repeat re-
quest after 50 characters.

A major complaint about morse
tutors is that a stream of random
letters are not like 'real' CW
transmissions, and indeed they are
not. This is where the programme
comes into its own: You can select
'words' to be sent to you. The ones
in this programme are the more
common QSO words used in the
average CW contact. They are
selected at random from a data file
of 44 words. Receiving these

Line 9200, dimensioned by Line
117. The option of setting the gap,
o, between characters to normal,
medium or large is skipped by Lines
178 and 179 if the speed selected,
s, is more than 15 wpm. (It is
assumed that if you have reached
15 wpm you should no longer wish
to increase the gap since 'rhythm'
will be lost).

The programme starts sending
morse at Line 215 where the speed
factor, s, is set up. The character is
'called' by a random number in
Lines 510-528. The dit or dah
length is set by 'd' in Lines
540-560, unless a space is found
when the programme jumps to
Lines 590 or 700, which are loops
to generate the required gap bet-
ween dits, dahs or spaces between
characters. The character sent is
then printed on to the screen by
Line 710. Word generation is
similarly carried out starting at Line
1000.

After 50 characters or words

are sent, Lines 816 and 1600 offer
you the option of a repeat of more
at the same selected setting. If you
answer 'no' the programme returns
you to the speed request.

If you wish to change the
words stored, then you may do so
by deleting some or all and putting
in a total of 44 of your own words
up to five letters each. If you wish
to increase the number of letters
per word, then change the "5" in
Line 117 to the number of letters in
the longest word you wish to put
in. The number of words, set at 44
here, may be changed also in Line
117, but you must put in the cor-
rect total number of words in Line
9200 and also in Line 1040 after
RND* .

When saving the programme
type SAVE "wordmorse" Line 100
and the programme will auto -start
after LOADing.

Assuming five characters to be
a word, the speed has been
calibrated as accurately as possible
when 12 wpm is selected. Speeds
far removed from this are neverthe-
less not far wrong, but, with BASIC
language, do not expect it to be
smooth beyond about 24 wpm!

For masochists only, it is easy
to make this programme imitate the
bad morse sending that one hears
so frequently in real life. You can do
this by RNDing 'd' within minor
limits so that some dits are a bit
long and some dahs are a bit short:
This is highly amusing and works
well! For those who do not wish to
type in the listing a limited number
of tapes are available from the
author at £3.50 including postage
at Hillside, Bohernabreena, Co.
Dublin, Eire.

G4 RTP/E17 EH Morse Trainer: Summary of features
1. Nine sending modes: Common CW QSO words; letter

groups A -E, F -J, K -O, P -U, V -Z; all letters; numbers only,
letters and numbers mixed.

2. Speed and gap user selectable.
3. Characters or words printed to screen after sending for user

check.
4. Repeat after 50 characters or return to change speed.
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50 REM This programme is the c
opyri ght of Alan G. Shattock, EI
7EH/G4RTF. If you copy it pleas
e send one pound to a charity of
your choice; thank you."
100 CLS : BORDER 6: PAPER 1: IN

I 7

105 DIM a$(47,5)
110 FOR a=1 TO 43: READ a$(a):

NEXT a
117 DIM w$(44,5)
118 FOR w=1 TO 44: READ wf(w):

NEXT w
120 PRINT AT 4,5;"RANDOM MORSE

AND WORD"
125 PRINT AT 6,11;"GENERATOR"
170 PRINT AT 10,17; BY"
140 PRINT AT 14,2;"Alan G. Shat

tock,EI7EH/G4RTP"
145 PRINT AT 20,5;"Press any ke

y to start"
150 IF INKEYS="" THEN GO TO 15

0
155 CLS
160 PRINT AT 4,2:"Please enter

the speed you"
170 PRINT AT 6,1;"would like me
to send the morse at, (in w.

p.m). Best between 4-25wpm"
175 INPUT s
176 CLS
178 IF s>19 THEN LET o=0: GO T

O 200
179 IF s>15 THEN LET o=1: GO T

O 200
180 PRINT AT 9,1;"Woud you like
normal, medium or larger gaps

betwen letters - Gaps variabl
e for speeds up to 15 wpm. Ent
er n, m or 1"
185 LET i$=1NKEY$: IF iS<"1" OR
i$>"n" THEN GO TO 185
187 LET o=1
188 IF s<8 THEN LET o=3
190 IF 1$="m" THEN LET o=4
192 IF i$="1" THEN LET o=6
195 CLS
200 PRINT AT 4,2;"Would you lik

e (1)letters": PRINT AT 6,18;"(
n)numbers": PRINT AT 8,18;"(b)bo
th": PRINT AT 10,18;"(w)words"
201 PRINT AT I2,2;"or would you

like groups of letters:": P
RINT AT 14,10;"A - E (a)": PRINT
AT 15,10;"F - J (f)": PRINT AT
16,10;"K - 0 (k)": PRINT AT 17,1
0;"P - U (p) " : PRINT AT 18, 10; "V
- Z (v)"
202 INPUT b$: IF b$="w" THEN G

O TO 1000
203 LET C=5: LET f=1: IF bi="b"
THEN LET C=43
204 IF b$="a" THEN LET 4=18
205 IF b$="f" THEN LET f=23
206 IF b$="k" THEN LET f=28
207 IF b$="p" THEN LET f=33: L

ET C=6
208 IF b$="v" THEN LET 4=39
209 IF bi="n" THEN LET C=10
210 IF b$="1" THEN LET C=26: L

ET f=17
211 IF b$<>"b" AND b$<>"1" AND

b$<>"n" AND b$<>"w" AND b$<>"a"
AND b$<>"f" AND b$<>"k" AND b$<>
"p" AND b$,>"v" THEN GO TO 202
212 CLS
213 PRINT "50 Characters will b

e sent. Press BREAK to stop
CONT to continue."
214 PRINT
215 LET s=1/s
500 FOR v=1 TO 50
510 LET x=INT (RND*C)+f
520 IF x>10 AND x<.18 THEN GO T

O 510
528 LET n$=a$(x)
540 FOR z=1 TO LEN n$: LET d=0
550 IF ni(z)="s" THEN LET d=s:
BEEP d,16: GO TO 590
560 IF n$(z)="1" THEN LET d=3*

s: BEEP d,16: GO TO 590
570 IF d=0 THEN GO TO 700
590 FOR p=1 TO 30*s: NEXT p
600 NEXT z
700 FOR t=1 TO 200*s*o: NEXT t
710 PRINT CHRS (x+47);" ";: NEX

T v
810 PRINT
815 PRINT
816 PRINT "Do you want a repeat
 (y/n)"
817 IF INKEY$="y" THEN GO TO 5

00
818 IF INKEYS< :>"n" THEN GO TO

817
900 GO TO 155
1000 CLS : PRINT "50 words will
be sent. Press BREAK to stop and
CONT to continue."
1001 PRINT : PRINT
1010 IF s>20 THEN LET s=s*1.5
1020 LET s=I.2/s
1030 FOR v=1 TO 50
1040 LET x=INT (RND*44)+1
1042 LET tS=w$(x)
1044 FOR t=1 TO LEN t$
1046 LET y=CODE tilt) -47
1047 IF CODE t$(t)=32 THEN GO T
O 1540
1050 LET n$=a$(y)
1060 FOR z=1 TO LEN n$
1070 IF n$(z)="s" THEN LET d=s:
BEEP d,16: GO TO 1160
1080 IF n$(z)="1" THEN LET d=3*
s: BEEP d,16
1160 FOR p=1 TO 10*s*o: NEXT p:
NEXT z
1180 FOR u=1 TO 40*s*o: NEXT u:
NEXT t
1540 PRINT w$(x);" ";
1550 PAUSE 40*o*s+2: NEXT v
1600 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "woul
d you like more words at the sam
e speed? (y/n)"
1650 INPUT d$: IF d$="y" THEN G
O TO 1030
1660 IF d$<>"y" AND d$<>"n" THEN

GO TO 1650
1670 CLS : GO TO 170
9000 DATA "11111","s1111","ss111
","sss11","ssss1","sssss","lssss
","11sss","111ss","11115","*","*

*" " " ""*"*"*,"*","s1","lsss
","151s","lss","s","ssls","Ils",
"ssss","ss","s111","1s1","slss",
"11","ls","111","5115","11s1","s
ls","sss","1","ss1","sss1","s11"
,"15s1","1s11","11ss"
9200 DATA "QUAD","THERE","THAT",
"THE","WID","QSL","QS0","BURO","
VIA","TNX","FER","NAME","QTH","R
ST","ES","MNI","RPT","RIG","ANT"
,"HPE","FB","SIGS","BEST","HR","
IS","WHEN","HW","WHAT","ORM","HA
8","UR","QRM","ORN","ORP","QRT",
"ORU","ORZ","ORX","YAGI","BEAM",
"NW","DR","VY","QSB"
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AGENTS
SHROPSHIRE
Syd Poole G31MP, Newport,
SALOP (0952) 812134

AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS UK

Your number one source for YAESU MUSEN
YtO)

THE SYMBOL
OF TECHNICAL
EXCELLENCE

Fast Mail Order -All stock items same day service
 Main Distributor/Importer  FACTORY BACKED SERVICE

 Extensive FACTORY EQUIPPED SERVICE department  On -the -spot
credit sale facilities  All prices include VAT and carriage (Ask about our

free finance scheme)  Free Securicor delivery
Large stocks of: TET ANTENNAS  JAYBEAM  HI -MOUND  TOKYO HY- POWER 
DATONG  MICROWAVE MODULES  BNOS  DAVTREND  WELTZ  MUTEK 
RSGB PUBLICATIONS

FT-757GX £719 inc.
FP-757GX Switched mode PSU £145 inc.
FP-757HD Heavy duty PSU £179 inc.
FC-757AT Automatic antenna tuner

£245 inc.

VHF transceivers

FT -203R 2-5W FM £175 inc.
FT -208R 2.5W FM f:209 inc.

FT -230R 25W FM mobile £269 inc.
FT -290R 2-5W multimode £279 inc.

FT -480R low multimode
£399 inc.

- - - -
ira6

-H=L 0 gr. fa

_a,
11/111.

.4rAj : e't
=-77Pm On)S

FT -726R VHF/UHF Multibander
plus

2m

£775 inc.
21, 24, 28 HF module £209 inc. 430 MHz 70cm
module £259 inc. Satellite unit L'9998 inc.

- .

- Ib

£1329 inc.
SP -980 With audio filter £61.55 inc.

NORTH STAFFS
Bob Ainge W5MJQ (0538) 754553

WALES & WEST
Ross Clare, GW3NWS (0633) 880 146



Take advantage of theseSuper Prkes
to explore the world of Mae

FT -730R FT -790R
10IN/1W FM mobile 1W/200mw multimode

Dual VFO's 10 memories

£239 inc.

TOKYO HY-POWel

HL -82V VHF 85W linear

All the features of the FT -290R
on 70cms

FT -708R
1W/200mw
FM portable

HL -160V VHF 160W linear £244.52 inc.
FEATURE 160W output achieved with a pair of rugged MRF247 transistors Drive requirement as

tow as 10W or 3W from hand-held Selectable hi/lo output Newly designed effective heat
sink and high reliability one board construction

SPECIFICATION: Freq. Band: 144-148MHZ (or 150-16OMHZi Mode: FM SSB CW. Supply Voltage: DC
13 8V neg ground. 12-23A Output: 160W. RF Input: 1-15W(or 0 5.3W). Receive Pre -
amp: 12 dB gain with low -noise 2SK 125 JFET. In/Out Connectors: S0-239150 ohm)
Built-in Circuitry: COX. remote -control terminal. hi/lo output select output power meter
reverse polarity protection, Dimension: 218W x82H x 299D Weight: 3 5 kgs

HL -160V25 25W input New model now in stock £209.73 inc.
FEATURE. A compact 144MHZ band (or 154MHZ for commercial user amp with receive preamp

and power output meter

SPECIFICATION: Freq. Band: 144 148MHZlor 150-160MHZ). Mode: FM SSB CW, Supply Voltage, DC
13 8V neg ground, 13A max Output: 35-85W, RF Input: 2.12W, IniOut Connectors:
SO -239(50 ohm). Builtin Circuitry: COX, remote control terminal, receive preamp (MOS
FET 12dB gain), output power meter output select (hi/lo), reverse polarity protection
Dimension: '52W x 92H x 217D ,rn ''n Weight: 1 8 kgs £144.50 inc. *21rEllE10

HL -90U UHF 90W linear £263.59 inc.
FEATURE 80W output achieved with a pair of rugged 2SC2783 transistors Drive requirement as

low as 10W Selectable hi/lo output Newly designed effective heat sink,and state of the
art low -noise GaAs FET (3SK97) RX preamp

SPECIFICATION: Freq. Band: 430.440MHZ Mode: FM SSB CW, Supply Voltage: DC 13 8V neg ground,
5-17A, Output: 80W RF Input: 10W. Receive Preamp: 18 dB gain with low -noise 3SK
97 FET, In/Out Connectors: type N 150 ohm), Built-in Circuitry: COX. remote -control
terminal, hi/10 output select. output power meter, reverse polarity protection, Dimension:
218W x 82H x 299D lm,/m) Weight: 3 5 kgs

IMF

HL -45U UHF 45W linear £152.77 inc.
FEATURE: A compact 430M HZ band linear amp with low noise MOS FET receive preamp

SPECIFICATION: Freq. Band: 430-440MHZ (or 450-465MHZ1, Mode: FM SSB CW, Supply Voltage: DC
13 8V neg ground. 5-7A. Output: 10-45W. RF input: 2-15W. In/Out Connectors: SO
239150 ohm 1. Built-in Circuitry: COX, receive preamp 112dB gain min I reverse polarit,
protection Dimension 124W x 68H x 170D '.m rn Weight. 1 25 kgs

HRA2 VHF mast head
pre -amp RF switched
Max. handling power 100W
Low noise
GaAs FET £71.74 inc.

N
E
w

HRA7 UHF mast head
pre -amp RF switched
Max. handling power 100W
Low noise
GaAs FET £86.10 inc.

BRANCHES NORTHERN SOUTH WEST YORKSHIRE
EAST ANGLIA Amateur Electronics UK Amateur Electronics UK Amateur Electronics UK
Amateur Electronics UK, Holdings, 45 Johnston St., Uppington, Hooker, 42 Nether Hall Rd.,
31 Cattlemarket St., Blackburn. Tel.: 0254 59595 12-14 Pennywell Rd., Doncaster.
Norwich. Tel.: 0603 667189 (N.B.-Closed 21-28 JULY) Bristol. Tel.: 0272 557732 Tel.: 0302 25690

504-516 Alum Rock Road. Birmingham 8 Telephone: 021-3271497 or 021-327 6313
Telex:334312 PERLEC G Open : 9.30 to 5.30 Tues.to Sat. CLOSED all day Monday.
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NEWCOMERS
[?EDD[EU
At some period in your time as
Radio Amateur, you will come
across the need for some test
equipment. Be it a simple

The abbreviation 'GDO' is
something of a misnomer these
days. This originally correct
description has stayed with us in

This month Tony Bailey, G3 WPO, talks about the
`GDO', that most basic and versatile piece of RF test

gear.
voltmeter, GDO, wavemeter, or
even something so complex as a
Spectrum Analyser, you will also
need to know how to use it. While
using a GDO (Grid Dip Oscillator)
may apparently be obvious, there
are a number of 'practicalities'
which make it easier to use, and
can help to explain why it
sometimes refuses to work when
you think it should.

the face of changing technology
and probably will for evermore. The
first designs were of course valve
types (you know, those 7 or 9 legg-
ed encapsulated room heaters),
and relied on the fact that if you
couple an oscillator circuit to
another resonant circuit (at the
same frequency as the oscillator)
then the second circuit will absorb
energy from the first - discernable

By Tony Bailey, G3 WPO

by monitoring the current into the
grid of the oscillator valve, which
will dip when this happens. Hence
the term.

Nowadays, Dip Meters are
more than likely to be found using
semiconductor devices, such as
FETs, MOSFETs, and even Tunnel
Diodes. Thus the term 'grid' is ob-
solete and should be 'gate' or
whatever. However, the principle is
the same and a similar decrease in
oscillatory current is still monitored
in some way or other. One other
spin-off of the modern type is that
the power level from the oscillator
is generally much lower, and thus
less likely to damage the circuit
under test by too high a level of RF
energy coupled in to it.

Fig.1 Suitable
GDO Circuit

L1

R1
27k

C3C1_ 35p

0-0
C2

R2
50k

R3
47k

RFC
1mH

DIP

220R

Q1 40673/
3S K51 etc

D1
0A91

01

lmA

R5
T100p 47k

R6
12k

FREQ C1 C2 L1(TURNS) 21-34 10 33 41/2

2.3-4 15 15 711/2 34-60 10 33 21/2

3.4-5.1 33 10 391/2 C1 AND C2 ARE SILVER MICA TYPES
4.8-8 10 33 251/2 L1 IS 1" dia CLOSE WOUND ON

7.9-13 10 33 141/2
SUITABLE FORMER
R7 SETS METER DEFLECTION

12.8-21.2 10 33 61/2 R2 SETS SENSITIVITY

9-12V

0 OV
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A circuit is given for your interest
(Fig.1) - it does work! The device
may be simply calibrated by listen-
ing for the output on a suitable
receiver and calibrating from the
receiver dial or digital readout.

Must Be Resonant

The first thing to remember is
that the dip oscillator will only work
with a resonant circuit, as non -
resonant circuits won't absorb any
RF energy at a specific frequency to
operate the device. It doesn't par-
ticularly matter whether the circuit
is a coil and capacitance, or a tuned
line (which will also possess induc-
tance and capacitance), as long as
it has sufficient 'Q' (remember, Q is
a measure of the 'goodness' of the
inductance) so that the dip meter
can detect the absorption of RF
energy. A poor Q coil will either
give no dip or a very poor broad
one.

With a normal air spaced coil or
similar inductor, the coupling is
usually inductive, and the best dip
will be obtained when the axis of
the two coils are in the same plane,
as would be the case when you are
trying to get maximum coupling
between any two such coils in a
normal circuit. One important point
to remember is not to overcouple
the two coils. Beginners often go
for a spectacular dip, with the
meter crashing down to its stop,
but this is also very inaccurate! The
most accurate reading will be when
you get enough dip to read clearly,
and no more.

You may also be able to get a
dip reading via capacitive coupling
- this often happens when one
end of the coil is not connected to
ground, and the coupling orienta-
tion is less than critical. This is also
the way to couple into cavity
resonators ('cavities') or even look
at the resonant frequency of a

length of coaxial cable.

Trouble With Toroids

One problem area is that of the
toroidal core. Because of the self -
shielding effect of the magnetic
field on a toroidally wound core, it
is often almost impossible to get a
reading as there is so little coupling.
It sometimes helps if the windings
have a decent gap in them, as this
provides a slight magnetic discon-

DIP METER

DIP METER

4
INDUCTANCE

TO BE
MEASURED

KNOWN
INDUCTANCE

106
L or C DERIVED FROM 2f =

Tr i.7
AFTER RESONANT FREQUENCY
MEASURED WITH DIP METER

Fig.2 Measuring capacitance and
inductance with a GDO

KNOWN
CAPAC ITANCE

CAPAC ITANCE
TO BE
MEASURED

f = kHz
L = uH
C = pF

tinuity for coupling into. A better
way is to use an external coupling
loop to the dip meter - actually
parting the winding will change the
resonant frequency anyway as you
will be changing the distributed
capacitance around the winding.

The dip oscillator can also be
used to measure inductance and
capacitance if you want it to, with
the aid of some standards for com-
parison against. Fig.2 shows how
this is done. For amateur work the
accuracy of the results is quite ade-
quate and saves the construction
or purchase of a more sophisticated
measuring equipment.

Wavemeters

The Absorption Wavemeter is
another popular instrument, and
one which everyone should have, if
only to meet the terms of their
Licence! It is simply a calibrated
tuned circuit with a means of
showing when it is absorbing RF
energy from another circuit to
which it is coupled, such as a

transmitter or oscillator. The usual
indicator is a meter or low power

light bulb, although there have
been designs published which use
an LED. The calibration accuracy is
never very good, and their primary
use is to prove that you are
generating a signal in the correct
band, rather than at an indicated
frequency. Detection of harmonics
and frequencies of multiplier chains
are other primary uses.

The only problem with aborp-
tion devices is that they tend to be
inaccurate as noted above,
especially if insensitive - the cir-
cuit has to absorb a lot of energy
from the circuit being monitored to
get a reading and can thus affect its
frequency. The most sensitive
meter movement available (say,
50 uAl needs to be used for best
results.

On VHF

As the frequency gets higher,
the more normal air wound coil
becomes simply a loop, and this
will be the case with most
wavemeters for VHF you will come
across. There are quite a few com-
mercial versions available if you
don't fancy building one yourself.
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THE GAMMA TWIN
2 METRE FOLDED 1/2 WAVE ANTENNA

Copyright Gamma Aerial Products 1982

This antenna is based on
the very popular and
successful "SLIM JIM"
design.

The GAMMA TWIN has
the following unique
features:

* VERY LOW ANGLE OF
RADIATION.

* ADJUSTABLE
RADIATOR.
(140-150 MHZ)

* COMPLETELY
WEATHERPROOF
CONNECTING BOX

* VERTICAL FIX
DIRECTLY TO MAST

Available from your
usual stockist or direct
from the manufacturers
Gamma Aerial Products
MANUFACTURERS OF AMATEUR RADIO & CB ANTENNA

BALDS LANE, LYE, STOUR BRIDGE
WEST MIDLANDS LYE 891132/891471_
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

IWOOD & DOUGLAS I
VHF/UHF COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS

* NEW CATALOGUE
* NEW PRODUCTS

* NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER
* NEW PRICES

OUR FULL current product range is listed below
but keep in touch at rallies and exhibitions
throughout the summer for our latest develop-
ments for you, the active amateur.
Package Prices Kit

1 500mW TV Transmit (70FM0574 + TVM1 +BPF433) 35.00
2 500mW TV Transce,ve (As I above plus TVUP2 +PSI 433( 6000
3. 10W TV Transmit (As 1 above plus 70FM10 + BDX35) 65.00
4 10W TV Transcerve (As 2 above plus 70FM10 +130)(35) 90.00
5 70cms 500mW FM Transceive (7014 + 70.R5 + SSR1 + BPF) 75.00
6. 70cms 10W FM Transceive (As 5 above plus 70FM10) 105.00
7 2M Linear/Pre-amp IOW (144PA/S+ 144LIN1013 40.00
5 2M Linear/Pre-amp 25W (144PA4/S +
9. 70cms Synthesised 10W Transceive (R5+SY+AX+MOD+SSR+70FM10) 150 00
10.2M Synthesised lOW Transceive (R5+SY+SY2T+SSR+144FM10A)
11.2M Crystal Controlled lOW Transceiver (R5+T3+BPE+144FM1O+SSR)
12.70cms Linear/pre-amp (70LIN10+70PA2/S) 4855 0800

70cms EQUIPMENT CODE ASSEMBLED KIT
Transceiver Kits and Accessories
FM Transmitter10.5W) 70FM0514 48.00 28.75
FM Receiver (with PIN RF cio) 70FMO5R5 6540 4580
Transmitter 6 Channel Adaptor 70MC067 21 30 14.25
Receiver 6 Channel Adaptor 7OMCO6R 25.20 17.90
Synthesiser (2 PCBs) 70SY25B 88.00 62.25
Synthesiser Transmit Amp A-X3U-06F 34.15 22.10
Synthesiser Modulator MOD 1 8.95 5.50
Bandpass Filter BPF 433 6.50 3.30
PIN RF Switch PSI 433 7.55 5.35
Converter (2M or 10M di 70RX2/2 27.10 20.10
TV Products
Receiver Conveder(Ch 36 Output) TVUP2 27.50 22.80
Pattern Generator (Mains PSUI TVPG1 42 25 36 50
TV Modulator (For Transmission) TVM1 9.85 5.75
Ch 36 Modulator (For TV Injection) TVMODI 9.80 5.50
Power Amplifiers (FM/CW Use)
50mW to 500 rnW 70FM1 18.45 12.80
500mW to 3W 70FM3 23.45 17.80
500mW to IOW 70FM10 41.45 33.45
3W to 10W 70FM3/10 23.95 1830
10W to 40W 70FM40 65.10 52.35
Combined Power Amp/Pre-Amp

(Auto Changeover) 70PA/FM10 56.60 40.15
Unears
500mW to 3W (Straight. amp. no changeover) 70LIN3/L7 27.90 19.90
3W to 10W (Auto Changeover) 70LIN3/10E 41.05 30.15
1 Al to 7W(Auto Changeover) 70LIN10 44.25 32.50
Pre -Amplifiers
Bipolar Miniature (13dB) 70PA2 8.10 6.50
MOSFET Miniature (14dB) 70PA3 9.65 7.50
RF Switched (30W) 70PA2/S 24.25 15.25
GaAs FET (16dB) 70PAS 20.10 12.80
5M EQUIPMENT
Converter (2M ,f) 6RX2 28.40 20.80
2M EQUIPMENT
Transceiver Kits and Accessories
FM Transmitter (1.5W) 144FM273 39.35 26.30
FM Receiver with PIN RF Changeover) 144 FM2R5 65.50 47.20
Synthesiser (2 PCB's) 144SY25B 78.75 60.05
Synthesiser Multi/Amp (1.5W O/P) SY2T 27.90 20.65
Bandpass Filter BPF 144 6.50 330
PIN RF Switch PSI 144 7.55 5.35
Power Amplifiers (FM/CW Use)
1 5W to IOW (No Changeover) 144FM10A 24.15 18.50
1.5W to 10W (Auto -Changeover) 144FM108 36.11 26.25
Unwire
1.5W to IOW (SSB/FM) (Auto Changeover) 144LIN1OB 3840 28.50
2.5W to 25W (SSB/FM) (Auto Changeover) 144LIN25B 40.25 29.95
1.0W to 25W (SSB/FM) (Auto Changeover) I 44LIN25C 44 25 32.95
Pre -Amplifiers
Low Noise. Miniature I 44PA3 8.60 7.40
Low Noise. Improved Performance 144PA4 12.86 8.40
Low Noise. RF Switched, Full Changeover 144PA4/S 24.30 15.30
GENERAL ACCESSORIES
Toneburst TB2 6 70 4.25
Ptptorle PT3 7.50 4A5
Kaytone PTK3 8 75 6.05
Relayed Kaytone PTK4R 12 70 8.20
Regulator (12V. low differential) REG1 695 4.40
Solid State Supply Switch SSR1 585 3.70
Microphone Pre -Amplifier MPA2 610 3.50
Reflectometer SWR1 6.35 535
CW Filter CWF1 8.55 520
NI Filter (Boxed) HPF1 595 -
FM TV MODULES
50mW 420MHZ Source (Video Input) UFM01 26 95 19.80
50MHz U. Processor VIDIF 54 25 38.95
Varactor Multiplier (Boxed) 1.901/400/ 5395 -

1200

Further details on our product range will gladly be forwarded on
receipt of an A 5 size SAE Technical help is available by 'phone (NEW
NUMBER) during normal office hours Kits are usually available by
return of post but please allow 28 days for unforseen delays Please
add 75 pence to your total order for postage and handling. Credit card
orders are gladly accepted please give us a call.

ANYONE CAN SELL A KIT... REPUTATION SELLS OURS

UNIT 1 3, YOUNGS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ALDERMASTON, READING RG7 4P0

Tel: 07356 71444 Tx: 848702
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mast head
pre-amplifier

For the majority of serious 2m
operators, imported transceivers
with typical noise figures of 4-6 dB
are inadequate. When co -axial
feeder and relay losses are includ-
ed, performance will be degraded
by an additional 2-3 dB, assuming a
typical feeder run of 100 feet in
UR67. There are of course ways to

overcome feeder loss and improve
the overall system noise figure is to
place a low noise amplifier at the
mast head.

Assuming that the gain of the
pre -amplifier is sufficiently greater
than the feeder loss, the system
noise figure will be effectively set
by the pre -amplifier input stage. For

If you are seriously interested in 2m DX, meteor
scatter or tropospheric working, then this high

performance pre -amplifier from John Matthews,
G3 WZT, is for you.

improve the noise figure of the
receiver, but this involves modify-
ing the input stage to overcome
deficiencies in the original design.
To many people this is not an ac-
ceptable solution as the re -sale
value of the equipment may be
reduced and warranties on new
equipment made invalid. However
good the receiver performance,
feed losses must be made insignifi-
cant if good system noise figures
are required.

The most effective way to

Ntme is am i naufoi
w * st

dOrt-X3
W131:1-1V1X1f03

T X

example, a receiver with a 5 dB
noise figure connected to co -axial
feeder with 2 dB loss represents a
noise figure of 7 dB at the antenna
end of the feeder. If the installation
is altered to include a mast head
pre -amplifier with a gain of 12 dB
and a noise figure of 1 dB, the
overall noise figure will be reduced
to 1.75 dB. If the pre -amplifier gain
is increased a further 4dB to 1 6dB,
the overall noise figure would be
reduced to 1.3 dB.

Although this gives the impres-

O

g;01101k

Lgu'

sion of being the ideal solution to
poor receiver sensitivity, other fac-
tors are involved which will reduce
the strong signal handling capabili-
ty of the receiver connected to the
output of the pre -amplifier.

Strong Signal Problems

When additional gain is used in
front of the main receiver, spurious
products generated by in -band
signals will be degraded by at least
the gain of the pre -amplifier. On the
other hand, if narrow pass band
response and good stop band per-
formance are achieved in the pre-
amplifier, products generated by
unwanted out -of -band signals will
be significantly attenuated. The
reduction of in -band strong signal
handling capabilities on the
receiver is the price paid for improv-
ed system noise figure. If excessive
gain is placed before the receiver,
the increased level of spurious pro-
ducts may more than cancel out the
improvement in sensitivity due to
better noise figure. Exactly how
much gain may usefully be

PARTNERSHIP
MICROSYSTEMS
LTD

41601 ISSUE 1
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Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of 2m
GaAsFET pre -amplifier
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employed will depend on cir-
cumstances. An EME group work-
ing at 3 am or an expedition to The
Empty Quarter of the Sahara might
well be able to put an extra 30 dB
of gain in front of the receiver
without any problems. Conversely,
a station working on top of the
South Downs during VHF NFD
might not be able to use any extra
gain (in fact, a 6 dB attenuator
would probably be more ap-
propriate!).

Even when the useable gain is
known, there is still the variable of
feeder loss, since required pre-
amplifier gain = useable gain +
feeder loss. The solution here is to
design a pre -amplifier which has
more than enough gain and then to
place a variable attenuator in the
shack. The operator can then
choose the best compromise bet-
ween noise and receiver overload,
setting the attenuator to the best
position for his receiver, his cable
loss and the current band condi-
tions.

Signal Handling

On the subject of strong signal
handling, four more points must be
made.
1. The pre -amplifier should have
large signal handling character-
sitics at least as good as the
receiver that it is feeding.
2. It has been pointed out before
that for ordinary terrestrial working
on 2m, there is little point in striv-
ing for system noise figures better
than 2 dB. It is often concluded
from this that there is no point in
trying for pre -amp noise figures
better than 2 dB. Not so; for a given
receiver noise figure, and a given
required system noise figure, a

lower noise pre -amp will need less
gain before the receiver.
e.g. Suppose Rx NF = 4 dB, and re-
quired system NF = 2 dB. A pre -
amp of NF= 1.9 dB would need a
gain of 16 dB, but a pre -amp of
NF = 1 dB would need a gain of only
6.6 dB.
3. The pre -amplifier must have ex-
cellent stop band performance, to
prevent strong out -of -band signals
mixing to produce spurious signals
within the passband.
4. A point that is sometimes
overlooked is the need for good
electromagnetic shielding. There is
little point designing and producing
an amplifier with good out -of -band
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Fig. 2 Characteristics of the S3030 GaAs Schottky MES FET
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performance and then fitting it into
a plastic enclosure which may be
located within a hostile RF environ-
ment.

Most published and manufac-
tured designs of mast head pre-
amplifier use only one (the existing)
co -axial cable for common transmit
and receive signals. The major
drawback is that two expensive co-
axial relays are required at the mast
head to switch the input and output
of the pre -amp. Both relays must be
capable of carrying the full
transmitted power. Apart from in-
troducing additional loss in the
transmit path, this almost doubles
the current that must be fed to the
mast head and increases the pro-
bability of failure. Reliability is most
important in a unit which is to be
mounted at the mast head, since
servicing will be inconvenient, and
may require the hire of ladders or
scaffolding towers.

In this design, an extra co -axial
cable is run 'from the mast head to
carry the received signal. It also
carries the operating voltage for the
pre -amp and a fail-safe hard swit-
ched changeover between transmit
and receive.

At first sight this might seem a
retrograde step, but it should be
remembered that almost any cheap
cable can be used, due to the high

gain of the pre -amp. Additionally,
this design makes it easy to include
an operator adjustable attenuator in
the receive path without using yet
another pair of co -ax relays, and no
relays are required in the linear
amplifier unless a feed -through op-

tion is required when the linear
amplifier is not in use.

PTT Choice

There are two methods which
may be used to operate the Tx/Rx
switching, these being RF sensing
and hard switched changeover.
Although RF sensing is very conve-
nient in so far as no separate PTT
line is required between transceiver
and pre -amp, it does have the
annoying trait of continuously chat-
tering relays when used on CW or
SSB. The problem may be reduced
by increasing the hang -time of the
sensing/switching circuitry, but
there is then an excessive delay
when switching from Tx to Rx.

By far the best method is hard
switched changeover. It caters for
all modulation modes and can be
made fail-safe. It is strongly recom-
mended unless there is no alter-
native to RF sensing, eg in the case
of those transceivers that have no
facility for switching external units
unless minor modifications are
made.

Sequential Switching

Although co -axial relays are
designed to switch RF current, the
life expectancy of the contacts will
be severely reduced due to burning

REF -10.0dBm ATTEN 30dB MKR D -100.0kHz
10dB/div -59.60dB

1 *It 1

-1-

CENTRE 145.0MHz SPAN 500.0kHz
RES BW 3kHz VBW 30Hz SWP 10 sec

Fig. 3 3rd order intermodulation products of pre -amp (input power
- 36dBm each tone)
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REF -5.5dBm ATTEN 10dB MKR 145.0MHz
10dB/div -5.80dBm

E
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START 50.0MHz STOP 550.0MHz
RES BW 10kHz VBW 10kHz SWP 10 sec

Fig. 4 Pre -amplifier stop band (input power - 30dBm)

when using high power levels. This
effect may be reduced to some ex-
tent by 'over engineering' and pro-
viding larger contact area, but this
results in a significant increase in
cost without over coming other
problems associated with systems
that are not sequentially switched.
If the switching is arranged so that
contacts only carry RF current and
do not switch it, the carrying
capacity and reliability of the relay
will be greatly increased. When us-
ing sensitive pre -amps, it is essen-
tial to ensure that RF power is not
generated until the changeover
relay is connected to the antenna,
and that RF power has decayed
before the relay disconnects from
the antenna. Properly designed
sequential switching can meet all
these criteria.

Design Considerations

All the features mentioned
previously are included in the pre-
amplifier described here. They are
listed below not in any particular
order.

a) Low noise GaAsFET input
stage.

b) Good strong signal perfor-
mance.

c Excellent passband and
stopband performance.

d) Single co -axial relay at mast
head.

e) Separate receiver output
with common supply and
PTT.

f) Sufficient gain to cater for
long cable runs using inex-

pensive co -ax.
g) Output level adjustable from

the operating position (when
used with matching control
unit.

h) Sequentially switched
changeover system.

i) Electromagnetically shielded
enclosure with low loss "N"
type connectors.

Circuit Description

The circuit diagram of the pre-
amplifier is shown in Fig.1. Input
transistor Q1 is a low noise GaAs -
Schottky MESFET, type S3030
manufactured by Texas In-
struments.

The input tuned circuit con-
sisting of L1, C1 is fed to gate 1

with the antenna input tapped into
the low impedance end of Ll. Input
protection is provided by Schottky
diodes D1 -D4 which limit the ap-
plied voltage at G1 to approximate-
ly 0.6 volts. This prevents damage
to the GaAsFET when high power
is used (due to the limited isolation
of any co -axial relay), or by static
from charged rain, etc. This is
essential, since the S3030 does
not have gate protection. Although
the fitting of protection diodes en-
sures safety of the input device,
they do introduce small losses. The

REF 0.0dBm
10dB/div

ATTEN 10dB MKR D 16.1MHz
-60.0dB

CENTRE 145.0MHz
RES BW 30kHz VBW 10kHz

Fig. 5 Pre -amplifier pass/stop band

SPAN 100.0MHz
SWP 750 msec
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effect of these addtional unwanted
losses is to reduce the achievable
noise figure by a small amount
(perhaps 0.3 dB), but this is con-
sidered a small price to pay for the
protection given.

In order to minimise input cir-
cuit losses, Cl should be air -

spaced and L1 wound with silver-
plated copper wire. At a recom-
mended drain current of 10 mA,
the gate 1 - source voltage should
be - 1.8 V. This is obtained by
self -bias resistors R3 Er RV1 with
drain current set at 10 mA by RV1.
Wideband decoupling is provided
by using chip capacitors for C11 Er
C12; these are soldered directly
onto the ground plane of the PCB.
Gate 2 voltage is supplied from the
potential divider network Al, R2
and holds g2 at approximately
+ 2V with respect to source. In-
spection of Fig 2 shows that for an
appreciable change of drain cur-
rent, g2 -s voltage needs to be
negative. For this reason, conven-
tional means of setting drain cur-
rent by varying the positive voltage
on g2 are invalid. Ceramic chip
capacitors C9, C10 provide wide -
band decoupling for g2 and are
mounted directly to the ground
plane.

Intermodulation

In order to improve inter -
modulation performance, the drain
voltage swing of Q1 is limited by
tapping towards the low im-
pedance end of the output tuned
circuit L2, C2.

1:34 further reduces the overall
drain impedance and provides
heavy damping of the circuit. This
arrangement reduced the available
gain and will also reduce the noise
figure by a small amount due to the
gain limiting action of the output
circuit of Ql; this must be weighed
against the improved intermodula-
tion performance. The filtering re-
quired to achieve good
passband/stopband characteristics
reduces the gain still more, so that
further amplification is needed.
Typical third order intermodulation
products are shown in Fig.3.

Output from the first stage is
coupled via blocking capacitor C1 4
to the low input impedance of the
common gate JFET amplifier. Q2.
This stage, a BF256A, is operated
with Vg -s at OV, providing a quies-
cent drain current of about 5mA.

REF 0.0dBm ATTEN 10dB MKR 145.0MHz
2dB/div -5.68dBm

......____ 447.....----

I

CENTRE 145.0MHz
RES BW 30kHz VBW 10kHz
Fig. 6 Pre -amplifier - 3dB points

SPAN 5.0MHz
SWP 30 msec

(input power - 30dBm)
Fig. 7 Pre -amplifier intercept diagram
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Pre -amplifier output/input 1dB compression point

The output lead comprising L3, C3,
R6, forms part of the bandpass
coupled tuned circuit which, in con-
junction with L4, C4, R7, feeds the
second common gate amplifier Q3.
Biasing arrangements for this stage
are identical to those of the
preceeding stage. Output tuning is
by means of L5, C5, with output
matching adjusted by C6.

Using two low gain common
gate amplifiers following the input
stage allows excellent passband
and stop band performance while
maintaining adequate gain. Plots of
stopband attenuation and pass -
band ripple are shown in Figs. 4,5,
and 6.

Supply for the pre -amplifier is
fed along the receive signal co -axial
cable and is isolated from the signal
by CH2, CH3, C19, on receive.
When the transmit PTT is operated
the DC is removed and RL de -
energised, connecting the transmit-
ter to the aerial system. This gives
a fail safe system which

automatically switches the aerial
system to the transmitterireceiver
if a failure should occur or if the
control unit is switched off.

Construction

Details of the component
layout are shown in Fig.9 and re-

quire little further explanation.
There are however, several points
which may aid construction and
avoid disappointment due to com-
ponent failure during soldering
operations.

First solder in all resistors
followed by fixed value capacitors,
except chip types C9 -C1 2. Next,

Measured Performance

Noise figure (including relay Et input connector
losses
3 dB bandwidth
60 dB bandwidth
Stopband attenuation (1-500 MHz)
Passband ripple (144-146 MHz)
Gain
3rd order intercept point (output)
1 dB compression point (output)
1 dB compression point (input)
Graphs showing 3rd order intercept values and
compression points are shown in figures 7 Et 8.
When sequentially switched, the unit will handle 350W RMS con-
tinuous or 600W PEP, provided that the antenna VSWR is no worse
than 1.2:1.

1.4 dB
4 MHz
30 MHz
77 dB
0.5 dB
24 dB
20 dBm
8 dBm
-15 dBm

input/output 1 dB
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fit inductors L1 -L5 and the respec-
tive taps, the axes of L3 and L4
must be parallel and 1 5mm apart.
Use a minimum of heat consistent
with good joints.

Referring to Fig. 9, cut and fit
the copper screen using 0.3mm
material. A small cutaway should
be made for gate 1 of Q1. The
height of the screen is not critical
but should be cut so that it is ap-
proximately the same height as the
top surface of the co -axial relay
RLA1. Now fit the remaining
passive components including the
co -axial relay. Place the chip
capacitors in the positions in-
dicated, hold with a small spatula
and solder to the gate and source
pads on the top side of the PCB us-
ing a minimum of solder and heat.
Solder the other ends of the
capacitors to the ground plane sur-
face taking care to use a minimum
of heat consistent with good joints.

Fit Q2 and Q3 keeping the lead
lengths as short as possible. Next,
make up the co -axial input/output
leads as follows: -

Cut 3 lengths of UR43, each
25cm long. Remove 20mm of the
outer insulation from one end of
each. Cut back the braid leaving
8mm and sparingly tin, taking care
not to melt the inner dielectric
material. Using 0.15mm copper
foil, cut 3 pieces 20mm by 9mm;
roll one piece around each of the
cable braids and solder. Finally, us-
ing a sharp knife, remove the inner
insulation flush with the bottom of
the copper sleeve. For clarity, the
dimensions of the above are also
shown in Fig.10. When assembled,

solder the three cable inners to the
PCB, making sure that the copper
sleeves are flush with the ground
plane, then solder the copper
sleeves to the ground plane. Cut
the leads to the required length and
fit the chasis mounting 'N' connec-
tors to the cables. Do not mount
the connectors onto the box at this
stage.

The final step is to solder in the
GaAsFET Ql. Great care should be
taken when soldering this device in
as it can be easily destroyed by
static charges or mains leakage
unless some simple precautions are

taken. Pick up the device by the
source using tweezers and cut the
longest (drain) lead to the same
length as the remaining leads. Lay
the device onto the pads provided
on top of the PCB with the iden-
tification marks uppermost. Heat
the soldering iron and remove from
the mains supply. Using a spatula
to hold the device in position,
solder each lead in turn. Use the
minimum heat consistent with
good joints. Re -heat the iron if
necessary but be sure to always
remove from the supply before us-
ing.

8cm

25cm

UR43

ROLL COPPER FOIL OVER BRAID AND SOLDER

REMOVE INNER INSULATION FLUSH WITH SLEEVE
Fig. 10 Details of coaxial terminations to PCB

2.2 uH
PREAMP
OUTPUT

Fig. 11 Simple power interface

12/14V
ON Rx
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Bottom

As power for the unit is fed via
the co -axial cable it will be
necessary to make a simple inter-
face unit to supply 12-14V to the
Rx output socket. The unit shown
in Fig.1 1 can be built on a small
PCB with 'flying' co -axial leads.

Set Quiescent Current

Connect interface to pre-
amplifier and apply 12-14V where
indicated. Relay RL should
energise. Fit a 50 ohm dummy load
to the aerial input socket (SK 1 I and
monitor the voltage across R3
(180R); adjust RV1 for 1.25 volts.

RF Alignment

It should be emphasised that
although perfectly adequate results
will be achieved by aligning this
unit using simple methods, the per-
formance figures quoted will only
be met by employing swept align-
ment techniques to achieve the
desired bandwidth. For those who
neither have nor can borrow this
facility proceed as follows.

Inject a signal at 144.20 MHz
and tune C1, C2 for maximum
reading on the receiver S -meter,
making sure to reduce the input
signal to the minimum needed as
the gain increases. Alter the signal

input to 145.0 MHz and peak C3,
C4 for maximum gain. Finally ad-
just C5, C6 for maximum gain at
145.80 MHz. If a signal generator
is not available, alignment may be
carried out using a 100 KHz marker
generator. This should be fed via a
variable 50 ohm attenuator and
must have sufficient output at 145
MHz to allow at least 10 dB at-
tenuation to be used at all times. If
facilities are available, Cl and the
input tap on L1 may be adjusted for
optimum noise figure, but make
sure the precautions earlier concer-
ning the handling of GaAsFETs are
adhered to.

When the unit is aligned, undo
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C1

C2 -C6

C7,18

C8,13,
16,-
17,19
C9,1 1
C10,12
C14
C15

Component Listing
R1 18K
R2 15K
R3 180R
R4 1K
R5 180R
R6,7 27K
R8 330R
RV1 Cermet 3/4" round (RS

184-451)All resistors
0.125W, 10%, body
length not greater than
6mm.
1.5-10p air spaced
variable.
Min. polypropylene trim-
mer 2-10pF (RS
125-648)
100n 50V ceramic 0.2"
pitch

1n 50V ceramic 0.2"
pitch
1 n5 ceramic chip (PM)
1 5n ceramic chip (PM)
22pF ceramic 0.2" pitch
47uF 25V tubular elec-
trolytic

D1-4 Schottky diode
HP5082-2835 (PM)

D5 1N4148
ZD1 6V8 40QmW Zener

diode
Q1 S3030 (PM)
Q2,3 BF256A
RL Co -ax relay CX120P

(AM 46-90120)
CH1-3 2.2uH moulded RF

choke
L1 8t tapped at 13/4t
L2 5t tapped at 3/41 and 3

3/4t
L3,5 6t
L4 6t tapped at 1 3/4t
All inductors wound to 17mm
length, 14" ID, in 18 SWG silver
plated wire (AM 03-05018)
Also required:
SK1-3 Type 'N' chassis moun-

ting with rear cable en-
try, either Amphenol
36250 or Radiall R 161
256; sealed die-cast
enclosure (RS 507-056)
and PCB (PM 41601)
Suppliers: -
Ambit International Ltd.
Ring 0277-2309Q9.
Partnership
Microsystems Ltd. See
ad. in this months HRT.
RS Components Ltd. RS
supply to the trade on-
ly, but many amateurs
have access. . .

AM

PM

RS

the gland -nuts on the three 'N' type
connectors, and separate the shells
from the rest of the connector. Fit
the PCB using 6 off M4x6 brass'
pan -head screws. Mount the shells
onto the box using M3x12 brass
screws (not c/sunk) with washers
under the heads. The flange must
be outside the box, and sealing
compound should be used between
the flange and the box and under
the washers. Re -assemble the con-
nectors. Check alignment.

Installing The Unit

Mounting methods will depend
on the mast and antenna system. If
possible the unit should be
mounted with its long axis horizon-
tal, and the Rx socket facing
downwards. Make sure to install
the antenna cable with a drip -loop.

The box specified is hose proof
to IP65, and 'N' type connectors
are reasonably waterproof; for long
term protection the unit can be
given a coat of Bitumastic paint.
This should cover the whole of the
box and the connectors and the
first few inches of cable.

Components

The PCB details are given in
Figs. 12 and 13. The prototypes
were made from 1/16th inch
double -sided glass fibre board to
BS 9000; all holes are plated -
through with the exception of the
6mm hole in which the GaAsFET
sits. If a non -plated -though board is
used, all components should be

soldered on both sides of the board
and all spare holes should be pinn
ed through; RV1 will need to be
stood off the board so it can be
soldered both sides, also, don't
overlook the coil connections on
RL. Ready-made plated -through
PCBs are available if required. Sup-
pliers for these, and other com-
ponents not widely available, are
suggested in the component list,
plus stock numbers if any.

Control Unit

A following article will describe
a suitable control and interface unit
to work with this pre -amplifier. It
will include the following features:
Internal mains driven PSU
Attenuator variable up to 30 dB
Sequential switching of pre -amp
and PTT to power amplifier
Fail safe in the event of switch -off
or power fail
PA Inhibit -protects against any
single component -failure

Conclusions

The performance figures
shown for the prototype amplifier
are the actual measured values and
have no corrections made to them
for measurement uncertainties. No
'specmanship' has been entered in-
to in presenting these values and it
is hoped that the plots included in
this article confirm this in a readily
understandable format. When
mounted as intended, at the
masthead, this pre -amplifier will
give more than adequate perfor-
mance for any propagation mode.
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ilqD=1 r,3E
con the 70cm band,
On the basis of promising signal
strengths obtained at the University
club station G8AHK during crossband
2m/70cm QSO's with G3OSS during
previous months it was suggested, by
the latter, that an experimental link be
organised for the sending of high -
definition audio signals over the
31 -mile path, This was a follow-up to
experiments made previously by
G3OSS in which a similar link had
been set up over a considerably
smaller distance in the London area.

Such a link is of interest, not
because it is a new thing in radio com-
munications as a whole, but rather
because it is new to the Amateur radio
field. (The BBC, for example, have for
a long time now been sending stereo
radio signals to transmitters as far

taining video effects on the screen of
a monitor set, in the shape of con-
stantly fluctuating vertical bars,
which display some quite hypnotic
standing wave patterns at times,
though in this particular case the
video "side-show" was of little im-
portance in comparison with the
achievment of the aim of the experi-
ment viz. the establishing of a reliable
1 6 -bit digitial audio link. For any sta-
tion monitoring the ATV signal, the
rather unique pictures were obviously
interspersed with the requisite sen-
ding of G3OSS' callsign in the usual
familiar manner, perhaps rather a
relief to those who wondered what
their receiving equipment was doing
to this rather unusual 'testcard'!

For the collective amusement of

The University of Surrey Radio Society and G3OSS
went digital stereophonic on 70cm. Keith Davies,

G6 VCQ, and Simon Whittle, G6EZL, report.
afield as Wrotham and Manchester in
digital form from their microwave
transmitter site at Swain's Lane in
London, with obvious benefits to
listeners over the previous landline
distribution still employed in less for-
tunate parts of the country . . . I

Line Up

The system to be used involved a
digital encoder (SONY PCM F 1 I

whose output was a PAL format video
waveform, fed to a converter which
transmitted this waveform in the ATV
end of the 70cm band, in this case via
a 70cms linear to give the required
power at the sending end of the link.

The beauty of the system was
that, since the output of the digitial
encoder is already in TV -video format,
the rest of the equipment required is
basically exactly the same as that re-
quired for traditional ATV transmis-
sion, and therefore fairly easy to ob-
tain.

In fact the digital encoder's video
output gives rise to some rather enter -

those involved at the receiving end,
colour pictures of those helping at the
London end were also sent after the
initial part of the experiment had been
successfully completed. This part of
the morning's activities will be
covered in a little more depth later.

Down To Basics

Having described the ideas behind
the experimental link it would be
helpful at this point to have a look at
the fundamental principles of digital
audio, and its advantages, to unders-
tand why its use gives us the potential
for such high -quality sound in the first
place. Basically a digital audio en-
coder samples the incoming audio
waveform many times a second and
compares each of a large number of
discrete stored values, each of which
is represented by a binary code.

The number of discrete values
depends upon the system; an n -bit
system will have 2' levels - hence

Which way's North? Adjustment to G8AHK 88e1e multibeam
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the 16 -bit system used here has
65536 discrete values with which
the input is compared. The binary
number representing the step to
which the input is closest is fed out as
part of the output of the encoder, and
this in fact occurs approx 44,000
times a second on both channels,
along with various error codes, time
codes and like which result in an en-
coder output bandwidth of some
2MHz. This happens to be some
what in excess of the input bandwidth
(!), but this is the price to be paid for
the high fidelity results. Of course, to
benefit from the system we need to

is here that the Fl serves a dual func-
tion - it is both an encoder and
decoder. For the experimental link
then we needed two F 1 machines,
the one at our end being very kindly
lent by Mike Hatch, a student on the
Tonmeister course at the University.
To summarise the advantages of
digital recording over analogue:
a.) There is negligible wow and flutter
b.) Absolute distortion is extremely
low
c.) Analogue modulation -noise pro-
blems are absent
d.) Frequency -response is extremely
flat

G3OSS, to a "spaghetti factory",
since we were using, in addition to
2m and 70cms gear, a video recorder,
PCM adaptor, TV set and a hi-fi
system! Using talkback on 2m we
aligned our beams whilst watching
the G3OSS testcard - the picture
quality was good but not as good as
had been expected - however we
decided that there was probably
enough signal for the PCM-F1 to
stand a fair chance of decoding the
transmissions. By now there were
about 8 of us crammed into the shack,
all waiting expectantly for Angus to
begin sending the output from the Fl

AN TENN AV

13.8V DC

1.5m UR67
GaAs

PREAMP
DRESSLER TUNED
FOR 435MHz

3m UR67

PREAMP
POWER

INTERFACE

lm RG58
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I
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TUNER TIMER
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VIDEO

RECORDER

B/W
TELEVISION
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Fig. 1 Equipment used at G8AHK (G6EZL/A)
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record and decode this digital output
signal, and this is when the TV aspect
comes in; the natural choice for the
economic recording of signal of such
bandwidth (instrumentation
recorders and the like are definitely
out!) is the common or garden video
recorder as used by so many
households in the land for recording
"Dallas" and the like! . . . This
method of recording fits the bill exact-
ly in its ability to cope with the wide
bandwidth. (The video recorder that
comes as part of the Fl package is a
very high quality portable machine,
which is very versatile in its own
right). Having recorded the video
signal we then need to decode it and it

e.) Phase jitter and amplitude instabili-
ty are absent
f.) Dynamic range is extremely wide
96dB or so in the case pf the F1)

Into Action

Having completed the installation
of the 88 -element multibeam at well
gone midnight on the previous day,
we rose on the morning of the tests at
the unearthly hour of 7.30 (students
don't like getting up in the morning!)
and proceeded to assemble the
necessary equipment in the shack,
waking up most of campus in the pro-
cess. The shack bore a more than
passing resemblance, to quote

system. When he did, all we heard
was a lot of clicks and pops in-
terspersed with very brief snatches of
a 1 KHz tone. Our first reaction was
one of disappointment, but as we
persevered with fine adjustment of
the equipment at our end e.g. careful
optimisation of the beam heading
etc., the tone suddenly appeared
rather more steadily, though at first
with a few 'dropouts' now and then.
Eventually, with a bit more "'tweak-
ing", we reached a point where the
link was fully operational. This fact
was relayed to Angus, who then
replaced the tone with his own dulcet
tones thus enabling us to hear him in
glorious stereo! We were soon
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made aware of one of the main
features of digital systems: the fact
that there is a very sharp threshold
between perfect, error free com-
munication and a completely useless
system. With our setup optimised, we
were just above this threshold, but
any slight disruption such as an oc-
casional aircraft going overhead
destroyed the link completely. To test
how near this threshold we actually
were, we bypassed the masthead
preamp and found that this took us
below that threshold. Once we had
agreed that the link was sufficiently
reliable, G3OSS proceeded to send us
various recordings that had been
made on the Fl - this was, in fact,

So much for Breakfast Television!

not an easy task since the Amateur
Licence specifies that transmissions
"should not be of an entertainment
nature"!

While those helping at the London
end located the relevant video tapes,
we were treated to an entertaining
live colour presentation of what was
going on at that end of the link - it
was apparently time for a mid-
morning celebratory snack with cof-
fee and Belgian buns, enough to make
us very envious, since we'd failed to
make similar preparations.

Eventually, however, it was time
to return to the serious business of the
morning and Angus proceeded to
send us a recording made by himself

of a steam train passing very close by
at a very high speed (Ouch! - Editor)
and a recording made by another Sur-
rey student of a fireworks display on
November 5th - both of which
stretch the dynamic range of the Fl to
its limit. It is interesting to note that
the link quality was so good that we
managed to detect a slight hum -loop
problem on Angus' microphone con-
nection which was producing 100Hz
hum at about 80dB below peak level!
The sheer quality of the link was seen
to be even more impressive when a
high -quality cassette copy was later
made of the mornings event from the
video recording made at the time - a
very noticeable decrease in the

dynamic range and overall sound
quality was quite obvious to all those
who had heard the quality of the
original received signals.

Noise Problems

The link demanded a very sen-
sitive receive system and it was
thought worthwhile including some
of the basics of noise theory and its
limiting effect on communication
systems. It can be shown that the
noise power available from an or-
dinary resistor as purchased from
your local component emporium is
given by Na = KTB where

K = Boltzmanns constant, T = Ab-
solute temperature, B = Bandwidth.
The conclusion from this is that a
humble (ideal) resistor, lying on a
bench has a voltage across it of
NaKTBR! If this resistor is placed
across the input of an amplifier, then
the output of the amplifier will be the
amplified resistor noise plus the noise
generated by the amplifier. This
amplifier with our resistor on its input
will generate a total noise power of
KTB x Nf. Nf is the 'noise factor' of the
amplifier which translated (I) is the
noise power gain of the amplifier. We
can reduce the noise by either reduc-
ing the bandwidth, lowering the
temperature of using an amplifier with
a lower noise figure. The bandwidth
can't really be reduced easily (PCM
needs around 2MHz bandwidth
minimum, liquid nitrogen cooling is
rather impractical (although it is used
in some applications!) - so the solu-
tion is to use a 'quieter' amplifier with
e.g. a GASFET in it. Another way of
gaining an increase in the signal-to-
noise ratio is to mount the preamp at
the masthead - this helps because if
there is, say, 3dB signal loss in the
feeder between the antenna and the
receiver then the result will be a
noticeable better signal-to-noise ratio
at the input receiver than if no
preamp is used. By placing our low
noise preamp at the masthead our
gain is where our signal-to-noise ratio
will be at its maximum - before at-
tenuation of the signal by the cable
and more 'noise' being by the conver-
sion processes of the receiver to audio
frequency. Complete receive system
is shown in Fig.1. The masthead
preamp fed a Microwave Modules
ATV coverter which converts 70 cms
TV pictures to UHF Channel 36. It can
be seen then, that most of the equip-
ment used is, as suggested in the in-
troduction, fairly standard amateur
radio equipment, and thus readily
available.

To conclude, then, it remains for
us to add a word of thanks to all those
who helped out at both ends - Simon
Roberts G8UQX, David Hall G6JCH,
Andrew Harding, and all those
previously mentioned, in particular
Mike Hatch for entrusting his
treasured F1 system into our eager
hands (!). Finally we would like to feel
that this article will, in some way en-
courage further experimentation in
this field by many other Amateurs,
who we trust will find such ex-
perimentation as fascinating and
rewarding as we did.
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THE ALPHA
A single band top-quality SSB/CW transceiver
design for HF, by Frank Ogden, G4JST. The

price shouldn't slay you either!

PLUS

A FRESH LOOK AT THE FT200
Yes, we finally did it, after numerous readers'

requests! By Harry Leeming, G3LLL

VHF CONTESTING
A blow-by-blow astringent account from John

Ridd, G8BQX

THE BELCOM LS202E 2m FM/SSB HANDHELD
A realistic proposition?

NEXT
MONTH

WRITE FOR HAM RADIO TODAY!

We are always looking for new contributors to the magazine
and we pay a competitive page rate. If you have built a
project or you have some experience that you would like
to pass on, or if you have a particular point of view that
you would like to get across to others, drop us a line and
describe what it is you'd like to write about. We'll get back
to you to tell you if we're interested and to tell you all the
boring details. Don't forget to tell us your address and
telephone number (preferably a day -time telephone number
too/.

Note that as of the 20th December 1983, we shall be
moving the magazine 0TH to No.1 Golden Square, London
W1R 3AB, telephone 01-437 0626.

PARTNERSHIP
MICROSYSTEMS ... Things for the VHF man.
The G3WZT 2m GaAsFET mast head pre -amp.

PCB (drilled, profiled, reflowed - plated through holes) £14.
S3030 £8.65
N -type connector (rear cable entry) £4
Misc. parts; comprising:

2 off 100n ceramic monobloc C7,18
2 off 1 n5 chip C9,11
2 off 15n chip 010,12
4 off 5082-2835 D1-4
36" 18 swg silver plated wire
Copper foil for cable termination and input screen £3.25

All the above components are EXACTLY as used by G3WZT to build prototypes.
Complete pre -amp built, tested and aligned £88.25
Anode Blocking Capacitors for ORO Linears 2m + 70cms low loss, low inductance
high RF current 400 pF. 3Kv. £11.00.
DR 12V Mini. RF Relay. S.P.C.O. Good for 50W at 144 MHz £4.00
Logbooks for the VHF man, with VHF countries and counties list - includes space for
QTH/WAB locator £2.
Chip capacitors 1 n5 100V or 15n 50V 10 for £1.

All prices include VAT. Post & packing 50p per order.
Partnership Microsystems Limited, Tardis House, Cowfold, West Sussex RH13 8DR Telephone: 040386 227
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South Midlands
FREE FINANCE 2YEARGUARANTEE

BRANCHES AT: SOUTHAMPTON, LEEDS, CHESTERFIELD,

t
YAESU FOR VHF EQUIPMENT - `SMC' YOUR SUPPLIER

Ay/Ar/
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FT29OR & FT790R MULTIMODE

*432MHz
...... I . PORTABLE

SSB/CW/"....

-4i-/ FT726R MULTIMODE UHF, VHF, HF-0

-N)

- .-7,,r7---. :-.,. 7`-1 1:1........ ii ......

:-...7,,, sii ri , IFM £249!*
..7..j. - ,. _

FT690 Multimode Transceiver 6m £259.00
FT290R Multimode Transceiver £279.00
FT790Ft* Multimode Transceiver 70cm £259.00
SMC2.2C 2.2Ah Nicads'C' size per set £21.8
SMC8C 220mA Charger (13A Style) £9.20
MMB11 Mobile Mount £28.19
CSC1 A Carrying case £4.45
FL6010 6m 10W Amplifier.. £49.00
FL2010 2m 10W Amplifier. £88.55

- _--i:-. a ..pmaLai oft. A :717-:
7 --- -- mi."- _I -4 _ ami t..... .

FT726R Transceiver main frame only £619.00
FT726R(2) Transceiver clw 2m £775.00
21/24/28 HE module £209.00
50/726 6m module £195.00
430/726 70cms module £259.00
SAT726 Full duplex module £99.95
XF455MC 6000Hz CW filter £41.85

.4!
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FT208R & FT708R HANDHELDS

KEYBOARD ENTRY SCANNING = L.C.D.
4 bit CPU provides:- ten memories up -down manual tun-
ing Scanning of, memory, band orbetween limits(busyand

repeatersplits and
.4:- European standard synthesiser steps. The keyboard also

offers 16 tone D.T.M.F. tones and the unit is supplied with
NiCad pack, helical and soft case

FT208R 2M Handheld 2.5W £209.00
FT708R 70cm Handheld 1W ... £189.00'

oial° SMC8.9AA Charger (slow) 13A style £8.05
......,.. NC7
..4:::iii NC8

Charger (base) £34.65
Charger (quick) and Power Unit. £58.75r, PA3 DC adaptor and charger £18.00

FNB2 NiCad Battery Pack £23.00
FBA2 Battery pack sleeve £3.85
FLC5

Mobile bracket
£25.30

MMB10
Heavy duty case

£8.45

.4-f-7 FT203R & FT703R FM MOBILES7

$
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FT23OR 2m Transceiver 25w £269.00
FT730R 70cm Transceiver lOw ... £239.00'
MMB15 Mobile mounting bracket £14.85

S* EVENTY CMS. SUPER SAVER
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FT203R & FT403R HANDHELDS

"THUMBWHEEL" TINY HANDHELD
Ultra compact 65W x 34D a 153H mm, synthesised
handheld. Computer aided design and component inser-
bon with chip capacitors and resistors has produced this
modern marvel 2.5WRF(10.8v)13.5W REM 2V. It hasVOX
(for use with YH-2 lightweight headset. and built in 'SIP°
meter Supplied with tone burst. helical and appropriate
case.

FT203R c/w FBAS, CSC6 etc. . . £155.00
FT203R c/w FNB3. CSC6 etc £175.00
FT203R c/w FB4, CSC7 etc £185.00

1

FBAS 7.2/9V CO case only (6 x 'AN). £8.85
FNB3 10.8V NiCad Pack (425mAH) £33.50
FNB4 12.0V NiCad Pack (500mAH) £38.25
CSC6 Soft case (FBAS or FNEt3 fitting).... £8.00
CSC7
YH2

Soft case (FNB4 fitting) £6.85
Headphone/Microphone option.. £14.50

MH-12A 2b Speaker/Microphone option
MMB21 Mobile mounting bracket £8.00
SMC8 9AA Charger (slow) 1A style £8.05

£17.69

NCI 5 Charger (quick) and Power Unit £49.85A__

qi? FRG7700 COMMUNICATIONS RX7,-

.

 '
- )iip

FRG7700 Receiver 0.15-30MHZ AM/CW/
SSB/FM £385.00

FRG7700m Receiver ciw 12 channel
memory

MEMG77CO Memory option £75.00
£445.00

FRT7700 Antenna tuner/switch £48.25
FRA7700

£11.25
FRV7700

Active antenna £43.95
FF5 Low pass filter 500KHz

VHF Convertors, 6 models each
3 bands. From £84.50-£94.25 each

'111

i
SMC SERVICE

Free Securicor delivery on major equipment
Access and Barclaycard over the phone
Biggest Branch agent and dealer network
Securicor Service contract at £500
Biggest stockist of amateur equipment
S.rne day despatch wherever possible

FREE FINANCE
On many regular priced items SMC offers
Free Finance for invoice balance over C120
204 down and the balance over 6 months or
504 down and the balance over a year
You pay no more than Me cash ce"
details of alaigible Items available on request.

GUARANTEE
Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products.
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department
Daily contact with the Yaesu Musen factory
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment
Twenty-five years of professional experience

2 Year warranty on regular priced Yaesu products.

Neath John GW4F01
SMC STOCK CARRYING AGENTS WITH DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

10639152374 Day Bangor John G13KDR 10247155162 Stourbridge Andre .34 BJY (03841390916
1063912942 Eve
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Communications Ltd AUTHORISED

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FACTORY BACKED YAESU

BUCKLEY, STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH.

`YAESU' FOR H F EQUIPMENT- `SMC'
1

AT YOUR SERVICE

v FT -ONE 'THE ULTIMATE'
TRANSCEIVER

--
_

FT707 THE
t 100W.
PEP

BUY OF THE YEAR v/
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F -T7071 Transceiver 100W 10-80M (8 bands) £425.001 S

FT ONE Transceiver HF All Mode .. --- £1569.00 FP 707 Mains ext. power supply/speaker £130.00 A
KEYT901 Curtis Keyer .. £28.50 FV707DM Digital VFO £149.00

OCTI DC Power Cable £10.85 FTV 7078 Transvertor (NB main frame only) £29.35 V

RAMT1
FMUT1

Non volatile memory £14.49
FM unit £44.99

FRB707 Relay switching box £16.25
MMB2 Mobile mounting bracket. £18.25 E

XF8.9K* Filter300Hz or600Hzor6KHz eachC19.35 WMT707 Workshop Manual FT707 ..... . £13.00

*! FT1 02 THE "WORKHOUSE" BASE giiFT77 THE IDEAL MOBILE

,7,5%b -pr..,,
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)11 - '... Q 'sceiver available. N I

F7102* Transceiver 9 band £719.00
FT77 8 Band Rx/Tx 100W output £479.00

D
is

FT77S 8 Band Rx/Tx 10W Output £449.00 -.
SP102 External speaker £55.00 FP700 Matching AC PSU £145.00 0 I
FC102 Antenna coupler . . £185.00 FC700 Matching antenna tuner £103.85
AMFMUT102 AM/FM unit option £49.00 FV 7000M Digital VFO unit e209.00 u T

MKT77 Marker unit £10.85 ,
FMUT77 FM unit £28.55 b ,

S#UPER VALUE - VALVE FINALS AMUT77 AM unit £24.00

//1' __

',4,/ FT980 "COMPUTER COMPATIBLE"v
-i--...

sir 1...

.:

FT757GX
item normally

sold asas an extra is Pro---
sided as Standard in-

AM FM

THE BIGGEST SELLER

---
v_..

S
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"- 7- is---- ....- .....

aa-Pi....- op- 1--;-:: .- - ---......as swr ,
cluding and
modes. a 600Hz nen
row CW filter, iambic
keyer with dot -dash
memory. 25KHz mark-
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1 S. ,1111-wq-;!4 Cr generator. IF shift
and width filters. ettec-

_ . - , --
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4114
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s. o  .6  =-"' tve noise blanker and
AF speech processor
all at no extra charge

- . T R
A I

FT980
SP980

Transceiver General Coverage RX £1329.00
Ext speaker with audio filter £61.55 FT757GX Transceiver General Coverage Rx £719.00 T 0

XF455.8MCN 300Hz CW filter (455KHz 8 pole) £49.00 FC757AT Automatic antenna tuner £245.00 I R

XF8.9HC
XF8.9GA

600Hz CW filter £29.50
6 KHz AM filter £29.50

FP757GX Switch mode PSU (50pc duty) £145.00 .,
IFP757HD Heavy duty PSL; (100pc duty) £179.00 V

FIF Computer interface (see FT757GX units)
p TFIFBO Computer interface for PC8001 NEC £105.05

FIF65 Computer inter) .:e for Apple II £54.05 ''''
D410004
TST980

Interconnect lead FT980-FC757AT.... £26.99
Technical Supplement FT980 £8.50 FIF232C Computer interlace RS232C. £59.00 1i

LEEDS
SMC (Leeds)
257 Otley Road
Leeds 16 Yorkshire
Leeds(0532) 782326
9-5.30 Mon -Sat

CHESTERFIELD BUCKLEY STOKE GRIMSBY
SMC (Jack Tweedy) Ltd SMC (TMP SMC (Stoke) SMC (Grimsby)
102 High Street Unit 27. Pinfold Lane 76 High Street 247A Freeman Street
New Whittingdon, Chestertieid Buckley. Clwyd Talke Plts, Stoke Grimsby. Lints
Chesterfield 102461 453340 Buckley (0244) 549563 Kidsgrove (07816)72844 Grimsby (0472) 59388
9.5 Tues-Sat 10-5.00 Tues-Fri 9-5.30 Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30 Mon -Sat

1 0-4 00 Sat

JERSEY
SMC (Jersey)
1 Belmont Gardens
St. Helier, Jersey
Jersey (0534) 77087
9-6 p.m. Mon -Sat

EDINBURGH
SMC Scotcomm
23 Morton Street
Edinburgh EH15 2HN
Tel 031-657 2430
10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-4 Sat

HEAD OFFICE S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET. TOTTON. SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DP, ENGLAND,
a MAIL ORDER Tel: Totton (0703) 867333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Telegram: -Aerial" Southampton
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SAVE £4.25 by receiving a FREE
magazine binder
when you
subscribe to.............

It's true, by subscribing to Ham Radio
Today you will not only receive your
personal copy direct to your door for a
whole year but also have a superb
magazine binder in which to keep your
copies AND IT'S FREE!
All you have to do to receive your FREE
binder is book a new subscription or
renew an existing subscription to Ham
Radio Today.
What could be simpler? Normally priced
at £4.25, these attractive binders will
hold approximately 12 issues of Ham
Radio Today.
Not for you any longer the chore of
having to track down dogeared copies of
your favourite magazine, instead you will
merely go to your bookshelf and they will
be waiting for you in pristine condition.
Don't miss out on this outstanding offer
- subscribe today and receive your
FREE binder within 14 days of your order
being received.

SPECIAL OFFER
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER

FORM
Cut out and send to.
HAM RADIO TODAY,
INFONET LTD,
TIMES HOUSE,
179 THE MARLOWES,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTS HP1 1BB

Please send my free binder and commence my personal
subscription to HAM RADIO TODAY with the

SUBSCRIPTION £14.00 for 12 issues
UK

RATES £14.45 for 12 issues
(tick as Overseas Surface

appropriate) £27.00 for 12 issues
Overseas Air Mail

,S1.le

0
0

I am enclosing my (delete as necessary)
Cheque/Postal Order/International Money

Order for £
/made payable to ASP Ltd)

OR
Debit my Access/Barclaycard'

/'delete as necessary)
Insert card no.

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

NAME (Mr/Mrs/Miss)
delete accordingly)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Signature

Date

i
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The gaT Quad
Quads Et Delta Loops For
10, 15 Et 20m

If you tune just above the 15m
amateur band when conditions are
good to South America you will
come across "HCJB", 'The voice
of the Andies", beaming Christian
radio programmes worldwide. Stay
tuned awhile and salute the
originators of the Quad antenna.

its derivatives such as the Delta
Loop have achieved supremacy as
the number one do-it-yourself HF
band beam.

Quad Workings Simply

In Fig. 1A we see two horizon-
tal dipoles stacked one above the
other. Vertical stacking gives a few
dbs gain with no increase in

Some crafty and practical suggestions on utilising this
evergreen antenna from wily young Harry Leeming,

G3LLL.
HCJB came into being over 40

years ago when it was decided that
the site 10,000' above sea level on
the Andes in Ecuador was an ideal
place to build a missionary radio
station; ideal, except for the one
problem that had not been forseen!
The driven dipole element in a beam
antenna has very high voltage at its
ends, particularly if driven by a high
power broadcast transmitter. In the
case of HCJB, in the rarefied damp
evening air of Ecuador, this voltage
was just too much and a corona
discharge struck up at the tips of
the dipole if anything other than
very low power was run. Quite
apart from causing local in-
terference, this discharge was
melting and destroying the beam,
and so something had to be done.

The project seemed somewhat
hopeless; the transmitter, buildings
and all the money spent would be
wasted unless the problem could
be solved, but how do you stop an
antenna having high voltage at its
ends? The answer, literally, to their
prayers was the Quad Antenna,
developed by station engineer
W9LZX/HC1JB, an antenna
without any 'ends'. The Quad solv-
ed the corona problem and also
seemed to give HCJB a signal
which was out of proportion to its
cost and simplicity. Results were
so encouraging that W9LZX made
one for his own use on the
20 -metre amateur band and obtain-
ed outstanding results. From this
unusual beginning, by magazine ar-
ticles and word of mouth, the
details spread so that the Quad and

horizontal directivity; the beam be-
ing squashed down vertically so
that more signal goes to the horizon
and less goes up and down. The ac-
tive part of the half -wave dipole is
the centre high current section, and
so to save space, the ends can be
folded as per Fig. 1B giving some
reduction in performance. There
would be little point in actually con
structing an antenna system as per

61d

FEEDER

:w

TWO STACKED 'BENT' DIPOLES

TWO STACKED 'BENT'
DIPOLE JOINED TO
MAKE 'QUAD' LOOP

FEEDER

0

LENGTH' 1 WAVELENGTH
APPROX 1005 FEET LONG

FM11,

Fig. 1 Evolution of a Quad loop

Fig. 1B as points A Et B and also C
Et D are in phase and have the same
voltage on them so that they do not
need insulating from each other.
Once they are connected together,
3s in Fig. 1C, the top feed point is
no longer needed as energising the
lower "dipole" also energises the
upper one, and this how the classic
quad loop is formed.

Forming A Beam

The obvious partner for Quad
driven element is a quad reflector
so that the classic two -element
Quad, as developed by W9LZX and
HCJB, is shown in Fig. 2. For
mechanical simplicity and ease of
adjustment the reflector and driven
elements are usually made the
same size, the small stub being ad-
justed to resonate the parasitic ele-
ment lower in frequency than the
driven element. While the gain of a
two -element Quad is about the
same of that of a good three -
element mono -band Yagi, many
operators claim that at low heights
or in poor locations it out performs
the Yagi. Measuring the DX gain of
an antenna is extremely difficult
but two factors possibly do give
the quad and delta -loop types of
construction a definite advantage
over the Yagi.

1. Being, in the main, a do-it-
yourself antenna (there are com-
mercial versions available as you
will have noticed) and having only
two elements it is relatively simple
to adjust on site for correct
resonance and front -to -back ratio,
and so ensure the best results
every time. (Most commercial
Yagis are simply erected by
operators who 'hope for the best').

2. The Quad type of construc-
tion seems to be less susceptible to
being upset by nearby structures,
and probably its lack of voltage
'ends' and the loop type of con-
struction gives it some kind of 'in-
sulation' from nearby objects. Cer-
tainly on the two -meter band, four
or six element Quads are much to
be preferred to Yagi beams if one is
forced to install them in the confin-
ed space of a loft and not in the
clear, out of doors.
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WIRE LOOPS

LENGTH = 1005 IN FEET
FMHz

DRIVEN
ELEMENT

COAX

REFLECTOR TUNED
JUST L.F. OF BAND
BY LENGTH OF STUB

Fig. 2 Typical Quad Beam
construction. The 'X' pieces
can be fibreglass or bamboo

The exact shape of a Quad ele-
ment does not seem to matter
much, provided that the formula
length of wire in feet equals
1005/F(MHz) is not taken too
literally, and the possibility of ad-
justment of a few per cent is allow-
ed for either way. Squares,
diamonds, circles and triangles all
seem to give good results, but, of
late, the latter, which for some
reason has been re -christened the
delta loop, has become very
popular.

Impedance Matching

The impedance of a full wave
Quad loop is somewhat over 100
ohms and, whilst it can be fed by
75ohm co -axial cable with a

passable SWR, using 50 ohm coax
gives an SWR of just over two to
one. A good match to 50 ohm coax
can be made using a matching sec-
tion of 75 ohm coax if one is an
SWR fanatic! - but unfortunately,
where a two element Quad beam is
concerned, the presence of a cor-
rectly spaced reflector element br-
ings the impedance down to
around the 50 ohm mark, without
any matching devices being need-
ed, and so keeps everyone happy.

Cheap, Non -Rotatable

Some years' ago the writer
moved QTH and wanted to try the

20 metre band with a high perfor-
mance, low cost beam. After much
head scratching and splinter
removal, the system shown in Fig.
3 was devised and erected. As will
be seen, this uses the delta loop
type of Quad construction with the
point of the triangle at the top,
whereas most designs of delta loop
seem to prefer the triangle to be in-
verted. The theory of operation of a
single delta loop element is shown
in Fig. 4 where it will be seen that,

once again, the effect is as of two
stacked two element Yagi beams.

The design of the first delta
loop beam was based on what was
available, the reason for the four
foot spacing at the top being that
there was a convenient FM broad-
cast antenna with this length at the
top of the mast already pointing at
the right direction. The shape was
tailored to fit in the available space,
one end of the loops being sup-
ported by a concrete lamp standard
which the local authority have
thoughtfully placed in front of my
home. The spacing of the loops
should, according to most sources,
be in the region of eight to ten feet,
but in my particular installation,
with the top fixed at four fqet,
around six feet at the bottom was
found to give the best gain and
front -to -back ratio, plus a low
SWR, using 50 ohm feeder. The
loop lengths shown are only very
approximate, as they are affected
by the proximity of the roof and the
exact shape of the triangle. Normal
practice with Yagi beams is to
resonate the reflector 5% lower in
frequency than the driven element,
but for some reason this does not
seem to work out with delta loops
or Quads. After much trial and error
the best results across the 20
metre band were obtained by
resonating the driven element at
around 14.2 MHz, and the reflector
at about 13.8-13.9 MHz.

/

REFLECTOR
RESONANT
AT 13.8 MHz

6ft

Fig. 3 The G3 LLL 20 m Cut-
Pricl Delta Beam

4tt POLE
BROADCAST
FM AERIAL

SIDE OF
HOUSE

20ft POLE

6ft POLE

DRIVEN ELEMENT
RESONANT 14.2 MHz

NYLON 7711r
FISHING LINE

20 METRE DELTA LOOP BEAM DRIVEN LOOP
APPROX 72ft LONG REFLECTOR FITTED WITH
9ins STUB OR APPROX 73.5ft LONG COAX
CONNECTED CENTRE BOTTOM OF DRIVEN
ELEMENT
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TOTAL LOOP LENGTH = 1W = APPROX 1005 FEET
FMH:

The beam was, of course, not
rotatable but was fixed on the
United States as, at that time, I was
much enjoying myself boosting my
ego by talking to American users,
of my FT101 RF Clipper! The
theoretical gain of a Quad/Delta
loop type aerial is something in the
region of 7 db over a dipole (5
times power gain), but the actual
'DX gain' can be more than this.
Compared with a multiband 108'
W3DZZ type trap dipole, the gain
on receiving States -side signals
was anything from one to four S
points. Interestingly, this seemed
to vary considerably with band
conditions and the biggest gain of
the delta loop over the trap dipole
occured under 'long skip' condi-
tions, presumably due to its lower
angle of radiation. Certainly on
transmit, by comparison with other
stations, the impression was gain-
ed that the results bettered that of
the 20 metre section of typical tri-
band beams. The 20 metre delta
loop was thrown up experimentally
in 1977 when 15 and 10 metres
were in the doldrums, but in the
following years when these bands
opened up, naturally I wanted to
add them, so that eventually my
delta loop sprang new loops and at
the final building looked like Fig. 5.

Easy To Tune

Once again, the dimensions are
only approximate but, if you do fan-
cy duplicating the idea, it is quite
easy to 'tune up', as is the 20
metre version, using a dip meter.
After the aerial system has been
assembled, do not connect the
coaxial cable but complete all six
loops leaving a 1" diameter single
turn coil in the centre of the driven
elements and on the ends of the
reflector stubs. Having done this

check the elements individually
with a battery powered 'grid dip
oscillator' (check the calibration of
the dip meter with an accurate
receiver before use, and then place
it an inch or so from the one turn
coils. Use as loose a coupling as
possible for the best accuracy) and
adjust the loop or stub lengths so
that the resonance comes at about
14.2, 21.2 and 28.5 MHz on the
driven elements, and 100 or 200
kHz outside the LF ends of the
bands on the reflectors. Make sure
the loops are in their final shape
and position when you do this, and
try and keep clear of the wires so as
not to detune them with your body
capacity.

Once the loops are correctly
tuned individually, remove the one
turn coils from the driven elements,
and connect the coaxial feeder. As
shown in the drawing, a simple
balun-type arrangement can be
made by wrapping the coax as
many times as possible around a

ferrite core, made of, say, a couple
of FX1588 type rings. Any
reasonable sized ferrite core will
do. Just underneath the joining
point, and this is quite effective in
stopping RF going down the out-
side of the coaxial feeder. The delta
loop beam once it is completed
should perform excellently and a
check of the SWR should show this
to be below 1.5-1 in the centres of
the bands, and not much bigger at
the edges. If necessary, the driven
elements can be pruned so that
minimum SWR falls in the centre of
the bands, but if it is below 2-1 it is
probably best to leave well alone.
Once the feeder has been con-
nected , re -check the resonant fre-
quency of the reflector elements
with the dip meter just to be sure.

Cheap and Bi-directional

An interesting variation of the
above system is to feed one or all of
the "reflectors" with a length of

Fig. 5 G3 LLL Delta Beam
variant for 20.15 and 10m

REFLECTORS

STUBS APPROX
9 INCH 6 INCH

AND 4 INCH LONG

PARASITIC
ELEMENT

FEEDS

MAST\
COMMON
COAX FEEDtS

%we FERRITEN CORE

DRIVEN ELEMENTS

Fig. 5 b Dimensions for
20, 15 and 10m Delta
Loop Beam 30cm 112ms)

SUPPORT (BOOM)

LENGTH - 14.6 METRES (48ft)
15 METRE LOOP LENGTH = 21.9 METRES (361-0

20 METRES LOOP

3.3 METRES (lilt)

NYLON CORD OR
FISHING LINE

COAX CABLE
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open wire feeder that is an exact
multiple on half wave lengths long
on the design frequency of the
antenna (see Fig. 6). Doing this br-
ings control of the resonant fre-
quency of the parasitic element into
the shack, and, once again, this fre-
quency can be checked by connec-
ting a one turn loop to the end of
the open wire feeder and using the
dip meter. The feeder can be
shortened or lengthened until the
resonance is just LF of the band in
question. Once this has been
achieved, remove the one turn loop
and put a 500 pf variable capacitor
in its place and "hey presto", a
reversible delta loop beam. With
the capacitor set at maximum, the
parasitic element is tuned as a

reflector and operation is normal,
but, set it near minimum, and the
element is tuned as a director and
the beam is reversed. In practice,
the capacitor is set for the
strongest signal on receive in the
direction desired with the
assurance that the transmitted
signal will then go in that direction.
Results are best in the reflector
mode, but it is certainly a useful
modification to the idea.

Fig. 6 Reversible
Delta Loop

REFLECTOR DIRECTOR

OPEN WIRE FEEDERS
LENGTH AN EXACT MULTIPLE
OF 'h WAVES PLUS A LITTLE
ISAY 16 511 OR 35H ON 20

DRIVE%
'LIMES

200 5006F
VARIABLE C

Short of Space

Even a single delta loop will
give a good account of itself, and
when fed with open wire feeders
can be used on more than one band
(see Fig. 6). A closed loop is a very
quiet aerial and signals which
would be buried in noise on a ver-
tical come in "clean and green" on
the delta. As the delta loop does
not seem to pick up much noise
from nearby electrical sources, it is
reasonable to assume that it will
not pump too much RF into local
electronic equipment, and while
there is no such thing as a TVI pro -

OPEN WIRE
FEEDERS

Fig. 7 Multi -band
Delta Loop. Length of
Loop approx. one wavelength
at lowest frequency

of aerial, Quads and Delta loops do
seem to help in this way.

Go Quad!

A few hours' work and you
may produce a bigger signal States
side than the guy down the road
who has spent £500 with a dealer
on a rotor and a multi -element
beam. To the writer achieving
results like that are the real thrill of
amateur radio.

As a dealer/radio amateur, I

don't know which gives me the
greatest pleasure; taking the £500
or generating the biggest signal!!!

GENERAL COVERAGE
RECEIVER KIT

FCR 130
Model FCR 130 Receiver kit

ONLY £75.30 inc VAT. Post & Packing £2.40
* 30:1 Geared analogue

tuning
* 3 Band swtich with

spare position
* Tape record socket
* Headphone socket
* Signal Meter
* Internal speaker +

On/Off sw.
* AF. Gain and Tone

Control
* C.W. AM. SSB.

This is a complete kit which allows you to build and
learn as you go.
Suitable for anyone who has an interest in radio and
can manage a soldering iron. It really is within the
scope of most beginners. You don't have to bea'semi-
professional amateur' to understand how it works as
we supply very comprehensive and complete instruc-
tions, written in plain language. Well spaced compo-
nents so its OK for fat fingers! The receiver tunes, in 3
bands from 1 to 30 Mhz. Solid aluminium tuning and
control knobs and base panel. Black anoaised front
panel.
Nice to build ... nice to look at ... nice to own.

me_COM MUTECH (Devon) LTD
Chapel Street, Holsworthy,
Devon EX22 6AR Tel: (0409) 253504

AJH ELECTRONICS
20 Barby Lane, Hillrnorton, Rugby, Warwickshire.

Tel: Rugby (0788) 76473 & 71066.
2 METER 30 WATT LINEAR AMPLIFIER KIT
Designed for the FT290R, !CMS etc or any transceiver with an output of 1.3, watts
Features. Suitable for SSB/FM/CW 25 watts RF output with only 2 watts input IlObd gain)
Switch able for SSB/FM Maximum input 3i watts Fully automatic RF Switching Or can be
operated era transceivers PTT line Straight through operation when switched 'off. Receiver pre-
ampkfier incorporated on PCB Receive amplified gen ackustable up to I8db Uses the popular
3SK88 in the RX preamp Power requirement, 13.8v @ 5 AMPS D C Max
The kit a supplied complete with an assembly instructions PCB component layout and circuit
diagram all PCB components are supplied plus 2 50239 aenal sockets and 3 switches for power
on/off -SSB/FM. selected, and As preamp on/off
It is assumed that the constructor is familiar with component colour codes and has some
expenence in PCB assembly

PRICES: Complete kit less heat sink. case 8 screw, £29.50 inc VAT.

DIE CAST Box and Heat sink to sun "if required- £5.50 inc VAT.

Postage and packing 60p.
Mail Order only Callers by appointment

Goods returned in 48 hours.

FARNBOROUGH COMMUNICATIONS

CID

\natant paK
TerMS 15
lo1 dela'

FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR REQUIREMENTS

ICOM
TESV

[FDK

Call and bargain with MICK G4MPW
DRAE  MICROWAVE MODULES  J.BEAM
SHURE MICS  ADONIS MICS  WELZ 

OSKERBLOCK  BENCHER  NI FILTERS
 CABLES  MIRAGE AMPS
 RSGB PUBLICATIONS 

AND SO MUCH MORE

97 -Osbourne Road. North Camp
Farnborough. Tel: 0252 518009

Mon -Sal 10-6
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Got a
Hual
Lying on the front door mat was an of-
ficial Governmental envelope and in-
side it was a heavy frown - the pur-
pose of which was to warn it's
amateur radio recipient that he had
transgressed. He had been heard
working duplex - nothing wrong
about that - but he had also been
heard to allow to pass through his
microphone the voice and, more im-

145MHz. Party 2 had been on
433MHz.

When Party 2's voice and callsign
became discernible back on 145MHz
through Party 1's microphone, that
was obviously quite wrong, for he
wasn't transmitting on 145MHz: he
was using 433MHz and being re-
transmitted.

Sundry other transgressions,

Jack Hum, G5UM, offers a few thoughts on
transgressing radio -wise.

portantly, the person he was working
- and there is quite a lot wrong about
that. The recipient of the letter (let us
call him Party 11 had been on

some of them quite mild, are detected
regularly by the Amateur Radio Ser-
vice monitoring system. And an of-
ficial letter containing that heavy

IR fillIM/114111/Mianiftwwill,PtimPitWit

frown may result. This is commonly
known as a 'Pink Ticket', a collo-
quialism from the other side of the
Atlantic where a letter in shocking
pink is the normal means by which
Authority tells the errant ham "You
have transgressed".

Very few British hams receive
warning notices of the kind described
for the very good reason that the great
majority of them do their homework
well before activating their transmit-
ters for the first time. A list of possible
'sins' is given in the accompanying
panel. It is by no means exhaustive.

Before going farther, let us finish
that story about the UK ham who got
a "pink ticket" simply because he
didn't do his duplex properly.

Cross -Banding

There are two hazards about the
process of operating duplex - or
'cross -band,' as it is popularly known.
One of them is the danger of inadver-
tantly allowing the other person's
callsign to be heard on a band he/she
is not using, as already described
above. The other is the continual oc-
cupation of frequencies which other
operators might wish to use. A
simplex QSO, that is co -channel
operation, needs only one frequency
whilst a duplex, split frequency opera-
tion, needs two.

The answers to these hazards are
self evident. If Party 2 wears head-
phones whilst engaging in a duplex
contact, there will be no chance that
emissions from Party 1 will be heard
through his microphone.

But herein lies a frustrating
ambiguity, and it is this: each party
will wish to know how his transmis-
sion sounds at the other end. He can
only find out if he hears his voice com-
ing through. What to do? Why, simply
ask your QSO-partner to give a coun-
ting check "one to nine" so that he
may hear his voice through your
microphone and assess for himself

-1>
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the quality of his own signal. Tell him
beforehand not to utter his own
callsign while counting.

This procedure is particularly
rewarding to operators making their
first essays on to bands not used
previously. Many people new to
70cm, for instance, are able to ap-
praise its potentialities more effec-
tively if they can actually hear what
they sound like at a distance. Time
and again, in the writer's experience,
users of 433MHz are amazed at the
band's penetrative power simply
because they are given the opportuni-
ty - via duplex - to hear the
evidence of their own signals.
Without this opportunity, they might
have remained in that erroneous state
of scepticism about 'Seventy' which
seems to afflict so many people.

In -Banding

Duplex does not necessarily
mean cross -band. It can be conducted
in -band if desired by the participants
- but non -participants may well tend
to disapprove of this hogging of two
frequencies in the same band. So may
Authority.

Where to go, then, when conduc-
ting duplex contacts? For preference,
do it cross -band rather than in -band.
This procedure is more economical of
our precious frequency space. And
this irritates fewer random
'listeners'(!): they hear only one fre-
quency being occupied continuously
within a given band, and not two.

When you operate duplex from
2m, choose a frequency below
145MHz to clear those congested
S -channels above 145MHz (in prac-
tice, this means below 144.9MHz to
avoid the beacon area). As for the
other end of the link choose a frequen-
cy in the 70cm band well away from
the commonly used SU-channels,
which is very, very easy: 'Seventy' is
an enormous band that offers
something like fifty FM simplex chan-
nels at 25kHz spacing. What, you
don't have a transceiver that covers
them all? Then perhaps it's time you
bought one from an HRT advertiser to
bring yourself up to date.

Having chosen appropriate fre-
quencies for the duplex operation,
there is still one important considera-
tion to remember, if you are to avoid
getting that Pink Ticket. This is simp-
ly: Observe the Fifteen Minute Rule!
You can read all about it in Clause 9
(2) of your Licence. Yes, you have
remembered it now, haven't you: that

one about giving the callsign at inter-
vals of fifteen minutes. When you pro-
pose to do so, tell your duplex party to
switch off while you give your iden-
tification. Then your callsign will
definitely not get out on the wrong
band, as has been emphasised above.

Just a final -final about the techni-
que of duplex operation: never, but
never engage in a cross -band set-up
involving a band you are not licensed
to use. If a Class B operator attempts
to cross -band into, say, 4 metres he is
inviting trouble and a Pink Ticket. His
voice should never be heard on a band
for which he is not licensed.

Self Policing

It is commonly averred that the
Amateur Service is self policing, that a
station with a 'dirty' signal will soon
be politely told about this by his
fellows.

Very true: but there is always the
chance that the 'dirty' signal, if
capable of incommoding its
neighbours on a ham -band, may be

also causing interference on non -

amateur frequencies. Then the
licencee is in real trouble. One man's
splatter could be another man's air
crash. A re -read of the two clauses of
Paragraph 4 of The Amateur Licence
would not come amiss in this context
and may well stave off the evil day
when Paragraph 11 ("Station to close
down") is invoked, the ultimate sanc-
tion, to be applied only for the
severest irregularities.

There is much else in The Licence
that calls for a quiet re -read to help
dredge from the subconscious all that
information which was given during
the RAE course. It is all too easy in the
excitement of "getting the ticket" to
put The Licence away in a drawer
forlorn and forgotten - until a Pink
Ticket arrives unexpectedly through
the letterbox one morning. It is no ex-
cuse after the event to say "But I
never knew. . .".

Postpone that day for good by re-
studying your ticket to transmit and
engaging the brain before pressing
the transmit switch.

YOU ARE INVITING A PINK TICKET IF -

you fail to announce your callsign whenever you change frequency.
you let another station's callsign come through your microphone on to a
band he is not transmitting on when working DUPLEX.
you emit 'Splatter'.
you use any of the frequencies forbidden in The Schedule to The
Licence.
you are unable to give an extract of your log to the nearest minute and
kHz if required by Authority (Radio Regulatory Division, GPO and DTI
etc).
you utter obscenities or expletives (strangely, some people do).
you utter (very) facetious phonetics for your callsign.
you fail to state your location when operating "Stroke A"

There are many others. They are all in The Licence. Read it!

YOU WON'T GET A PINK TICKET IF -

you operate the wrong mode in the wrong place, eg, FM in the SSB area
or SSB in the repeater area; but you will antagonise your fellow
operators.
you hog a repeater (you won't be thought much of by others waiting to
use it).
you fail to announce your location if you are not in The Callbook: some-
one somewhere might like to know where you are.
when you use telegraphy and you send faster than the other chap's
speed: you are wasting his time and yours, you incur repeats and his
wrath and you might discourage him from using the mode.
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CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS
TOWERS, MASTS, AERIALS
AQ6-20 Four Band

i **Spacesaver**
Beam

* Unique fully sealed
coils for max stability

* Double insulated
elements

* Easy trim alloy spokes
with locknuts (spares

* Only 1.9M turning
radius

* Engineered to BSI
Standards

)

.£,".
Not the same

as other lookalik es!!
Spot the differences!!

* Resonant length
reflector and driven
elements for improved
VSWR 11:1 mini

* Maximized F/B
performance by
selective detuning
INo gimmick "gaud"
needed)

* Minimized wind load
and weight (onNEilb wt)

IT'S BRITISH!
ECONOMICALLY PRICED!

£114.50 (UK PErP £4.50)
Send SAE 19 ii 61 for full details of these and many

i,,- other Altron Products - Callers welcome. Open
Mon Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 9am-12.45pm
WE DESIGN - WE MAKE WE SUPPLY DIRECT

-,' YOU GET BEST VALUE AND SERVICE - SAVE Eff's
Prices include VAT. C.W.O.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF ALTRON PRODUCTS

ALLWELD ENGINEERING
UNIT 6, 232 SELSDON ROAD

SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY CR2 6PL
Telephone:

01-680 2995124hr)
01.681 6734

Normally despatched within 7 days

4.0
utsJ

AMTRONICS (TONBRIDGE) G4SYZ C91o5s3e0d TMu rosnd;ay,s

THE AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS IN KENT Fridays 6pin

Ai FOK 7500C4 2M muttinode E349

YAESU

FDK 725X 2m FM £179

Uniden CR2021 Receiver E179

Global Mini Clocks (London and Country zone times) EIS

Yamato Rotator lup to 8 ELI Beaml E40

VGamma Twin 2M Antenna E7.95

Full range of Jaybeam Antenna Large stocks of Pole Clamps
including the new 1 ELI Rotary Dipole and Ito 2 and 2 to 3 ELI

add on kits
30ft telescopic mast for under C300 cash & carry

(see next months ad)

Instant finance for callers to the shop In stock items 48 hr delivery Please send large SAE for full
lists for any enquiries on the above equipment

NEW 2 metre Preamp. Also iliac 10 metre Premium,. i.e. 29MHz FM
See us at Brighton Sun July 15, Tunbridge Wells Sat July 21.

Mack Michael at Stoke Pages Sun July 22

We are offickallk Appointed Dealers for the following YAESU. FDK. ICON. AZDEN, KOK.
JAYBEAM, DIAMOND, SARGANT. MET. BNOS. DRAE. FORTOP (ATV), DATONG TONO. AMTRON

WELZ, ADONIS, UNIDEN AMATEUR

ItAIKLAIT.An

"NEW"

8 TOLLGATE BUILDINGS, HADLOW RD TONBRIDGE TEL 10732)361850

Books for
radio amateurs

ELLIOTT
ELECTRONICS

for the Radio Enthusiast

QSY
OLD
MAN TO

AERtAR
'EEsssACC oAND

MASTS

THE
`HAM SHACK'

APPOINTED
DISTRIBUTO

JAYBEAM
AMATEUR

P ANTENNAS
RIGS, ANTENNAS. SWR BRIDGES,

POWER SUPPLIES. TEST GEAR,
COMPONENTS. MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL

CABLES, ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS
AND SOCKETS, SWITCHES

Call us on (0533) 553293
OR COME AND LOOK AROUND AT

26/28 Braunstone Gate, Leicester

G3WPO HASSOCKS (07918) 6149
G4K El
20 FARNHAM AVENUE HASSOCKS
WEST SUSSEX BN6 8NS

ArrA 1111110 COMMUNICATIONS

READY BUILT MODULES NOW AVAILABLE for some of our kits, by popular
request For instance the DSB80 or DSB160 at £56 45. Minisynth PLL VFO(HF)
at £48.20, and Speech Processor at £18 50. Telephone for further details

NEW!! - 'ALPHA' SINGLE BAND SSB TRANSCEIVERS FOR 1600R 20
METRES. PLL VFO/50W pep/CW on a single pcb. High specification design
forfixed or mobile station use. Basic pcb kit without case or digital display but
everything else for 165. For £219. we supply digitial display as well as cus-
tom finished case/heat sink with mobile mount + all hardware. 90dB+ two-
tone dynamic range. Comprehensive instructions included

For HF. why not try our DS880 Or OS131 600RP Transceivers, running 2 watts or
moreoneither80 or 160M double sidebandorCW. and VFO controlled The basic
kit(E37.45) only needs an antenna, PSU (12v) and speaker/mic/key toget on the
air. or we have a case (£23.35 inc hardware) and even a digital readout option
(£24.10) if you want to go the whole hog. There are now over 500 of these scat-
tered around the world with excellent DX results - the receiver is amazing for a
simple design. Or, try the DSB2 - with enhanced features such as semi -break
in keying, active filter, and the ability to run on the higher HF bands including 40.
20 and 15 metres)C68 incVFO - state band when ordering)- at the moment the
most popular versions are for 80 and 20. This MKII version is driven by the
MINISYNTH PLL SINGLE BAND VFO, itself available separately at £29.70. It
covers anyone band from 160 through 10M, with options for it's of 9 or 10.7MHz
(state which), direct conversion, or a 5-5.5 MHz version. usef ulf orsecondVFO etc.
Get that G4CLF/3ZVC board up and running at last. Other options for the
DSB2 are digital displays and a case - full details in our catalogue.
DO YOU HAVE a 2 metre multimode? - then with our HF TRANSVERTER you
can turn it into an HF TRANSCEIVER!! 2 versions. either 20/15/10 or 160/80/
40M - you just operate the 2 M rig as normal but you have HF transceive opera-
tion instead of 2 metres' 2 watts min output will give you plenty of contacts on
these bands, and only a 12v supply is needed THe kits have everything included
except metalwork (and multimodeh. Either version priced at £81 including the
three conversion crystals needed Cheaper than an HF Rig' Hear these working
at the Rallies this year. WORKS WITH ANY 2 METRE muttlmode such as
FT290R. etc.
PROAECTOMEGA is now nearing completion. This is our top -of -the -line Kit for a
9 BAND HF SSB/CW Transceiver or Receiver, engineered by G4JST for best
performance without the frills Unlike some published designs it does work as
many people can now testify. Professional appearance case available with

New- Universal morse memory.

anodised. screened and punched panel plus hardware kit options. see our pre-
vious ads for more details, or ask to be included on our unique OMEGA Mailing
List (£1 in stamps). Our newsletter will be sent at intervals (5 issued to date) and
keeps you fully informed on the project, with all known mods, hints and correc
tionstothe publishedarticles Someof the modules aresuitablefor use with other
designs, in particular the OMEGA PLLVFO will suit 3ZVC/4CLF if. designs It is
low noise. highly stable and covers all Amateur bands in 1MHz segments and is
priced at £108 inc all crystals (10.7MHz version). The ACTIVE FILTER can be
used for any rig needing more selectivity and fits in the audio line at low level- 7
switched selectivity positions (C16.651. ORP PA (3W) suits 3ZVC/4CLF if. strips
also(E21.80). The BROADBAND RF PREAMP is very popular on its own and will
liven up any HF receiver, or can again be used with G4CLF type bidirectional
signal designs as it uses pin diode Tx/Rx switching (£13.50).
Moving to VHF, our 2 METRE TALKBOX FM TRANSCEIVER is proving another
best seller kit. A cheap way to get on 2 metre& with our 6 channel receiver and
transmitter designs Both will work independently of the other, or mate them for
Transceive.Rx £39.50, and Tx £32.90, or both toghetherfor£68. Crystals not sup-
plied but available from any of the usual suppliers- or go VFO with the new VHF
Minisynth. Interested in 6 METRES? - then try our 6M to 28MHz if. converter
design - complete pcb kit is only £14.
SPEECH PROCESSOR - simple but very efficient design by G4JST using
VOGAD. variable clipping + filtering in all the right places. Complete kit only
£13.90. +12v operation, suitable for FM/AM/SSB, amateur/CB.

VHF MINISYNTH- by request, our2 METRE PLLVFO KIT- 2MHz BAND
COVERAGE with options for 144,133.3 or 135MHz or other outputs(upto 4
selectable 2MHz ranges on the pcb to allow for a repeater shift on Tx and
Rx(. Works with our Talkbox for continuous 2 M coverage, and should go with
almost any other ng that needs direct 2M injection on To, and either 9 or
10.7MHz if. offset on receive (Or Tx). Very stable and easily buildable. Com-
plete pcb kit with air spaced VFO capacitor ONLY £38.50. Crystals are not
supplied- 1 needed for each 2MHz range, full details in ordering rapidly are
with instructions Suitable SSB/CW/FM and can be modulated for latter.
More details on request Digital display coming.

All prices include VAT and post MAIL ORDER, or collection by arrangement
(ohone Chris between 10am-1 tam on Brighton 834478 before coming). Most
itemsex-stock or allow upto28 days if not. Post Off iceCOD over£30. Phone Mon -
Fri 10-4pm. ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD ORDERS - 24hr Ansaphone 07918
6149. FULL CAT. 50p in stamps
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The Ritman
Wireless

The first ever major sale of vintage
wireless equipment in this country
tool place at Christie's South Ken-
sington branch on March 1st,
1984 at 2.00pm. The sale con-
sisted of 180 lots, part of a collec-
tion that had been built up by Dutch
businessman, Mr Tony Ritman over
the past eight years; apparently
after an early interest in historic

corporating a print-out mechanism
that used paper tape, while the
'cut-off' date for the latest (!) piece
of equipment was around 1930.

The other category many peo-
ple collect under could be termed
'attractive', and unless a set is par-
ticularly interesting it is unlikely to
be added to a personal collection or
even to have survived, if it is ugly.

In this 'Radio Today' special, Tim Wander, G6GUX,
member of the British Vintage Wireless Society,
reports on the first major sale of vintage wireless

equipment in Britain.
radio had been rekindled when he
found a crystal set at a junk market.
The collection had then been wrap-
ped up and placed in store in a barn,
as an investment to gather interest.
It is perhaps sad that no restoration
attempts had been made at this
stage on many of the sets, as some
had deteriorated quite badly. The
collection was available for viewing
on the morning of the sale and on
the two previous days, and created
a lot of media interest. During the
morning of the sale, BBC's 'Sixty
minutes' team came along and film-
ed a preview, directed through the
more interesting items by the Direc-
tor and subsequent auctioneer,
Christopher Proudfoot.

In every field of collecting there
will always be differences in exact-
ly what interests the collectors.con-
cerned. The television people
showed most interest in the two
televisions in the sale. Lot 100 was
an original Baird televisor, obvious-
ly very rare, but also in very poor
condition due to external corrosion,
and Lot 35, a pre-war vision only
Ekco, type TA201 with a 7 inch
screen.

My own interst was aroused by
the collection of First World War
Equipment, which is somewhat
rare on today's market, and
represents an epoch in the design
and development of wireless. The
earliest lot in the sale was lot 179,
a telegraph sender and receiver, in -

There were several sets that caught
the eye, Lot 78, an Atwater Kent 4
valve breadboard receiver, lot 68, a
Pye 830, and lots 12 and 107, a
Cosmos Radiophone and an AJS 7
valve receiver. Although the latter
two are of no great historical in-
terest, I simply liked the look of
them.

The lots consisted mainly of
receivers, but, as a testament to
the days when narrow signals were
unheard of (the last big 2m contest
??) lot 110 was an interesting
spark gap transmitter and receiver.
This incorporated a crystal detec-
tor, morse key and spark gap unit
built into a wooden case with the
patent date 1907.

Let Bidding Commence!

By auction time there had been
quite surprisingly large turnout, all
the seats were taken half an hour
before kick off time, with around
1509 people attending overall. As
you would expect, Christie's hand-
led the whole event very profes-
sionally and auctioneer Chris
Proudfoot pronounced the last of
the lots sold in under two hours.

Before the sale there had been
some disquiet about the fact that
estimated prices in the back of the
catalogue seemed in many cases
very high, especially considering
the condition of the pieces con-
cerned. But in the end prices reach-

ed were for the most part sensible,
with one or two bargains offsetting
the one or two lots where bidders
enthusiasm possibly got the better
of them. Crystal sets were very
popular, attracting much high
speed bidding to reach healthy, (on
average E100 ) and in one case
ridiculous prices.

Other prices ranged from
£5.00 for a paper mache horn
speaker, to £2,400 for the
televisor; the Ecko TV reached
£85.00, the AJS 4 valve receiver
reached £300, the spark gap Tx/Rx
£180, the Atwater Kent Set £450.
The Cosmos radiophone fetched
£260, the telegraphy unit £1,600
and the First World War equipment
between £100 and £300 per set.
There were also a few single valves
in the sale, an unmarked White
(capital WI valve fetched £100,
and a box of valves comprising two
Cossor P type bright emitters, an
Edison R type, a Marconi Osram
DEP type and five other period
valves fetched £130 .

Foreign Interest

Many of the pieces offered for
sale were in fact continental in
origin, and bidders for these con-
sisted mainly of foreign collectors
and dealers. Prices in the main were
not that high, possibly questioning
the wisdom of bringing the collec-
tion acros the channel, but for
those of us wishing to add a French
valve set or two to our collections
the chance was there.

It seemed rather sad at the end
of their auction to see the collection
split up and carried out, literally, to
the four corners of the world. The
Baird televisor went to an
Australian museum who can hope-
fully handle the restoration, while
other pieces went to a German
museum, America, and selected
pieces to members of the British
Vintage Wireless Society.

Overall the sale raised
£18,274, but VAT was charged at
15% on top of the bid price,
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something that may have come as
a nasty shock to the big spenders.
Christie's have indicated their will-
ingness to hold other sales of this
type if a suitable collecton became
available, although wireless lots do

Cosmos Radiophone TRF Receiver
(£250)

AJS 4 valve Rx with 3 valve amplifier
1£300)

occur from time to time in their
regular mechanical music sales.
Overall the sale held no real sur-
prises, reinforcing the prevailing
view of the flat state of the vintage
wireless market at the moment. But

a pleasant day out was had by all;
to talk about vintage wireless,
watch an expert auctioneer in ac-
tion and enjoy the sight of other
people spending their money was
very satisfying.

Baird Televisor with 4 x 3 inch screen (£2400)

Spark Gap Tx/Rx with sliding tuning coil from 1908 1E180)

American Atwater Kent 'Breadboard' Rx (The components could bought
individually and are all mounted on bakelite) which fetched £450
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FANTASTIC SAVINGS AT Western
"HURRY"! YAESU'S FT757/FP757/FC757
ALL FOR ONLY £966.00.
At WESTERN you'll get a good deal PLUS full after sales service from the longest
established UK supplier of Yaesu. Remember WESTERN have been importing Yaesu
for 15 years.

YAESU PRICE LIST (INC VAT FREE DELIVERY)
HF EQUIPMENT

Cat
No Type

1195FT-102
1196SP-102
1197SP-102P
1198FV-102DM
1199FC-102
1206FAS-1 -4R
1204 FT -I

Price
Descr,pbon E

Transceiver 684
Speaker 49
External speaker & phone patch 69
VFO Scanner 219
ATU 170
Antenna Switch 39
Transceiver All Mode/General Coverage 1399

1249FRG-7700M
1254FRT-7700
1255FRA-7700
1257 FRV-7700
1273MEM7700
1246FL-2100Z
1251Cabinet
1276AM Unit

General C,o,erage Receiver with Memory
ATU
Active Antenna
Convener 118,130 140/150 70/80MHz
Memory unit
HF 1200W Linear Amplifier
for SP- t 01
for FT -101,2
VHF/UHF EQUIPMENT

399
44
36
83
59

499
17
20

1258NC-7C
1260FBA-2
1261MME1-10
1262NC-9C
1263FT-230R
1237FT-726R

1238430/726
1239SAT726

Base Charger for F7,208 708
Battery sleeve for NC -7/8
Mobile Bracket
Compact Trickle Charger
2m FM Mobile Transceiver. 25W
VHF, UHF Multrbanci multimode

Transceiver ciw 2m
70cm module
Satellite Unit

29
3

7.50
8

249

699
239

901224FT-101Z/AM Transceiver with AM unit 515 1200NC-1 Desk Charger for FT -202R 19 1259PA3 Battery eiimmatorrcharger for 12V 131225FT-101ZEVAMTransceiver (digital) with AM unit 589 1201 PA -1 12V Adapter for FT -202R 19 MICROPHONES/ACCESSORIES1221301G101 D.gital Unit 99 1205FP-4 AC PSU 4 amp 42 1208A1HIB8 Hand mic. scanning 141274Fan B Fan 13 1220FP-80A AC PSU 4.5 Amp 53 1214YM-35 Hand rnic, scanning, for FT -1/102'707
1229FT-77 Compact Transceiver 439 1234FT,290R 2m All Mode Transceiver portable 259 series 15.951231Marker Unit for FT -77 10 1202CSC-1A Carrying Case 395 1215YM-36 None cancelling mrc, 4 -pm. 50K 15 95FM Unit for FT -77 25.90 1210MMB-11 Mobile Mount 25 50 1221 YD-t 48A Desk rmc .50/0600 ohms, 4 -pin. for

FP -700 PSU 119 1211NC-1 IC Charger 950 TT -101 series 22 75FC-700 ATU for FT/707 94 FL -2010 2m lOW Linear Amplifier 60 12355M'38 Desk rnrc. scanning for FT -t x102/707
FV-700DM Digital VFO 190 1241 FT-720RU 70cm FM Mobile Transceiver. 10,. 219 series 26 50I 247FT-9130 Transceiver (CATVGeneral Coverage 1149 I 242FT-720RV 2m FM Mobile Transcerver, 10W 189 1250 YM-49 Speaker/rnic for FT -290,230R 171243SP-980 Speaker 56 1217E -72L Extension Cable 4m 14 50 12130TR-24D 24 -hour quartz clock 32I 244FT-757GX All Mode Transceiver/General Coverage 650 12185-725 Switching box 37 1216 YH-55 Lightweight headphones 10 50I 245FP.757GX AC PSU 139 1233FT-209R VHF Handle FM Transceiver 189 1219Y1-1-77 Lightweight headphones 11FC-757AT ATU 219 FT -708R UHF Mande FM Transceiver 199 1276 Battery Holder for FRG -71248FRG-7700 General Coverage Receiver 349 1253NC-8C Fast Charger for FT -208/708 49

KENWOOD PRICE LIST. 2 Yr warranty. Free delivery.
Cat
No Type DOSCIiption

Price
C

1302KB-1
1354 YK-88C

De luxe VFO knob
500Hz CW filter

11 50 1343TR-8400 70cm Transceiver
1368PS-10 DC PSU

279
52.501331 TS -9030S Transceiver, HF W gen cov receiver 1099 1315YK88CN 270Hz CW filter 36 1359 SP-4QCompact Mobile Speaker 15 75

13301S -930S +ATUAs above. with automatic ATU 1199 1352YK-88SN 1 8kHz SSB finer 1;i7. MC.46 Auto -patch Up/Down microphone 42.501329SP-930 Speaker and filters 57 1328R-600 Receiver 259 ,313MC-604 Desk Top Microphone. bunt -in pre -amp 501313 MC -60A Desk Top Microphone. scanning 54 1333 DCK1 DC Operation Cable Kit 8 26 ' 339TR-9130 2m All Mode Transceiver. 25W 4191357YK-88A1 6kHz AM filter 32 1332R-1000 Receiver 299 1372 BP9A System Base
1356YK-88C1 500Hz CW filter 32 1318SP-100 Externai Speaker 33 1373SP-120 External Speaker
1348 YG-455C-1 500Hz CW Mier 75 1333DCK-1 DC Operation Cable Kit 8.26 1374PS-30 DC Power Supply 1141349YG-455CN-1 270Hz CW filter 75 1335R-2000 Receiver 399 1370BC-1 AC Adaptor for memory bacirup 6431324TS-430S Transceiver. HF. w gen coy receiver 719 1355YG455C 500Hz CIA filter 1371 MC 46 Touch-tone microphone 41.501310PS-430' DC power supply. de luxe cooled 113 1337TR-2400 Transceiver. 1 5W FM. JOCH Mern 195 1313MC-60A Deruxe Desk Top Mic + pre -amp 52I 3I9SP-430 External speaker 30.50 1301 ST -I Base Stand 45 1369SP 40 Compact Mobile Speaker
1 334FM-430 FM Unit 33 75 1309MC-30S Hand Microphone 14 13411.9./1500 70cm All Mode Transceiver 4291321 MB -430 Mobile Mount 12.50 1338TR-2500 2m FM Transceiver 219 13'2120-9,9A System Base 48 501322AT-250 Automatic ATU 280 13045T-2 Base Stand 52 1373SP-120 Externa Speaker 34
I 313 MC -60A Desk Top Microphone 54 1360MS-1 Mobile Stand 32 1307PS-20 DC Power Supply 591320AT-130 Antenna Tuning Una I 342VB2530 25W Amplifier 75 1370BC1 AC Adaptor for memory back-up 81354YK-880 500Hz CW filter 1306SMC-25 Speaker microphone 17 1313MC-60A De luxe Desk Top Mrc -6 pre.arno 5013155K-88CN 250Hz CW filter 36 1361BT-1 Manganese Battery Case 6.50 1369SP40 Compact Mobile Speaker 15 75
1352 YK-88SN 1 8kHz SSB filter 1311 PB-25 Nicer] Battery 26 131611-922 2KW HF Linear Amplrfrer 7991353YK-88A 6kHz AM filter 1305SC-4 Soft case 14 1376SM-220 1 8-150MHz Station Monitor 2501314PS-30 DC PSU 1362LH2 De luxe leather case 1351HC,10 Drgrtal Wood Clock 6513267S -530S Transceiver. HF 609 1363TU-35A Variable Tone Encoder 1350PC.IA Phone Patch 501327SP-230 External Speaker 45 1364TU-358 Programmable Tone Encoder 1303RA- ' Antenna 81325AT-230 Antenna Tuning Unit 149 13650C-25 DC Adaptor for 12VDC I 379MC-42S Spare - Up, Down Microprione 161313MC-60A Desk Top Microphone 54 1366RA-4 Rubber Antenna
1312 MC -50 Desk Top Microphone 32 1367RA-3 Telescoping Antenna Pr.ces .nclude VAT and Carriage

Penetrate the four corners of the earth with the Western
DX "PENETRATOR"

IN USE FROM VK7 to VE7!
HERE'S THE SPECIFICATION .

Ar 3 elements on each band
* heavy duty 2kW rated
* Gain up to 8dB

* Broadband operation
* Stainless steel hardware
* SWR less than 1.3:1

HERE'S WHAT THE CUSTOMERS SAY!
1. VK7Novv"i have recently installed a DX -33 beam and I would like to advise you that I am
extremely satisfied with it. It certainly outperforms the TH3JNR which I previously used and
also the VSWR is lower"
2.G3AAE"This letter is totell you how pleased am with the DX -33 antenna On unpacking the
DX -33 I was immediately impressedwith the quality of the hardware and in operation it is lust
as impressive. I have used it on all three bands and have been obtaining excellent reports
from DX stations all over theworld. I have conducted tests with other stationsand these show
that the electrical figures included in the DX 33 specification are fully met in practice. Con-
gratulations on a very fine product!"

DX 33
3 Element
3 Bands

WESTERN ANTENNAS (Carriage paid)
Cat
No Type

D1075DX 7'2 2MHz 2 ele YagiGeasm7cmar'ma tcned 20' boon, 2 3 00
1076 DX 7,3 2MHz 2 ele Yagi Gamma matched 40' bOOM 354 20
1077DX 51 Rotary dipole for 28 24 21 18 and 14MHZ 90 95
1080DX 6V 1080m Multi -band ,ertica! oius3Orn 99 00
1081DX 31 Fipolr 10/15/20m 2Kiir. pep ,8165
1082DX 32 2 element 10/15/20m 2Kw p e p 125 35
1083DX 33 3element10/15/20w2KwDec
1084DX 34- 4 element 10/15/20m 2Kw e 0 265528455
1085DX 31/32 Conversion Kit 5050
1086DX 32/33 Conversion Kit 53 25
1087 DX 33/34 Conversion Kit "5 .9:
1089DX 103 3 element 10m 'fag,
1090DX 105 " 3 555 element tOm Vag
1093DX 4K Converts DX 31,2/3/4 to 40m dipo,e 59
1094DX 27/1 Rotary dipole for 27MHz C B 85
1095DX 27/3 3 ele Beam for 27MHz Gamma rnatcneP .35 5:
1096 DX 240 2 ele quad 2. 10.15820w
1097 DX 260 2 ele quad 2.10. 15. 16 8 20m

Price

The ULTIMATE in DESIGN ... the ULTI-MAST
Our structural engineering department came up with the maxi-
mum of strength for the minimum of cost. It's Impossible to get

MORE strength for LESS cost
... so beware of cheap copies

... they may not have the correct materials.

Slim, unobtrusive
For VHF and HF antennas
Simple ground fixing

One -winch operation
Telescopic and Tilt -over

Self-supporting

PRICES (Inc cars & \lap
Ultimast UM -1 £263.35
Reducer head UHD £8.05
Rotor head. UHD-2 £35.85

SERVICES:
BARCLAYCARD

ACCESS
Orders can be left on our

answering machine

Western Electronics (UK) ltd FAIRFIELD ESTATE, LOUTH. LINCS LN11 OJH
Tel: Louth (0507) 604955, Telex: 56121 WEST G

OPEN HOURS. 08.00-12.00, 13.00-16.30 Mon/Fri; SATURDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

Agent -
Northern Ireland
Torn Greer GI4TGR
Nomra Greer GI4TBP
Tel Drumb01023 126) 645
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A Look at
REM@

ql[i[kg
Once upon a time, when tran-
sistors, chips, keypads and such
things were mere twinkles in the
eye of some scientist, the only way
to find a radio station was to take
hold of the tuning knob on your
receiver, wind it round until you
found a station, listened to it and
then decided whether you wanted

Who Needs Them?

I get the impression that the majori-
ty of Scanning receiver users are
those who have interests in the
VHF/UHF spectrum - not surpris-
ingly, because the very great ma-
jority of such receivers available are
for these bands! HF orientated sta-

Scanning receivers - what do they do exactly? To
whom are they useful? Tony Bailey, G3WPO, takes a

look at several currently available
'scanners'.

to continue listening to it. If not,
the process carried on until you
either found something you wanted
to listen to, or your arm got tired
and you gave up and went to bed.

Like the advent of washing
machines, modern technology has
removed all this drudgery from
monitoring the bands, and, so the
adverts tell us, we don't have a
complete station unless we
possess some form of scanning
monitor receiver. With the aid of
these devices, you can monitor
anything from around 1 50kHz up
to 500MHz and above automatical-
ly. Or can you?

In fact, do these automatic
boxes actually help or are they just
another symptom of a solution
looking for a problem to apply itself
to?

This review looks at several of
these receivers, from a broad selec-
tion on the market, and we will be
discussing their pro's and con's,
and whether they actually do the
job they are intended for, primarily
from the Short Wave Listeners
point of view.

tions are probably less likely to
want one of these receivers - it
depends on the operator of the sta-
tion involved, and especially the
mode he is working with. Scanning
is fine for seeking FM and AM sta-
tions, but rather less suitable for
SSB or CW.

The problem is of course that
the receiver doesn't know when to
stop scanning when it finds an SSB
or CW signal - it has no reference
to tune in correctly against. With
FM and AM, there is a nice steady
reference carrier, and even if the
scanning stops slightly off frequen-
cy, possibly because the rig is scan-
ning in steps smaller than the chan-
nel spacing on the band in ques-
tion, it isn't usually too much of a
disaster - the bandwidth of the
receiver is normally that you
can still decipher the modulation
well enough to identify the station.

There is possibly only one ex-
ception to the above and that is
with some computer controllable
rigs - in particular one of the
Heathkit range. With this, it is feasi-
ble to actually scan to a CW sta-
tion, check via the controlling pro-
gram whether it is a wanted sta-

The Sony ICD-7600D is neat and compact
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The controls on the ICD-76000 are fairly sensible with the distinct exception of the 'fine tuning' (RHS)

tion, and if so, the rig can go ahead
and work it for you. A bit outside
our present but indicative of the
way our technology is going. As an
addenda, the Pie -In -The -Sky idea of
the rig actually writing out the QSL
for you is probably not at all far fet-
ched these days.

So, we are left with scanning
as primarily an aid for AM and FM
monitoring. Now, many
transceivers for the VHF and UHF
bands have scanning facilities
already built in. Some will scan the
whole band in question, or bet-
ween two programmed frequency
limits, or a number of memory
channels. You can also get a

'Priority' channel - which will be
checked every so often indepen-
dent of what else is being
received/scanned. You can normal-
ly also choose to stop the scan on
either an empty or busy channel
and also miss channels of your
choice should they be occupied but
not of interest (such as the
localRepeater occupied by two sta-
tions boring everyone listening).
The conclusion must be that
dedicated scanning receivers are
used/needed by SWLs interested in
Broadcast or other non -amateur
frequencies, or by amateurs who
have a need to monitor VHF/UHF
amateur channels, but don't have
scanning facilities built in to their
rigs.

There is one other point - if
you monitor any frequencies other
than those covered by licences you
have then you are breaking the law.
You are covered for reception of
Broadcasting stations and licenced
Amateur Stations anyway under
normal Law, but 99% of people will
not be legally able to listen to
anything else. However, this
doesn't seem to stop anyone listen-

ing to anything going, such as the
police, air traffic, ambulance, PMR,
etc etc, if they can receive it. It is
rather unlikely that you will be pro-
secuted for this, though - you
have to be caught first. Leaving the
shack window open with the
volume up loud on local police tran-
missions is not recommended.

Needs

What should you want/expect
from a scanning receiver? This will
depend of course on individual
needs, but I would suggest that the
following would not be untypical
for a general specification.
1. Coverage of all desired frequen-
cies in one receiver.
2. Minimum number of antennas
needed for the frequencies
covered.
3. Adequate sensitivity, bearing in
mind the frequencies you require to
receive and type of antennas to be
used (If the receiver is fairly insen-
sitive, a large antenna may be
needed!)
4. Lack of image response when
wide spectrum coverages are plan-
ned.
5. Choice of scanning rates and
steps - which is suitable for the
frequencies and modes/channel
spacings in use on the desired fre-
quencies.
6. Selectable facilities for either
continuously staying on a signal
once found, or automatically conti-
nuing to scan after a predetermined
adjustable period of 'stable' recep-
tion.
7. Choice of continuous frequency
coverage, or programmable set of
individual frequencies.
8. 12V operation for por-
table/mobile use as well as base
with memory power back-up

facilities.
Through the years, all of these
facilities have appeared in various
receivers, but not always at the
same time.

The SONY ICD7600D

The first of the receivers
reviewed here is sightly unusual in
that it isn't a VHF/UHF type. It is
actually a generally available con-
sumer market receiver, the SONY
ICD7600D (or the ICF2002 as it is
sometimes marked), but which has
interest for the amateur/SWL
because of its Short Wave
coverage and facilities for CW/SSB
reception, and to BC SWLs due to
its AM general coverage facilities.

A few years ago, the contents
of this small package would not
have been dreamt of. In one small
box, sixe 180 x 117 x 31mm (plus
telescopic aerial) you get the
following facilities land extras) for
your money:
a) General coverage 153kHz-
29.999MHz Er 76-108MHz
b) Manual or scanning facilities by
keypad entry
c) Digital LCD display/clock/
alarm/snooze
d) Backup memory battery
e) AM/FM/SSB/CW reception
facilities
f1 Carrying case/mains adap-
tor/instruction manual and com-
prehensive frequency chart.

There are a number of controls
- on the main front face are the
LCD display, Power on/off-Sleep
(for the alarm) buttons (all buttons
are soft -contact 'soundless' types),
plus a selection of further buttons
for frequency selection. Without
going into the exact method of
each type of frequency selection,
you have a choice of either direct,
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preset (10 channels) scan or
manual tuning on all bands.

In addition there is a Band
Select function - this will take you
directly to any of the main broad-
cast bands; that is FM, LW, MW
(522-1611kHz), and SW (split into
75, 60, 49, 41, 31, 25, 21, 19,
16 Et 13 Metre bands). It is possi-
ble to scan each of these bands
from one end to the other, then
start again; or, to manually step
through them, or directly set a fre-
quency within them. You can, of
course, also tune to any frequency
between 1615 and 29995kHz if
you want to. While scanning, the
receiver will stop on any station for
a maximum of 1.5 seconds, then
carry on stepping, unless stopped
manually. Incidentally, the step
rates are 0.1 MHz for FM, 3kHz for
LW, 9kHz (or 10kHz by changing
an internal switch) and 5kHz for
SW.

For the SWL interested in a

general coverage receiver for
Broadcast work the Sony
represents an almost ideal little pur-
chase. The Rx is synthesised
general coverage, although the
'steps', as just descibed, suit BC
station channel spacing. There is
however, an interpolation oscillator
control sitting on the side of the
case - this enables you to 'fill-in'
the gaps missed by the synthesised
coverage. This control is very
useful for trying to remove
heterodynes etc, when listening to
BC stations but is primarily for
SSB/CW tuning on the SW ranges,
of which more anon.

The sensitivity and selectivity
is adequate for AM reception,
The Fairmate AS -32320

although strong adjacent channel
transmitters did tend to cause
some problems - this is not really
objectionable when using the inter-
nal antenna. On an external tuned
antenna, the situation is somewhat
worse and the built-in switched at-
tenuator was required on many oc-
casions. Stability of the receiver is,
of course, no problem.

SSB/CW

For general SWL monitoring of
the short wave bands (both
amateur and other) the SSB/CW
facilities are adequate, although
this particular sample did unfor-
tunately suffer from distinct 'pull-
ing' of the interpolation oscillator
when the AGC was in action. This
is not uncommon in cheaper sets
with BFOs but it seems to me a
design omission from Sony in this
case. It is not so bad as to prevent
copy, but does make CW signals
sound as though they all should be
given RST589C reports. I'm not
sure anyone would want to use this
receiver for serious amateur radio
listening - the fine tuning control
for SSB/CW is a very small edge
pot on one side of the case and try-
ing to adjust this accurately gets
more than a little tedious very
quickly. Selectivity leaves a lot to
be desired as it is no different from
the AM mode, but considering the
size and price of the set I don't sup-
pose you can really complain too
much.

Technical Info

It's a shame that no circuit

diagram or other technical informa-
tion was provided with the set -
this is, in fact, common or so it
seems; none of the three receivers
described here had any form of cir-
cuit supplied with them. This is
possibly to be expected with a
general consumer market product
(a technical manual is probably
available from Sony), but not with
amateur market rigs - we do ex-
pect such information, especially
after forking out several hundred
pounds.
You will be pleased to know that
the following important piece of
technical information is given in the
manual of the Sony "NEWS Tone
setting is for listening to the news
Et MUSIC Tone setting is for listen-
ing to music".

FAIRMATE AS -32320

For VHF/UHF Monitoring, the
Fairmate AS -32320 is on offer,
and appears to be a fairly popular
item around the retailers. For some
obscure reason, the makers have
decided to finish it off in gold -
knobs, trims and buttons - which I
find particularly out -of -keeping in
the shack. Maybe they intended it
to be around in the lounge where it
might look a little more in keep-
ing? . . .

This rig is basically a synthesis-
ed mobile or base station receiver
covering 110-161.995MHz and
296-367.9875MHz. Within this
frequency range you will find the
VHF Air Band, Police, various BBC
transmissions, the 2 metre amateur
band, and other assorted services,
such as ambulance, taxis etc. Up at

is a workmanlike looking piece of equipment, perhaps marred by the gold trim(!)

- MHz kHz BAND

2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10

PASS AM

I

M1 MEMO

FM M7 FQ
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The AOR2001, arguably the best known of the scanner receivers

UHF, the UHF Military airband ap-
pears to be the main target . .

Both AM and FM are copyable,
together with two sets of 10 pro-
grammable memories, and scann-
ing of either 'bands' or 'memories'
with lock -out facility. In the VHF
section, the step rate is 5kHz, and
at UHF, 12.5kHz. Frequency
readout is via a rather small LED
display.

The front panel has a fair
number of buttons and knobs in ad-
dition to the frequency readout.
Along the bottom are the frequency
select buttons and three for band
select, together with an up/down
step selection button. A three posi-
tion toggle switch controls Auto or
manual tuning plus a third position
- SET, but the purpose of this isn't
explained. The normal volume/
squelch controls are provided, plus
a further three slide switches for
AM/FM, M1/M2 Ithe two memory
banks) and a MEMory or FREQuen-
cy switch. Under the main display
are a set of figures labelled 1 -10 to
indicate which memory channel
you are set to if this facility is in
use.

With the wide frequency
coverage, two aerial sockets are
provided (S0239), one for the VHF
and one for UHF.

I make no apologies for observ-
ing that the frequncy setting pro-
cess on this receiver is chronically
slow and painful. It involves the use
of no less than 5 separate buttons
(all small) and some of these will
have to be pressed more than once
to get to the desired frequency. To
quote the operating instructions -
"To select a frequency - e.g.
121.225
a. Select band 1 as in note 9 (the
Rx has three band start frequencies
110, 136 and 296MHz).
b. Press button marked 10MHz -
once
c. Press button marked 1 MHz -
once
d. Press button marked 100kHz -
twice
e. Press button marked kHz - five
times
Hence, if you want to, say, get to
139.975 you could prod away
over twenty times. Actually, using
the loaf, you could go to 140MHz,
then, step down 25kHz by using

the 'up -down' button, but it does il-
lustrate a point - scanner
receivers are meant to take the
hard work out of tuning . . .

The display is one of those very
small types that used to be used in
a lot of the early LED calculators,
very small digits, not easy to see
unless you are looking directly at
them.

Shoving frequencies into the
memories is not too much of a task
once you have memorised
(sorry . .) how to do it. With a
choice of twenty in total (but only
10 scannable at a time) these do
offer a useful way of scanning
around which is rather better than
scanning whole frequency bands
for a few frequencies.

If you do want to scan the en-
tire bands you can, but there is a
problem. You can start at any fre-
quency you dial up and the rig will
happily step away at either 5 or
12.5kHz (depending on whether
VHF or UHF), up or down in fre-
quency. The problem is that once it
finds an occupied channel, the Fair -
mate stops forever, or until the
signal goes away. Now unless my
QTH is abnormal (which I don't
believe it is) there are an awful lot
of carriers around which don't go
away and don't carry any informa-
tion (or just bleep at you). They also
effectively occupy more than 5kHz
worth of space. That is, of course,
because the rigs IF bandwidth is
greater than the step rate. Hence, if
you want to get past a plain car-
rier/unwanted station, you have to
step several times to bypass it.

Having got passed one plain
carrier, the scanner promptly stops
again on another plain carrier. I

must admit that after 5 minutes of
continually re -starting the scan, I

gave up and went on to memory
scanning. It also has a nasty habit
(but then it doesn't know any bet-
ter) of stopping off -tune on an FM
station. All this could have been
simply avoided by having step rates
which matched the channel spac-
ing band for the band/receive
mode.

Volatile Memory
The only problem with the

memories is that there is no back-
up facility. Although the memories
are kept if the (power) on/off
switch on the panel is used to
'disconnect' the power, removing
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the primary power source from the
scanner will destroy them. With
twenty available, and I suspect the
most user popular way of scanning
with this receiver, re -programming
them every time will get a bit bor-
ing. In use as a mobile rig, you can
of course connect the receiver per-
manently to the battery to get this
over, but then are you going to
leave the rig on display in the car
anyway?

In Use

Ignoring the rather 'intensive'
manual attention needed when
automatically scanning (except for
memory scanning where lockout of
unwanted channels is possible),
the rigs performance is otherwise
quite good. It needed around 0.3uV
of signal for 10db quieting on FM
across most of its coverage with a
marginal drop-off at the top end,
and seemed fairly happy in the
presence of strong adjacent chan-
nel signals.

The performance of the Fair -
mate as far as image reception was
concerned wasn't so good - with
a wideband antenna connected,
you could hear several signals on 2
metres which shouldn't have been
there - these disappeared with a
resonant 2 metre antenna. Audio
quality was acceptable from its in-
ternal speaker. It comes complete
with a mobile mount, and fused
power lead. I didn't check inside
but there are dire warnings about
connecting the power lead the
wrong way round so there is pro-
bably no internal reverse polarity
protection.

AOR 2001

The most expensive of this
group of receivers, but this model
possesses a very good reputation,
and is not always easy to find ex -
stock for this reason. It is billed in
the adverts as the scanning
receiver to beat all others hands
down (until the next one comes
along!), a statement which has not
gone down well with retailers of
other scanner receivers as witness
the amateur press. An observation
which can be made from the
photographs nearby is that you
don't appear to get a lot for your
money when you look inside the
rather unusually designed case - a
case of overpackaging?

G3WPO takes the lid off the AOR2001

Coverage is from higher HF
(25MHz - which allows it to
monitor the FM amateur 29MHz
stations as well as CB if you want)
up to 550MHz, so you can listen to
70cm as well, but with only one
antenna socket provided - the
Fairmate does have an edge here.
All fixed channel modes normally
encountered are provided for -
AM, and Wide/Narrow band FM for
both Broadcast and Communica-
tions reception. No facilities exist
for SSB or CW.

This coverage is continuous
with no gaps unlike both the other
receivers, and it is here that the
2001 has a distinct advantage by

being a true general coverage
receiver. Frequency selection is via
a multi -purpose keypad, but in my
eyes this is spoilt by the use of a
membrane type pad. This is about
as good as the ZX81 keypad, and
you know how many firms have
come out with alternatives for that!
Unless you hit the button right in
the centre nothing much happens.
A pity, because otherwise the
2001 is an extremely nice
machine.
Step frequencies are 5, 12.5, and
25kHz (all usable at any time) plus
20 memories and a 'Priority' func-
tion (this allows you to
automatically check a particular
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The AOR2001 from below
specified frequency every few
seconds whatever else the receiver
may be doing). Scanning can be
'up' or 'down', and there is a

choice of two speeds. In addition to
memory scanning, you can scan
between any two specified fre-
quencies.

The keypad mentioned earlier is
quite complex and worth a look at.
Many of the keys are dual function,
and are colour coded to help the
operator. Across the top are the
SCAN, LOCKOUT, PRIORITY &
CLOCK keys (yes the receiver has
the inevitable clock which you can
select instead of the frequency
display). Along the left side are

MANUAL, UP,
DOWN facilities, leaving the 0-9
and 'decimal point' and ENTER
keys. These last set have alter-
native functions - low, high (for
upper/lower scan frequency set-
ting), CLOCK SET, 5, 12.5, 25kHz,
FM narrow, FM wide, AM, (scan)
SPEED, and DELAY (with this
operative, the receiver makes a
small delay after a carrier goes off
before the scan recommences).
Yes! the scan restarts when the
carrier signal goes, so no more but-
ton pushing folks!

Beep, Beep

Another personal dislike lit
doesn't affect the receiver opera-
tion at all) is the dreaded 'beep'
which accompanies each keypad
entry. Admittedly it does give a
high beep when the entry is cor-
rect, and a low beep when it isn't
(also the display reads 'Error')
which is a help in the early days,
but becomes tiresome after a

while. There is a cure which in-
volves removing the lid plus the use
of a pair of wire cutters, but this
was a review model after all .

The LCD display shows the fre-
quency in the form
145.125.5MHz, plus the mode in
use, and the memory channel
number, or, alternatively, the time
when in 'clock' mode. There is a
light switch for illuminating the
display should you be using the
receiver in the dark.

In use the keypad entries are
quite easy once you remember the
order, and getting to a frequency or
memory channel is a simple job. A
nice touch is that the receiver
remembers what the correct mode
for the channel is in each memory,
so you can happily scan away bet-
ween AM air traffic, Broadcast
WBFM, and NBFM amateur traffic if
you want.

Once again there is no circuit
diagram supplied. However, we do
know that the 2001 uses a very
high first IF, of the order of
750MHz, which accounts for the
relatively few harmonics to be
heard throughout the ranges, and
has a remarkable lack of image
responses across such a wide fre-
quency range. There is a crystal
around 47MHz whose harmonics
can be heard very well, but this is
where the second local oscillator is
derived from so it can't really be
avoided, except possibly by the use
of a higher frequency crystal.

The receiver is fairly flat across
its frequency coverage in terms of
sensitivity, measuring an average
0.22uV for 10dB quieting, with
best sensitivity around 150MHz
(this may be intentional?). Audio
quality is again good, but better on
an external speaker. My only
criticism would be on Wide Band
FM, where even my un-musical
ears could detect some distortion.
This appeared to be dependant on
the deviation level and could be due
to a number of reasons - from the
tuning behaviour, the IF bandwidth

seemed rather narrow. A quick
measurement indicated it to be
about 110kHz rather than the
180kHz or so required (don't
forget, commercial WBFM peak
deviation is around 75kHz). An im-
provement could also be made by
tuning away from the nominal sta-
tion frequency indicating that the
filter centre frequency wasn't the
same as the IF. On AM and NBFM,
the audio was perfectly acceptable.

On The Air

Except for the membrane
keypad, operation was fairly sim-
ple, and it was nice not to have to
keep fiddling with the rig to keep it
scanning. The squelch control
(concentric with the volume con-
trol) was nicely sensitive and didn't
suffer from audio effects lie the fre-
quency that the noise sensitive cir-
cuitry was 'tuned' to was much
higher than the audio range) - the
Fairmate did have a slight problem
here). As well as an external aerial,
a telescopic antenna is supplied
which plugs directly into the BNC
socket on the gear - this worked
quite well for local and semi -local
signals.

Conclusions

Of the two VHF/UHF receivers,
the AOR 2001 must get the ac-
colade for its performance and
facilities over the Fairmate,
although you will pay over twice as
much for this. It possesses all the
features one desires for lack of
operator intervention when
automatically scanning, and had a
superior RF performance. It is quite
a lot larger than the Fairmate, and
the latter would be easier to fit in a
car, but is more dangerous to use
due to the amount of knob pushing
required.

The Sony HF/VHF receiver is
not bad for the price and is really
only spoilt by the LO pulling on CW
and SSB. For a fairly cheap (in view
of its facilities), portable monitor
receiver you could do a lot worse.
There is a similar receiver newly on
the market form Uniden (the
CR-2021) at a similar price which
might be worth looking at.

Thanks to Amateur Radio ex-
change for the loan of equipment.
The Sony 7600 is priced at £169,
the Fairmate at £149, and the AOR
2001 at around £325.

1
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An Introduction to
I 1-i:MCY

Frequency synthesisers can take
many forms, with early versions
usually using the principle of suc-
cessive mixing where the output
was generated by successively ad-
ding or subtracting various consti-
tuent frequencies. This method re-
quired the use of very effective

around the phase -locked -loop. The
rise in popularity of the phase -
locked -loop or PLL method can be
attributed to two main factors.
Firstly the advent of integrated cir-
cuits, especially those which can
be used at RF, has meant that it is
possible to produce what is essen-

The majority of Ill: and 1111: equipment today uses
some form of PLL frequency synthesis for frequency

determination. Ian Poole, G3 YWX, looks at the
principles, 'pros and cons' of this oft controversial

approach.

filters to reduce spurious outputs
from the synthesiser to a

reasonable level. The use of these
filters which sometimes had to be
tuneable made this approach to fre-
quency synthesis very expensive
and often bulky.

The approach which has gained
most popularity today is based

tially a very sophisticated frequen-
cy generator, at a cost which will
not make the overall equipment too
expensive for at least some of us to
afford. The other reason for the
popularity of the PLL approach is
the fact that the filters required us-
ing this method of synthesis are
considerably less complicated than

with the original synthesisers, and
it is therefore easier to keep the
level of spurious outputs to an ac-
ceptable level..

Phase -Locked -Loop

As the starting point for most
synthesisers used today is the PLL,
a basic explanation of PLL opera-
tion will be given before progress-
ing onto a description of syn-
thesiser techniques.

A block diagram of the basic
loop is shown in Fig.1, and from
this it can be seen that this consists
essentially of a feedback loop. The
operation of the loop is based
around the phase of the incoming
signal which is compared to the
phase of an internal voltage con-
trolled oscillator. An error voltage is
then fed back to the control point
of the oscillator to reduce the phase
error. Eventually there comes a
point where a constant phase dif-
ference exists and the loop is lock -

Fr

PHASE
DETECTOR

Fo + Fr
Fo-Fr

Fol

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

Fig. 1 Basic Phase Locked Loop

LOW PASS
FILTER

ERROR
VOLTAGE

AMPLIFIER
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1 MHz
OSCILLATOR

PHASE
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÷10

Fig 2 Phase Locked Loop used as a multiplier

LOW PASS
FILTER

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

10 MHz

ed. As phase is the differential of
frequency with respect to time this
means that when the phase dif-
ference between the two signals is
constant then the two frequencies
are exactly the same.

Referring to Fig.1 the phase
detector compares phase of the in-
coming reference signal with that
of the voltage controlled oscillator,
and gives a signal which is propor-
tioned to the phase difference bet-
ween the two signals. This output
does in fact contain the sum and
difference frequencies Fo + Fr and
Fo - Fr. As only the difference fre-
quency is required, this signal is
filtered through a low pass filter in
order to just leave the phase dif-
ference signal. This can then be
amplified, if required, and then ap-
plied to the control terminal of the
voltage controlled oscillator. The
sense of this signal is such that it
tends to reduce the phase dif-
ference between the two signals
and pulls the voltage controlled
oscillator frequency towards that
of the reference. The frequency of
the oscillator will be pulled towards
that of the reference until the loop
has locked when the oscillator and
reference frequencies will be exact-
ly the same, but there will be a fix-
ed but finite phase difference bet-
ween them.

A Few Terms

When dealing with phase lock-
ed loops there are a few terms
which are used to describe certain
of their features. These can mostly

be explained qualitatively. The first
is the capture range of the loop.
Consider the loop when no signal is
applied to the reference input, it
will have no error voltage applied to
the oscillator control terminal and
will oscillate at its free -running fre-
quency. If a reference signal is then
applied and slowly swept towards
the free -running oscillator frequen-
cy, the phase detector will generate
the sum and difference frequencies
Fo + Fr. If the difference frequency,
which will be the lower of the two,
and the one which produces the er-
ror signal falls outside the passband
of the low pass filter then the
voltage controlled oscillator will re-
main at its free running frequency.
However, there comes a point
where the difference frequency
falls within the passband of the
two, and the one which produces
the error signals falls outside the
passband of the low pass filter then
the voltage controlled oscillator will
remain at its free running frequen-
cy. However, there comes a point
where the difference frequency
falls within the passband of the
filter and an error voltage will be ap-
plied to the oscillator causing the
loop to lock. The actual locking pro-
cess is complicated and as it adds
little to one's understanding of the
loop it will not be explained any fur-
ther. It can now be seen that the
capture range of the loop is the fre-
quency range over which the loop
can gain acquisition and it is nor-
mally dependent on the
characteristics of the filter.

There are various factors to be

weighed up when determining the
passband of the low pass filter. If
the filter cut off frequency is made
low, then there is less chance of
any noise from the reference distur-
bing the loop as the noise products
are more likely to be filtered out. In
addition to this, the very fact that a
filter is made very narrow means
that the loop can effectively store a
frequency. This will enable the loop
to remain locked if for any reason
the reference signal is temporarily
lost. However, if acquisition is lost
then it does make it more difficult
to relock the loop as the capture
range will have been reduced. In
addition to this, the rate at which
the reference signal will be able to
change its frequency whilst the
loop is locked will also be reduced
as the low pass filter will filter out
any fast changes. Therefore com-
promises have to be made depen-
dent upon the specification which
is required for the loop.

Locking Up

One further term worth explain-
ing is the lock range or the range of
frequencies over which the loop
will remain locked. This is generally
limited by two main factors. The
first is the actual range over which
the voltage controlled oscillator can
be pulled. The second is the fre-
quency range over which the phase
detector gives an output between
plus and minus 90°. If the phase
detector output goes beyond 90°
then the loop will lose acquisition.

The basic loop as it has been
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described here may not seem to
lend itself to many applications as it
seems to generate a copy of a

reference signal which already ex-
ists! However, by modifying the
basic loop and adding a few extra
functions it becomes a very ver-
satile tool as a basis for frequency
synthesisers.

PLL And Frequency
Synthesis

There are two main approaches
which can be used in a synthesiser
based around a phase -locked -loop.
The first approach lends itself ideal-
ly to channelised operation as the
frequency is incremented in
discrete steps and is often used in
VHF FM transceivers. In this ap-
proach the phase -locked -loop has a
programmable divider inserted into
the loop, and by altering the divi-
sion ratio the synthesised frequen-
cy is changed. Using this type of
synthesiser it is very easy to have
the frequency selected by com-
puter or microprocessor because it
is a very easy matter to control the
divider, which will be a digital type
device, using data - from a com-
puter or processor. As this method
relies heavily on digital techniques
it is often referred to as a digital
method of synthesis.

The other type of phase -
locked -loop synthesiser is often
referred to as an analogue type
because it relies on analogue
techniques to convert the loop into
a synthesiser. Again various

elements are introduced into the
basic phase -locked -loop to achieve
the required offsets. In this case,
however, the required frequency is
generated by introducing mixers in-
to the loop. Using this method the
output frequency can easily be
made continuously variable, mak-
ing it ideal for use in applications
such as HF transceivers. A very
good example of this type of syn-
thesiser was described in the Oc-
tober 1983 issue of HRT as part of
Project Omega.

Digital Synthesis

When using this approach to
frequency synthesis the phase -
locked -loop acts as a frequency
multiplier where each multiple of
the fundamental is selected by
altering the division ratio of a

divider placed in the loop. In order
to understand how this is ac-
complished refer to Fig.2. Here a
1 MHz oscillator is used as the
reference. When the loop is locked
the phase detector output will in-
dicate that there is no phase
change between both of it's inputs,
or in other words the signals at
both of it's inputs are at exactly the
same frequency.

However the voltage controlled
oscillator output has been divided
by ten by the divider, and therefore
the oscillator must be operating at
ten times the comparison frequen-
cy or 1 0MHz. If the division ratio is
then changed it can be seen that
again the frequencies at both the

inputs is 1 MHz, but this time the
output from the voltage controlled
oscillator has only been divided by
nine and therefore it must be
operating at 9MHz.

From this example it can be
seen that by incrementing the divi-
sion ratio by one, the output of the
voltage controlled oscillator 'steps'
by a frequency equal to the input or
reference frequency each time. In
other words the comparison fre-
quency is equal to the channel
spacing. Normally the channel
spacing on a practical system will
be much smaller. For example on
two metres it is 25KHz, and so the
comparison frequency for a syn-
thesiser to give this spacing would
have to be 25KHz. In order to pro-
duce a reference signal of the re-
quired stability it is far more normal
to have the reference oscillator at
about 1 MHz and divide the output
by a fixed amount to produce the
reference. Therefore the overall
block diagram for a basic digital
type phase -locked -loop synthesiser
can be seen in Fig.3. To illustrate
the example with a few figures, if a
synthesiser were required to give
an output at 24MHz to drive the RF
strip of a transmitter for two
metres, giving a channel spacing of
25KHz between 145 and
1 46MHz, then the actual output of
the synthesiser would be required
to be between 24.166 and
24.33MHz with a channel spacing
of 4.166KHz. From this the fixed
divider shown in Fig.3 will have to
divide by 240 to give the correct

REFERENCE
OSCILLTAOR DIVIDER

Fig. 3 Digital Phase Locked Loop Synthesiser

PHASE
DETECTOR

PRO-
GRAMMABLE

DIVIDER

LOW PASS ,
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channel spacing, and the program-
mable divider will have to give 6ivi-
sion between 5800 and 5840.

Analogue PLL Synthesis

As mentioned before, the se-
cond method of frequency syn-
thesis is based on using mixers to
introduce offsets within the loop.
Take as an example the block
diagram shown in Fig.4. When the
reference is set to 1 MHz and the
loop is locked, the output from the
mixer must also be 1 MHz. This
1 MHz must be the frequency dif-
ference between the injected 'off-
set' frequency and the voltage con-
trolled oscillator frequency. This
means that the oscillator can be
running at either 15MHz or
13MHz, and by judiciously ensur-
ing that the oscillator can only run
at one of these frequencies, the
correct output will be ensured, in
this case 15MHz. If the reference
frequency is increased by, say,

1 KHz then the comparison frequen-
cy will also increase by 1 KHz and
the voltage controlled oscillator fre-
quency will correspondingly alter
by 1 KHz to keep the loop locked.
Thus the output will now be
1 5.1 MHz, and so on, for an in-
finitely variable selection of fre-
quencies.

This method now produces a
very elegant way of producing the
local oscillator for an HF transceiver
or similar piece of equipment. In
practice the reference oscillator
swing would be limited to say
500KHz, in this case from 1 to
1.5MHz, and this would determine
the maximum frequency for phase
comparison, which would be
1.5MHz. The low pass filter on the
output of the mixer should then
have a minimum cut-off frequency
of 1.5MHz, but be capable of at-
tenuating the mixer sum product in
the region of 29MHz so that none
of the sum frequency appears at
the input of the phase comparator,

REFERENCE
OSCILLATOR

1 MHz

PHASE
DETECTOR

LOW PASS
FILTER

MIXER

LOW PASS
FILTER

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR 15 MHz

14 MHz

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

Fig. 4 Analogue Phase Locked Loop Synthesiser

allowing spurious outputs to be
produced. The low pass filter at the
output of the phase comparator
should also be capable of at-
tenuating the unwanted sum pro-
ducts. In both cases it is relatively
easy to produce a filter of the re-
quired specification because it does
not have to be variable. Also, it is
far easier to design a low pass filter
than a band pass filter or resonant
tuned circuit which would be re-
quired by the double conversion
mixing techniques which were very
popular a few years ago.

The synthesiser can very easily
be made to operate on a range of
frequencies by changing the loop
offset frequency. It will also be
necessary in practice to change the
voltage controlled oscillator free -
running frequency by changing the
oscillator tuned circuit.

This system has several advan-
tages over the double conversion
techniques. The two major ones
are the simplified filter design, and,
as a result of this, the spectral puri-
ty of the output is improved.

Nasty Noises

Ever since synthesisers were
first incorporated into amateur
equipment there has been con-
siderable controversy and discus-
sion over their various merits and
disadvantages. Whilst it can not be
disputed that synthesisers offer
very many advantages, probably
the biggest and most talked about
disadvantage is that of noise. It is

this factor which is very often
overlooked in much equipment. As
a synthesiser has a wide noise
spectrum, its noise performance
will not necessarily be reflected in
the signal-to-noise ratio of a single
signal under laboratory test condi-
tions, but in performance on the
crowned bands which exist today.

The performance of syn-
thesisers in terms of noise is nor-
mally expressed in terms of signal-
to-noise ratio at a certain offset
from the signal frequency. Also,
the noise spectrum does not
necessarily show a decrease in
noise the further one measures the
noise from the signal frequency. In
fact, the system acts as a low pass
filter for reference signal phase
noise, as any components of phase
noise further away from the
reference signal frequency than the
cutoff frequency of the loop filter
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will not appear at the control ter-
minal of the voltage controlled
oscillator. Accordingly these com-
ponents cannot appear on the out-
put of the loop oscillator. However
the reverse is true for noise
generated within the loop itself
where most of the noise is
generated either by amplifiers in

the loop or the oscillator. Any
elements of phase noise within the
passband of the loop filter will tend
to be counteracted, whereas any
elements of noise appearing out-
side the cut-off of the low pass
filter will not be corrected.
Therefore it can be seen that the
system will act as a low pass filter
for reference signal noise and a
high pass filter for voltage controll-
ed oscillator and loop noise.

The noise generated by the
system has to be minimised by
careful design. This can be done by
reducing the internally generated
loop noise. The most obvious way
is firstly to widen the loop low pass
filter. Secondly, the overall loop
gain can be reduced so that any
noise generated at the input of the
amplifier is kept to a minimum.
Similarly the voltage controlled
oscillator deviation can be reduced
so that any noise will be minimised
at the output. These criteria have to
be balanced against other opera-
tional requirements - so that the
overall design will meet the
specification required of it.

If a synthesiser incorporated in-
to a HF transceiver does have a
poor noise performance it may well
be possible to copy a weak signal
on an empty band, but, if there is
noise present at the mixer from the
synthesiser and a strong signal a
few kilohertz away from the re-

quired signal, it may well be
swamped by noise generated from
the mixing of the noise and the off -
channel signal.

Final Thoughts
The explanations given here of

the operation of synthesisers have
been limited to either digital or
analogue loops in their basic forms.
However, in practice, synthesisers
will often employ both principles
within the same unit in order to
tailor the synthesiser more exactly
to suit particular requirements. In
addition to this, many of the more
sophisticated synthesisers will
employ a multi -loop system to
enable such parameters as noise,

Ai IA
VCO FREQUENCY

( a ) FOR NOISE GENERATED WITHIN LOOP

A 1 A
VCO FREQUENCY

(b) FOR NOISE GENERATED
BY REFERENCE

A = FREQUENCY REMOVED FROM
VCO FREQUENCY BY LOW PASS
FILTER CUT OFF FREQUENCY.

Fig. 5 Susceptability of Synthesiser to noise generated by reference
and loop.

tracking rate etc., to be maintained
at acceptable levels, whilst also
enabling the system to operate at
very high frequencies or over a
large bandwidth.

Most of todays modern
transceivers use synthesisers, and
those which advertise memories,
dual VFOs and so forth use digital
techniques to accomplish this. The
incremental steps in frequency are
all but removed by reducing the
channel spacing to around 10Hz or
so. This means that the loop filter
cut-off frequency has to be much
less than twice the channel spacing
to remove the phase detector's un-
wanted products. The off -channel

noise generated by the synthesiser
is thus bound to be higher than is
really acceptable, and this is what
most of the sometimes heated
discussion in the magazines is real-
ly about.

Overall synthesisers can be
very usefully and successfully
employed in many applications -
provided that when they are
designed, the basic requirement of
low noise is to the fore in the
design parameters. This should not
be sacrificed to enable the inclusion
of a whole host of frills which are
only used to enable the equipment
to be advertised with more facilities
than the next.
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Converting TO
ig-73 sets to 10m

This article is intended to provide
sufficient information for suitably
licenced amateurs to take advan-
tage of the readily available 'illegal'
CB rigs by converting them to the
10m band. The demand and value
of these sets has dropped very
dramatically since the introduction
of legal FM CB radio and a 40 chan-
nel AM set can be purchased for
about £10-£15 or less, whilst a de -

depending upon which channel and
which band has been selected. The
VCO also has two different out-
puts; one is running between
2.55MHz and 2.11MHz and feeds
into the programmable Detector
(Frog Det), this is shown by the
dotted line. The second output is
between 37.660MHz and
39.000MHz; both these outputs
ae generated by mixing one of the

Ten metres FM working has grown rapidly in
popularity - as has the demand for readily

convertible CB rigs. Basil Spencer explains how to
convert 'illegal' CB multimode A M/FM/SSB rigs to

28MHz.

cent 120 channel multi -mode
(AM/FM /SSB) rig can be picked up
for 20-£50 in working order if
you shop around carefully.

For the additional price of one
crystal per 40 channels, these can
be converted to cover 28.36 to
29.7MHz with very good perfor-
mance making a neat mobile or
base rig.

Phase Locked Loops

It is necessary to understand
the principles of how Phase Locked
Loops work. (See G3 YWX piece)
before any attempt is made to
change the rig up to 10m, and this
is therefore described in some
detail, using the Ham International
Concorde II as an example. IT
MUST BE NOTED THAT
ALTHOUGH THE BASIC PRIN-
CIPLES OF THE PLL DO NOT
CHANGE FROM ONE RIG TO THE
NEXT, THE ACTUAL VCO, IF AND
REFERENCE FREQUENCIES DO
VARY AND THIS SHOULD BE
KEPT IN MIND! The greatly
simplified diagram of the PLL fitted
to the Concorde II is shown in
Fig.1, commencing at the area
marked Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO). This varies its
own internal frequency between
17.555MHz and 18.445MHz

band crystals (X1,2,3) with the
VCO frequency, eg: on channel 1

of the low band the VCO internal
frequency is 17.555MHz and X1 is
in circuit, mixing 20.105MHz with
17.555MHz produces the sum ie:
37.660MHz and the difference
2.55MHz, so using one mixer to
get two outputs. The 2.55MHz is
processed by the Prog Div and
passed to the Phase Detector
which compares this signal with a
reference supplied by a 10.24MHz
oscillator which is divided by 1024
to give 10kHz to the Phase Detec-

tor. If these two inputs to the Phase
Detector are not the same phase, it
gives a correcting DC voltage out-
put back to the VCO (where it all
started) until it is corrected and
once the 'phase' of the 'loop' is
correct the synthesizer 'locks',
hence the name Phase Locked
Loop. This basic principle also ap-
plies to a lot of 2m and HF gear,
although it is slightly more com-
plicated in these cases!

Now regard the output from the
VCO in the 37.660MHz to
39.000MHz range: this is in fact
the high local oscillator (LO) for the
rig. If the first IF of 10.695MHz is
subtracted from this the result is
the Rx/Tx frequency; for example,
suppose the rig is on channel 1 of
the low band, the output from the
VCO is 17.555MHz plus
20.105MHz, ie: 37.660MHZ take
away 10.695 leaves 26.965MHz
which is the American FCC channel
Pretty clever stuff eh? but it does
more than just that: the
10.695MHz first IF is generated by
mixing the 10.24MHz crystal
oscillator (already used in the 1024
Divider) with the second IF of
455 KHz ie: 10 .24 MHz gives
10.695MHz!! It is this maximum
use of the minimum number of
components that ensured mass
production of these rigs.

The Nitty Gritty

Now that the principles involv-
ed have been explained, the fre-
quency numericals can be changed
to algebraic form so the relation-
ships between them will be crystal
clear (ouch!!). After which,
calculating where a given crystal
will take a rig is easy and
calculating what crystal is required
to take the rig to a chosen spot is
merely jiggling the formula around
a little;

a =17.555 to 18.445MHz (VCO
Internal freq)
b=20.105 or 20.330 or
20.555MHz (X1, 2 or 31
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2.55-2.11 MHz

2.55-2.11
MHz

VCO
CORE

/1)//

VCO
17.555 MHz
18.445 MHz

_,...1 MIXER
VCO

FX 12,3

37.660 MHz39.000 MHz

LOOP
DIRECTION

DC
VOLTAGE

Xl, 20.105 MHz LO

LLID-- X2, 20.330 MHz MID

BAND X3, 20.555 MHz HI
SELECTOR

PROG
DIVIDER

10 kHz PHASE
DETECTOR

10 kHz
4 1024

DIVIDER

TX/RX
MIXER(S) 26.965-28.305 MHz

MODE SELECTOR
(PART OF)
10.695 MHz

10.692 MHz USB/AM/FM

LSB XTAL OSC =TT
BUFFER

AMP
10.24 MHz 10.24 MHz

-AI CHANNEL
SELECTOR

10.695 MHz

10.24 MHzo
XTAL OSC

MIXER 455 kHz

Fig.1 Simplified block diagram of Ham International "Concorde II" phase locked loop

c =10.695MHz (1st IF)
d=37.660 to 39,000MHz (high
LONCO output)
e =2.55 to 2.11MHz (VCO output
to Prog Div)
f=26.695 to 28.305MHz (Tx/Rx
freq)

so from the above;
b-a=e eg:
20.105 -17.555 =2.55MHz
a+b=deg:
17.555 +20.105 =37.660MHz
d-c=f eg:
37.660 -10.695 =27.695MHz

As the various relationships are
examined, it becomes evident that
the easiest way to get the TR fre-
quency up is to increase the value
of 'b', which is the band crystal.
Therefore, to find out where a
crystal in the junk box will take the
rig, the formula is;

a +b-c=f eg:
17.555+20.625-10.695=
27.485MHz

and in this case it does not take the
rig high enough. Suppose instead
of looking into the junk box, a

specific frequency is chosen for
channel 1 of the low band, and the
rest to follow going up in frequen-

cy? Say 28.36MHz is decided on
and the formula is jiggled to tell you
what crystal to order;

f+c-a=b eg:
28.36 +10.695-17.555=
21.5 MHz

This time the crystal to do the
trick is 21.5MHz; remember the
top channel for the low band will be
440kHz higher, ie: 28.8MHz. In-
cidentally, the other two crystals
for the mid and high band to com-
pliment the 21.5MHz would be
21.725MHz and 21.95MHz giving
the following coverage, 28.36 MHz
to 28.8MHz on low, 28.81 MHz to
29.25MHz on mid and 29.26MHz
to 29.7MHz on high.

The channel spacing will be
10kHz, although the rig will
sometimes 'hop' where a channel
should be and miss it out. This is
because these particular frequen-
cies are not authorised for CB in
the USA, which is where these rigs
are supposed to be. These 'hops'
occur between channels 3 and 4, 7
and 8, 11 and 12, 15 and 16 and
this is also irrespective of the of the
Tx/Rx frequency because the input
from the VCO to the Prog Div is
missing and prevents the PLL from
locking up.

These FCC standard rigs also
do a funny "hop, skip and jump"
around channels 23, 24, 25 and
26 which goes, up 30kHz, back
down 20kHz, up 10kHz and then
up another 20kHz and back to nor-
mal. These channels are all there
but in a funny order!! No, the
author does not know why they do
this!

Other Rigs

Some rigs have an "FTZ
Nr. . . . "stamped onto the case,
which indicates it has been approv-
ed by the Bundespost for use in
West Germany. This means in reali-
ty that it is a 40 channel American
rig that has been limited to 12
channels and the RF power cut
back to 0.5 W. A rig of this kind
could be changed back and con-
verted to 10m, but it probably is
not worth it. However, a rig with an
FCC approval stamp on it has been
intended for the US or Canadian
markets and could well be worth
taking upstairs to 10m.

Some of the older CB radios
having SSB fitted have three
crystals per band!! These are usual-
ly about 11MHz and one is used for
USB, one for LSB and one for AM
- it can be a drag to pay out for an
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The Ham International Concorde is perhaps the most readily available of the
'illegal' CB multimodes

extra 12 crystals! These triple the
11MHz up to 33MHz and subtract
a funny IF of 7.8MHz to get the
Tx /Rx frequency. Other rigs use
10MHz crystals and double them
up to get the 20MHz needed for the
PLL and then the rest is the same as
the Concorde II. For one of these
rigs thus divide 'b' in the algebra by
2.

Other rigs use 15MHz crystals
either as the IF or doublers and then
mixing and subtracting to get the
right frequency. Some rigs unfor-
tunately do not have external
crystals at all; these have all the
necessary bits and pieces inside the
PLL chip, although some will res-
pond to various methods of 'bully-
ing' to go up to 1 Om. It should be
noted that some CB rigs will not
move one inch even if hit with a
16Ib sledgehammer and these are
the ones to avoid. A list of rigs that
will go up to 1 Om, together with a
list of the PLL chips that will or will
not move, is included at the end of
this article.

Odd rigs will move by changing
the BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) in-
puts from the channel selector to
the PLL chip. Effectively the 2.55
(3.30 in some rigs) has to be
brought down and the rig moves
up. Others will shift by swapping
around diodes or working out a
truth chart for the binary -adder
chips, notably the Cobra 148GTL
DX. This particular rig will also
move by changing the 15MHz
crystal.

A SSB rig will probably use only
single conversion (10.695MHz or
7.8MHz) on single side -band but
double conversion on AM and FM.
Further, it actually uses a slightly
lower 1st IF for LSB eg
10.692MHz, upper side -band is
usually linked to the AM or FM car-
rier frequency. Finally on the theory
side of these sets, make sure that

the set is theoretically able to go
'upstairs' before purchasing -
there are still a number of con/rip-
off artists about!!

What To "Tweak"

Having obtained the set,
calculated how the mixing and fre-
quency output is to be reached and
the necesary crystals arrived,
here's what to do next. This is a

generalisation and some poetic
licence should be allowed for,
although essentially these rigs are
pretty much of a muchness.
1. Locate the crystals to be chang-
ed and remove the old ones and
solder in the new ones.
2 .Connect up an SWR bridge or
Wattmeter, a dummy load and a
power supply to the rig.
3. Locate the PLL chip, which is the
chip the leads from the channel
selector switch go to. Next, look
for the VCO core; in Ham Interna-
tional rigs this is the size of a mat-
chbox and green in colour. In the

Stag, KWS and Electronica rigs, it
is inside a small can near the
screening metal on the left hand
side, looking into the set from the
front. Either way, if the PLL chip is
found you will probably fall over
the ferrite core on the way!
4. Once the VCO core has been
found, put the rig onto FM and AM
but not SSB and switch to Tx
mode. If no reading is present on
the SWR bridge or the rig's own
meter, gently 'tweak' the ferrite
core at the VCO until a reading ap-
pears; this will be when the PLL
locks up. Once a reading is obtain-
ed then switch to the top channel
on the high band and the bottom
channel on the low band to make
sure the PLL is still locked.
If it is not, then continue to 'tweak'
the core until the PLL does. At this
stage the RF output will be quite
low as the tuned circuits are not
properly aligned.
5. With pencil and paper to hand,
commence 'tweaking' (almost
* (all the cores and coils starting at
the aerial socket and work
backwards from there. With the rig
on the mid band and set to channel
20, keep the rig in Tx mode and aim
for maximum output on the SWR
bridge, keeping a note of the
coils/cores which made no dif-
ference (these being the Rx cor-
es!)* Do not 'tweak' the cores
near to the SSB filter or the
CFH455 filter or any of the IFs as
these should be already set to the
right spot!!
6. Having tuned the rig for max-
imum Tx output, there should be

Underside of the Ham International "Concorde II". The position of the VCO core
is indicated by X
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about 4W on AM and FM and 12
PEP on SSB. If it does not give this,
go through the previous procedure
until it does. The upper and lower
channels will give a little less RF out
than the middle ones.
7. Connect up a signal generator
set to 29.05MHz, which should be
about channel 20 mid band on the
CB, and 'tweak' the cores that
made no difference on Tx. This Rx
'tweaking' should be easily ac-
complished using the rig's own
S -meter; again leave the coils near
the IF's and filters well alone.
8. Check Tx output on a digital fre-
quency meter to make sure the rig
has gone where predicted. The out-
put of the rig should now be check-
ed for harmonics and spurii with an
absorbtion wavemeter (at least) or
a spectrum analyser (at best!). A
simple 28MHz bandpass filter or a
lowpass filter should be used at all
times between the rig and the
50/75 ohm antenna system -
these rigs are not noted for the puri-
ty of their spectral output!
7. Connect a suitable antenna of
50-75 ohm impedance - say, a 1/2

wave dipole or a 1/4 ground plane -
and call CQ!

The Law, The Amateur
and Illegal CB Sets.

This seems to be a funny mix of
"the good, the bad and the ugly"
although no hard and fast rules
have been obtained by the author
despite two letters to the DTI, one
to HM Customs and Excise and an
hour long conversation with the
local British Telecom.

Two letters were sent to the
Department of Trade and Industry,
RALU at Waterloo Bridge House,
Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA
in June and September 1983 ask-
ing for a firm answer to the ques-
tion of converting illegal CB radios
from the FCC frequencies onto the
lOrn amateur band for use in accor-
dance with a Class 'A' amateur
radio licence; to date no reply has
been forthcoming and the author
has therefore concluded that there
are no objections from the DTI.

One letter was sent to HM
Customs and Excise, Kent House
Upper Ground, London SE1 9PS,
their reply stated, " . . the con-
version arrangements were in-
troduced solely for owners of illegal
CB radio's to have their sets con-

verted to the legal specification
MPT1320 and to register the con-
version with Customs by paying £5
to cover VAT and duty. There are
no such arrangements for conver-
sion of sets to the amateur
band if you still wish to con-
vert your set then you are advised
that as the set will not bear the
mark of conformity "CB 27 /81"
showing that the set conforms to
MPT1320, then it may be subject
to examination to confirm it does
not operate on the illegal AM fre-
quencies and also that all AM
facilities have been removed. Once
this has been established then the
set ceases to be of interest to
Customs

Who would actually examine
the set on behalf of Customs is not
clear and also the removal of AM
facilities (as opposed to frequen-
cies) is rather strange as although
AM is outdated as a mode, it is

nevertheless permitted by the
Class 'A' licence. This raises the
question of whether the letter from
Customs overrides the modes per-
mitted in a licence given by the DTI.
There are two routes then; the first

is to complete an "HM Customs
and Excise Form CBR3" and pay
Customs £5, informing them the
rig has been converted to conform
with MPT1320, ie: make it a legal
CB radio. Of course there is no
restriction on an amateur taking a
legal CB up onto 10m and fitting
anything to it, eg; SSB. The second
route is to go directly to 10m, not
pay Customs the £5 (as they don't
ask for it except for conversion to
legal FM CB) and accept the fact
that at some stage someone on
behalf of Customs may at some
stage wish to examine the set.

Finally British Telecom: the
author discussed the various
aspects of CB, both legal FM and il-
legal CB, with the local interference
official and it should be emphasised
that the following precis does not
necessarily reflect the policy of
British Telecom. The official was
against ANY form of Citizens'
Band Radio Service, legal or illegal,
as since the whole interest in CB
arose he has had to deal with 200
or more cases of RFI weekly, both
from FM sets and others, although
the number of illegal sets has drop -

Rigs that will move.
Stalker 9 -FDX
Super Star 360 FM

'Cobra 148 GTL DX
Cobra 146 GTL
President AR -144
Realistic TRC 451
Sears 633.3810
Ham International UK
Ham International Multimode II
Ham International Concorde
Ham International Concorde II
Ham International Jumbo
Hy -Gain III, V
KWS 101, 1001
Stag 357
Electronica 360
Realistic TRC 459, TRC 480
Nato 2000
Super Star 2000
Tristar 777, 747
Colt 1600, 1200DX
Colt Excalibur 160, 1200
Major M360, M588

Method.
Change 15MHz crystals,

change 10 MHz crystals

change 20MHz crystals
change 10 or 20MHz crystals

change crystals, possibly 11MHz

change 1 7 MHz crystals
change crystals, freq. not known

,
N

PLL chips that move
LC7113, MB8719, PLLO2A, PLLO3A, PLLO8A, MC14506,
REC86345, TC5080, TC5081, uPD858, uPD6861, uPD2814,
uPD2816, uPD2824, LC7120, LC7130, LC7131, PB010AB.

PLL chips that will NOT move.
MB8733, LC7135, TC9106, TC9190, LC7136, LC7137,
TC9116.
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ped since FM was introduced. He
stated as far as he was concerned,
converting CB to the 10m band
was not a good idea, even though it
was pointed out that if the sets
were converted and used on an
authorised band by an authorised
user this stopped one RFI problem
and removed a pirate from an
unauthorised band. In addition, he
was highly suspicious of any
amateur using such a set, even
after conversion to 1 Om and stated
he would, if possible, have the set
confiscated, although exactly what
authority a British Telecom official
would have is not clear,
presumably his statutory powers,
whilst acting under the Secretary of
State, in the role of his normal
duties.

This may well change when the
new Telecommunications Bill
becomes law; however in conclu-
sion, where there's a will there's a
way!
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The Electronica 360 multimode is a good bet for 10m conversion
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ReadereADS!
WANTED - CRYSTAL SET for
exhibition. Must be genuine
item of the early 1920s.
Details please to: Stan - G3X-
ON, 14 Dagden Road,
Shalford, Guildford, Surrey
GU48DD or telephone
Guildford (0483) 36953

H/B 70CM LINEAR amp
4CX250, self contained PSU,
some 10 years old but still pro-
duces the power, complete
with MM 28-432 transverter
and leads £95. Slim crank up
tilt over mast 22'-38' wall
mounting £130. Tele: Jim
0202 518828.

WANTED ACCESSORY
crystals for programming
Drake SPR-4 receiver. Also
wanted book entitled con-
fidental frequency list. Plese
write with details to Radford,
10, St. Pauls Avenue, Hyson
Green, Nottingham NG7 5EB.

COLLECTORS ITEM HMV 650
10 valve table grand broadcast
reiver, 5 bands, with service
manual. Circa 1937. All fixed
capacitors replaced some
years ago. Shortage of space
compels letting this go. Offers
when seen or exchange for
something useful. Tel:
0875-610778.

RACAL RA117 E Receiver plus
aerial tuner/protector, five
position aerial switch, syn-
thesiser with power supply,
RA218 SSB unit contained in
glass fronted rack system con-
sole. Sold complete with spare
valves, crystals and manual
£550. Brian Robinson 0543
74521

EXCHANGE COMMODORE
MPS 801 Matrix Printer for
Sony 2001 or similar. New
condition but requires ribbon
cartridge will sell £150. Ring
Matthew 0428 3200

TRIO 7010 2m SSB TX/RX
with mic, mobile mount,
manual full working order.
Good condition, £100 ono.
M.E. Costello, 36 York
Square, Wyton, Huntingdon,
Cambs. Tel: Hunts 51180

COMMODORE 3032, dual
disks. Woodcraft, games,
books £475. Atlas 215X HF
transceiver £250 trio R1000
£185. 15 AMP PSU £130.
WANTED Eddystone GDO
comes in wooden box must be
mint condition. Telepone
01-594 3495. David Cole.

YAESU FT 290R, including
charger, carrycase, mobile
mounting bracket, Nicads,
whip Antenna £210.
WANTED: FT221, IC211 Or
IC251 modified or not. Also
WANTED: 14 ele. Parabeam
must be in nice condition.
Phone Rotherham 813042

WANTED YAESU FT221,
!corn 211 or 251 either
modified or not. Have Yaesu
FT29OR in mint condition plus
cash waiting for sale. Palm II
six channel 2M handheld £50.
Phone Rotherham 813042 on
Sat or Sun only. Ask for
Haydn.

STANDARD C58 M/mount
N.Cads and charger soft case
original packing, very good
condition £200. Tele: (0908)
613739. After 6pm.

F T101 E Immaculate, one
careful owner. original carton.
Spare Toshiba PA valves. A
superb station for just £325.
G4ETS. Thornbury (0454)
416988 (Avon)

HRO 5T Receiver with mains
PSU and complete set of nine
general coverage coils 50Khz-
30MHz in container (wooden)
clean working condition with
handbook £60. Buyer to col-
lect or will exchange for Trio
9R-59DS with handbook and
speaker. K. Pullen, 210 Hollet
Road, Penfilia Estate,
Treboeth, Swansea SA5 9ER.

DRAKE R7 Comm.Rx. Digial,
Passband, Var.AGC. C/W A,
2.3, 1.8, .5, and .3KHz IF
filters, noise blanker and Aux.
programme module. manual
cost over £1300 VGC and
performance. £ 550 .
Telephone: Lichfield (05432)
24563 anytime.

Collins R278A/GR military air
band receiver 225-400MHz
£120. Collins TA12B
transmitter. £30. Peter-
borough 78381.

FT101ZX FM MK111, Fan,
Transmatch Weltz SP 15M
SWR, 12 AVQ vertical, creed
7E teleprinter. All for £500.
Telephone: 09644 2396 (Nr.
Hull)

RAF Correspondence course.
£15 plus postage. Includes
club membership. Let our
volunteers help you to pass the
exam. Write Drove YMCA 2A
Lewburne Road, Dover. CT16
1 SN for information.

YAESU 902DM HF
transceiver. Mint condition.
Hardly any use. Complete with
instruction manual and original
packing. £625 ono G4FXS.
QTHR. Phone 021 458.3537
After 7 p.m.

YAESU FT200, FP200 HFTRX
in excellent condition £240
ono. Ham Master 4500. Base
MIC £25. Tel: Abergavenny
0873 7141

MICROWAVE MODULES
MM4001 RTTY TX/RX with
much modified ASCII
keyboard. The ultimate in RT-
TY! Auto CQ, RY etc. Four
memories. Genuine Reason.
For Sale. Not QTHR G4TYE
021-747-2798. £200. Mark.

ICOM 25E, 2 metre FM, scan-
ning ike, 25 watt, 5 memories,
£185. Standard C78, 70 cms
FM portable, Nicads, mobile
bracket, case, £160. Original
packing and both as new.
G410F QTHR. Tel: 01-486
8286 daytime, 01-722 7040
evenings.

STANDARD C58 2M
Multimode, as new, boxed,
complete with Nicads,
charger, case, Helical and Mic.
Telephone (0778) 343902
£195.

WANTED: GOOD HF TRX All
WARC Bands EG FT 101 ZD
MK III, ICOM 740, FT 101E.
MK III etc. Phone Felixstowe
282526.

KW 2000B + spare valves.
Good condition £200 ono.
G4TZX QTHR. Dymchurch
872060.

CODAR AT5 Transmitter, PSU
250/S, T28 receiver, Key and
headphone/mike combination
plus instruction manual. Will
sell or exchange. £65. In-
terests, receiver communica-
tions, hand-held sets, or WHY
Assessed Valve of above,
£100, L. Taylor, Kilconnell,
Ballinnasloe, Republic of
Ireland.

MK 123 SPYSET £65. Codar
AT5 TX £30. Telford 28MHz
tuneable IF AM, SSB, FM £30.
SP1 20 loudspeaker, matches
FT221R or FT301 £20.
G2DAF RX £50. Microwave
modules frequency counter
500MHz £60. Ring Dursley
(0453) 811454. After 6pm.

COMMODORE PET 32K series
4 ROMS computer plus
RTTY/CW and amateur radio
programmes, including ter -
mina unit interface and cables.
Complete RTTY/CW station,
200 free games included, a
gift at £325 + Post, The lot.
Don't delay ring today 0535
36701 G3TRK.

EXCHANGE CAVALIER small,
2 berth caravan, in first class
condition C/W full awning,
toilet tent etc. approx. value
£400 for any amateur
transceiver 2 -metre or what
have you. Woodstock

.812278

DAIWA SEARCH a two metre
FM receiver. VFO for 144 to
146 MHZ. XTAL for UOSAT.
Two months use only - as
new in box. £35 contact
G1ERM DARREN on 0297
33068 evenings.

BELCOM LS102. 10 mtr and
11 mtr. Full Multimode. 15
watts output, digital display,
mobile mount, boxed, with
manual £175.00. Phone
0923 676489 (Watford.)

WANTED KW. E -ZEE Match
A.T.U. Marris, 35 Kingswood
House, Farnham Road, Slough,
Berks. SL2 1 DA.
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WANTED CIRCUIT diagram for
SR11 marine scanner receiver
cash or loan. Telephone J.
Bowden, St. Agnes 2278
(Cornwall)

EXCHANGE YAESU FT29OR
Mint Condition. Very little use.
Plus Nicads, Charger, Soft
Case. Would like TS 1 30V or
TS130S must be mint also.
Will cash Adjust. Derby
768472

HEATHKIT RADIO General
coverage and shortwave.
Good order with all pamphlet
instructions £20. Phones in-
cluded. Fred Galpin, 23 Upper
Highway, Hunton Bridge,
Kings Langley, Herts.

WANTED: Early Amateur
Radio Equipment upto
c 1935 /Clandestine
"Spy -Set" Radios, A MK I, A
MKII, Polish B -series, MK 122
etc. 1920s to 1930's,
Wireless, Amateur Radio
Magazine, trade catalogues for
reference, research, Pre -1930
valves for collection, restora-
tion. For Sale: H.R.O. S27,
S2OR, 1132, some other
Military sets and Accessories.
Please telephone John
01-794-0823

COLLECTORS INTEREST Ten
volumes Newnes RTV servic-
ing including Charts for fifties
sixties models. Very good con-
dition. Property or silent en-
thusiast. Offers invited to Bar-
ton 34 Western Avenue,
Woodley, Reading, Berks.

SWAP STEREO. Comprising
Trio AMP, Ariston Deck, Rega
Arm, Cambridge Cartridge,
Richard Allan Speakers, AIWA
Cassette - Cost £ 700. For
communications receiver or
WHY. Phone 051-489-2668.

JOHNSON 40 CHANNEL CB
Radio plus Eurosonic power
supply and SWR Meter plus
Alcomm Legal Home Base
Antenna. £60 ono for the Lot.
Ring 01-941-2942

HAVE SX 200 SCANNER plus
Norcom aerial element. Would
exchange for Cannon T50
camera fitted with Cannon
75-125MM. Zoom lense or
WHY also interested
FRG7700. B. Tobias, 108
Baysdale Road, Scunthorpe, S.
Humbs. DN16 24G. Tele:
0724 841586.

BBC Model B computer, com-
plete with Wordwise, Disc
Doctor BASIC 1,2 BASIC 2
ROMS. £300. Also G3LIV RT-
TY terminal unit complete with
Software £55. C.S. Beynon,
Bungalow 1, Racal-Decca Sta-
tion, Llancarfan, Barry, S.
Glamorgan CF6 9AE. Tel:
04468-261.

EXCHANGE AVO 9MK II
Metre Eagle RF Signal
Generator 120KHz to
500MHz Lernakit Oscilloscope
CR70A communications
receiver for H.F. Transceiver.
J. England. Tel. Leeds 732
295.

FT101ZD MK III Fitted FM
Narrow CW Filter, Mint condi-
tion. WARC Bands, £440.
Single section 30 ft. Strumec
Tower Inc. Base (Needs some
repair) £65. Phone Ted,
Mildenhall, Suffolk. 10638)
71 5178 9 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

YAESU FT78OR Multimode
Transceiver 70 cms. Brand
new condition. Boxed etc.
£300 ono. Tel: Dan GW6
CCM (0437) 67256. After 6
pm. QTHR.

COLLINS TCS-10/12 Receiver
Transmitter. Wanted to buy or
borrow, Manual or circuit
diagram. Any information
welcomed. Contact George
Skacel, 32, Weelsby Way,
Hessle, North Humberside
HU13 OJW.

KW 200013 Transceiver with
AC power unit. Really good
condition. No mods 6146s
PAs. My old friend last eight
years. Well known on the air.
Call for DEM if possible
Halifax. Telephone 0422
43104 £195.

DRAKE linear amplifier
wanted. Either L4E, L7E, L75E
etc. I am interested in all other
types of Drake equipment.
What have you? Tel: 0742
666169 After 7 p.m. or write
410, Manchester Road, Shef-
field SIO 5DR.

FRG -7 receiver with ATU
Global at 1000 and handboOk
£120 ono. Stereo Hi-Fi
Amplifier leak Delta 30 Model
15 watts. Per channel £35
ono. All equipment in mint con-
dition. Telephone 021-422
7515.

TELEREADER CWR 610E one
month old boxed manual £110
- Datong automatic speech

processor as new £55 - Two
4CX350A one base and
chimney. Offers telephone
330 2739 Worcester Park.

WANTED SAJ110 or
equivalent organ divider chip.
Veasy, 3 Forum Court, Cam-
bridge 0223 356441.

AZDEN 2 METRE handheld
synthesised, s. meter,
memories, 1 or 3 watts, ains
and mobile charger,
speaker/mike. All in new con-
dition and boxed, cost £220,
bargain at £140 G4 TUW. Tel:
Harleston 852733 (Norfolk).

YAESU FT101 ZD 6 -band ver-
sion c/w fan and YD148 base
mic. Matching FC901 ATU.
All in excellent condition and
with original packing.
Telephone Farnborough
102521 547900.

WANTED manual or circuit
diagram of PYE motophone
will pay for photo copies. Send
details to Tom, 174 Piper Hill,
Catterick Garrison DL9 4PY.
Also wanted PF1 or PF2 hand-
set.

WANTED FRG7700 with
MEM, ATU, active antenna
etc. EXCHANGE my FT101
MKII, full solid state ncluding
12Y7A, 6JS6C lineup. CW
Flter, Freq. range 1.8-30MHz,
11 crystals. Al condition with
spare valves, plugs, etc,
original packing case. Sheffield
389202.

WANTED Atlanta with mains
PSU and CR100. Also B4OD
and B41 D, preferably within
50 miles. Ring Pete - Reading
733633.

TS430S five months old with
FM Board filters PS30 ATU
FC707 Hurshman Rotator
with inch -half aluminium poles
also service manual all in first
class order. Please phone
evening "Chas" Bournemouth
826358. Price New
£1148.00 Accept £875.00.

EXCHANGE IC4E 70cms FM
tranceiver for modern type
communications receiver can
collect/deliver within 30 mile
radius. Norwich or negotiate
delivery. Sid Frisby, 0603
748570 Home, 0603
667892 Work.

WANTED: Copy of the Pye
PF1 service manual, (or

photocopy). Will return after
use if required. Replies to: Mr.
M. Malkin (GW6RRI), 19,
Rhys Avenue, Kinmel Bay,
Rhyl, Clwyd, LL185NS.

DRAKE TR7 The complete
system worth over two thou-
sand pounds comprising fan
cooled rig, PSU, synthesized
VFO, tuning network, pro-
cessor, speaker, mike and
workshop manual with original
packing boxes. £995.
Telephone Dave G4RSR QTHR
Yateley (0252) 873792.

CHEAP HF RIG. Trio TS510
with optional CW IF filter,
some spare valves including
PA 6146B, fair condition
£135 ono. Tele: Dave Tring
4948.

ARGONAUT 509 "The Rolls
Royce of QRP Rigs". Full
break-in on CW. As new condi-
tion, only £ 195 for this very
popular TCVR. Tel: Dave,
Tring 4948.

ROLLERCOASTER, Johnson
24298 in good condition with
panel drive unit £10. 2"
ceramic coil formers £1.50
each, ideal for PAS and ATUs.
27 Stanton Rd, Ensbury Park,
Bournemouth, Dorset.

WANTED - CIRCUIT Diagram
(or copy) for trio 2200 GX.
QTHR or 0299 403532.

PLEASE HELP badly needed in-
formation on RA17L Receiver
and companion "Selector -
Protector" workshop manual,
circuit diagrams, operators
handbook. etc. Also informa-
tion on associated equipments
like RA -63 etc. Your price paid
for good examples. Expenses
reimbursed. Phone Eddie
01-445-0528 anytime.

WANTED Cabinet and front
panel for AR88LF would ex-
change Pye based station
aerial or highspeed 8 channel
paper tape reader. West
Drayton 441031.

SHACK SALE ICOM IC701
wth PSU hardly used £475.00
IC21 1 2M M -mode £275.00.
Sony ICF2001 with manuals
£65.00. Creed 444 with
45/50 gears Exc. Condition
£36.00. XITEX RTTY unit
ASCII/Baudot RS232 with
keyboard £140.00 KSR 390
RS232. Good condition 0344
52612.
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EDDYSTONE 830/9 profes-
sional communication receiver
nine manual, eight crystal
bands AM LSB USB CW opera-
tion. Continuous IF Tunable
bandwith crystal calibrator and
many other advance feature
£295. 01-590-9366 even-
ings.

WANTED - Acorn Atom pro-
grams software; Anything
considered especially radio ap-
plications - sale or exchange
for other programs. Contribute
to the return of the Atom G1
BNE 'phone Luton 10582)
33885. After 6pm. week-
days, anytime weekends.

HEATHKIT MOHICAN GC-IU
receiver with Crystal calbrtor
and power supply £30. Buyer
collects. Phone Uxbridge
32476.
YAESU FT227 RB. Mint with
all accessories. Not used
mobile £ 1 30 plus postage.
Television Panasonic 5 1/2 inch
TR5030G. VHF UHF 625 lines
5.5 /6 MHz sound 9 Volt INT/
EX mains pack included. Good
DXER. £50 plus postage.
G410T QTH/R Folkstone
76063.

MARCONI GENERATORS.
TR801D £55, TF1064B £75,
teletype 33TC £40, Heathkit
H14 line printer RS232 cost
£250 accept £110. Eddy-
stone EB35 £30. Seafarer
RT100 VHF Marine trans-
ceiver £75, twin cassette
answering machine £65, LCD-
DMM £20, all ono or WHY
0222 617245.
SILENT KEY shack clearance
often reveals stacks of QSL
crds. I will buy these and con-
tribute towards the estate. Old
pre -1940 cards especially
welcomed and pre -1929 cards
fetch a premium. G3BDQ
QTHR. Telephone: Hastings
812262.
FT7B 80-10M 50 watts 0/P
mobile transceiver exc. cond.
£270 venus SS2 slow scan
monitor, good condition £115.
Phone: Peter Romford 47998
G4FQF QTHR.

ZX81 + 16K RAM JWR IOM
FM converted CB swop for RT-
TY TU, 2M linear or general
coverage RX or sell £30 each.
Phone: Ashford, Kent 0233
25991.
FRG7 plus 2 meter converter
for sale £110. Ring Dave on
Fillongley 42036.

YAESU FT290R, Mutek, rub-
ber duck, and 25W linear. All
mint £250 ono. YAESU
FT79OR and FL7010 linear,
brand new 5 hrs use only.
£270 ono. J. Beam 70cm
12 XY new in box £20. House
move forces sale. Phone 0728
2952 (Suffolk).

FIFTY RANGE Universal
Avometer model seven, old
model but in perfect order
£50. 01-788 6201.

FT480, hardly used £280.
Also FT707 with mobile
bracket and fist mike £380.
Both boxed with manuals.
Phone: Jim, Ashtead (Surrey)
74558.

SKYLEADER 35MHz FM R/C
outfit, 2 models engines Et ac-
cessories all good condition
£200 lot super 8mm movie
outfit, (sound) projector £70
or would exchange for 70 cms
multimode or ATV TX Et

Camera. Or exchange model
equipment for 2.M handheld.
Tel: Nantglyn 469 after 5 p.m.
Ask for Mel (GW1 AKT).

WANTED Cheap digital fre-
quency meter for testing CB
Rigs. Phone Holyhead (0407)
4260. WANTED Superstar
360FM CB Rig in working
order. Phone Holyhead 10407 I
4260.

AR88D £60.00 or exchange
for 2 Metre TX /RX gear and or
FRG7 cash difference. Phone:
Derby (03321 741 15.

TR 2400, 2 M Handheld
transceiver as new complete
with battery charger and in-
struction book. Tel: Bedford
62459 Evenings or weekends.

TR 9130 2 metre all mode
mobile immaculate bought
February hardly used £400
01-531-0658 evenings.

TRIO TS830 with DFC 230 of-
fer over £500. WANTED Trio
TS930. Barnes 061 -980-
2415.
TWO D43 D/B SCOPES Park
WKg £10 ea. Heathkit V7 AUK
VVM c/W Probes £15. Small
lab. Microscope £10. 14" reel
'4" high quality audio tape £5.
Various high quality L/Spkrs
from £2. 8 Digit HF Freq.
counter £30 ditto H/B with
TTL. Has slight fault £ 1 5.
Homebrew HF linear
2 x 4CX250 £50. Separate
parts for PSU £ 1 5. Advance

600 step attenr. £5 Advance
48V 3A PSU £7 APT 24V 1A
£5. Dual 12V 1A £5.
Numerous large caps
118,24,30,60 KuF). Ideal
13.8V PSU's. 40V 2A HiFi
PSU (Ex Dinsdale cct) £5.
Disco E2 PT. Audio /Amp.
Light at £ 10. YAESU hand mic
£7. Shure 510-C Mic C/VV
Stand £10. 1 MHz (TTL
off)XTAL osc. £5. 5,12,15V
regulators £1. 20W 15
resistors c/w heat sink £1.
1 mA metres, square fronts
£2. Large 19" x 12" high
cabinet £5. Smith radiomobile
L/MW car radio £5. Various
TTL 10p Audio Sine, Square,
Triangular Sig:Gen (H/B) £10.
One half heathkit 2 way inter-
comm c/w handbook £5.
Various power XFMRS all sizes
IN. Phone: 0908 313379
Evenings.
WANTED A COMMS RX either
a Eddystone, FRG 7, one
SXR30 in GWO. In exchange
for a Sanyo portable stereo
radio and cassette recorder in
VGO (Value £284). If cash
wanted can be arranged. Tel -
061 798 9269.

HF RIG WANTED. Medium-
priced 9 -band, including mains
PSU, eg. TS5305 or WHY?
Buy outright or part -exchange
mint, FRG7700. General -
coverage receiver. Richard
Sterry, G4BLT, QTHR.
Telephone Wakefield
255515.

FRG7 YAESU communication
receiver excellent condition.
Also 2 metre converter com-
plete. Both £135. OVNO.
Phone: 0533-738377.

WANTED. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
or information on 12V DC to
240V AC converter using
thyristors for switching in-
stead of transistors. I will buy
circuit or exchange new
TV/Radio parts. All letters
answered to: Rick GW6BMI.
Tyn-Y-Ffynnon. Llansannan.
Clwyd. LL16 5LW.

YAESU FRG7700. 1-30MHz
AM/FM/SSB shortwave
receiver. Very good condition
£230 ono. Contact - Walker
77 Deerleap, Bretton, Peter-
borough. Phone 269342.

REALISTIC PRO 2001. Scann-
ing RX 16560 Freqs. Com-
plete with Discone Antenna
and Portable Antenna
VHF/UHF £90.00 ono.
Realistic DX 200 communica-

tions recvr. £65.00 ono. Both
in mint condition. Complete
with handbooks and original
pkng. Also LOWE TX 40 CB
40 Channel TX/RX complete
with WR meter and model AR2
legal antenna £30.00 ono.
Tel: John 0302 841530
G6UGU QTHR or 12 Ingram
Crescent, Dunscroft, Don-
caster.

YAESU FT 101ZD. Fan, DC -
DC inverter, extension speaker
(SP 901), Tokyo Hi -power
ATU, YAESU headphones -
Mic. Many extras. Also:
Antennas, wire, balun etc.
condition as new. Also AM,
SSB Cobra 146 CB radio
suitable for conversion £600.
Complete, or separate.
Matthew (0272) 737389.
WANTED MANUALS or any in-
fo Texscan 100MHz sweeper
model VS30 and Marconi Sig
Generator TF995A/2. Your
price paid.

YAESU FT29OR and ELH-230
linear amp £180. Antrim Nor-
thern Ireland. Tel: Antrim
63850.
WANTED FC107 (white) ATU.
for FT107M. any other ACCs.
Considered G4MLW (lan)
QTHR or Tel (09241 409739.

HANDBOOK for Labgear
LG300 TX 11955) and service
manual (not a handbook) for
Racal 1 7L RX. Will pay for loan
if don't wish to sell. Phone or
write Dave GM4RKA (QTHR)
0875 610778. All letters
answered.

GENERAL COVERAGE
RECEIVER Century 21 0.1 4Kh
to 29.999MHz AM. USB, LSB
as new £65.00. 13 element.
Crushcraft (boomer) 2M beam
£25.00. Datong D70 morse
tutor £35,00. Trio 2400
handheld complete with
Nicads and charger ect.
£125.00. Tel: Chester (0244)
311496.

CODE MASTER CW/RTTY
Decoder + morse tutor CWR-
610E £120.00 G4UVJ. Tel:
Canvey Island 697978.

FRDX-500 communication
receiver 1.7-29.1MHz SSB-
CW-AM-FM plus Citizen band
and WWV. A double conver-
sion superneterdyne (Triple
Conversion for VHF bands).
Use as transceiver with FL-DX-
SSB transmitter £120. W.
Mason. Tel: Sheffield
483732.
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Free Readers' ADS
1.

Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers

CONDITIONS

These advertisements are offered as a free
service to readers who are not engaged in buying
or selling the same equipment or services on a
commercial basis. Readers who are should contact
our advertising department who will be pleased to
help.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when
space becomes available.

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a
first -come, first -served basis, subject to condition
(2). A s a result, it will not be possible to guarantee
the insertion of a particular advertisement into any
particular issue of the magazine.

4. Readers should either write out their adver-
tisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it, underlin-
ing any words that are to appear in bold.

5. The magazine cannot accept any respon-
sibility for printers' errors in the advertisements;
however, we will do our best to ensure that legibly
written advertisements are reproduced correctly.
In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discre-
tion, a corrected version of the advertisement will
be printed (at the advertiser's request) at the
earliest issue in which space is available.

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept
responsibility for the contents of the adver-
tisements, and by acceptance of these conditions,

the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the
publisher against any legal action arising out of the
contents of the advertisement.

7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to
accept or to delete sections of advertisements
where this is judged necessary.

8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith;
however, the publisher cannot be held responsible
for any untruths or misrepresentations in the
advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers
or respondents.

9. Advertisers must fill in their names, ad-
dresses and (if available) telephone number in the
space provided, and sign the form to indicate ac-
ceptance of these conditions (forms returned
without a signature will not be used).
10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertise-
ment should be entered into the space provided on
the form printed in the magazine - note that a
photocopy is not acceptable. All advertisements
must give either a telephone number and/or ad-
dress for respondents to contact, and this must be
included in the wording of the advertisement.
1 1 . Advertisements must be 40 words or less in
length (telephone numbers normally count as two
words, exchange or exchange code plus number).

Name

Address

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:

I accept the conditions above.

Signature

Send this form to: Free Readers' Ads, Ham Radio
Today, 1 Golden Square, London WC2,

IN
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AVON

6 GOLF CLUB
LANE,

SALTFORD,
BRISTOL

Tel: 02217 2402
Tues Sat

Close Mu ,'iii,

Radio Communications
Arnalau, P M R Marine

I: II PENNTWILL ROAD BRISTOL. BSS uTJ

ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS

HERE
Tel: 01-437 0699

BUCKS

Photo Acoustics Ltd.  OF NEWPORT PAGNEIL 

1494.-0,111

IIE!3

See the Professionals
pitom \At/

JAYBEAM. WELZ, DAIWA :7

58 High St. Newport Pagnell
Milton Keynes. Bucks

Tel: 0908 610625

CHESHIRE

DW ELECTRONICS G3X CF
Amateur Radio Supplies
71 Victoria Rd, Widnes

Tel: 051-420 2559
Open Mon -sat 9-6 (closed Wedsl Sun 9 30-12

We supply Yaesu. Trio. Kenwood, Tonna. Jaybeam,
Microwave Modules. Datongs etc

ESSEX

ARROW
Electronics Ltd

5 The Street. Hatfield, Peverel
Nr. Chelmsford. Essex CM8 3YL

Tel: 0245 381673/381626

\ 4f/ WWI Trio, Kenwooci, Tonna, Welz. T.E.T.
KD.K. Daiwa, Tono, Tasco

HAMPSHIRE

CALBRESCO LTD
258 Fratton Road

Portsmouth
Tel. 0705 735003

Open 10 30am-6pm 6 days
Sunday by appointment

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS. BOOKS, ACCESSORIES

KENT

THANET ELECTRONICS
95 Mortimer St, Herne Bay

Tel: (02273) 69464

Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30pm
except Thursday 9-1pm

SCARAB SYSTEMS
AMATEUR RADIO SOFTWARE

10,ICOM, STOCKISTS
29 Stafford Street. Gillingham

0634-570441

AMTRONICS (TONBRIDGE) G4 SYZ
THE AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS IN KENT

ITS AMATEUR RADIO
/row AMTRONICS
8 Tollgate Buildings

Hadlow Road, Tonbndge. Kent
Tel:10732) 361850

FDK, AZDEN, YAESU, JAYBEAM,
FORTOP. DATONG. etc.

LANCASHIRE

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS U.K./HOLDINGS
Yeaesu Tet J.Elearn Frequency
Counter* Draa Datong. FT101
Expert. Reparre6JS6C.12BY7A
6KD6. RF Gig:4w Double Balanced
Miser Warc 1.01 eat SAE Lost 15
rn,rt Junc 31 M8 Free Dorking.
45 Johnston Street
Blackburn 502 1 EF
(0254)59595
CLOSED THURSDAYS

ISHERWOODS
ELECTRONICS
Holler Street. Blackburn

Tel. 0254-57818
Open: Mon -Fri 9-5, Sat 10-1

An Aladdin's Cave of Components

LEICESTERSHIRE

ELLIOTT
ELECTRONICS

26-28 BRAUNSTON GATE,
LEICESTER. TEL: 553293

Open: Mon -Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm

W. MIDLANDS

7 DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS

176 Lower High St, STOURBRIDGE
Tel: (0384) 390063 ^",7:"

Open 9 30 5 15 Closed Thurs & sun
ACCESS BARCLAYCARD

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD. (Est. 1983)
822/4 KingstandIng Rd., Birmingham

B44 9RT. Tel. 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted'
Open: Mon -Sat 9-8

Technrcar NEW IDEA LTDenquiries 133 Flaxley Road,
G4STG Stechford, Birmingham

Stockists of Yaesu. Trio. Kenwood,
Totsuko. Tonna Antennas, Banter.

Full servicing repairs on all makes of
amateur radio. Open Mon -Sat, 10am-7pm.
Sundays. 10am-1 pm

Tel: 021-784 31 29

SALES
G4SOV

R. Withers Communications
584 Replay Road West.

Oldbury, Warley B68 OBS
Tel: 021-521 8201/2 Tel; 021-550 9324

Opening hours. Mon -Sat 930-5 30Pm
Late night Thursday 8pm

For all your communication requirements

AUTRONICS
142 Priory Road. Hall Green

Birmingham B28 OTB Tel: 021-474 4638
10.30am-6pm Tues-Fri. Closed Mon.

Sat 10-5. Closed lunch 2-3
Surplus equipment/components &

P.C.B assembly

GREATER MANCHESTER

BETA eilM11.1111.4COMM
ASSMI

Open 7 days a week
Ham Radio CB 8 TV 27 + 934 MG combined rig

Computer software  Aerial fitting service
231 Chorley Road, Swinton, Manchester

Tel: 081-793 1010
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NORFOLK

SPANNER CITY CB CENTRE

Open 6 days
9am-6pm

Parkside Garage
Thursford
Fakenham

Tel: Thursford
402

Grandstand
LA 83

27 to 934 MHz
TRANSVERTER

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street. Norwich

Tel: 615786
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30

Closed Thurs
Stockists of:

YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& Electronic Component Specialists

Eastern Communications

II 4 31 Cattle Market Street
NORWICH

OPEN: 9.30-
5.30 Mon -Fri

9.30-5 Sat

(0603)667189
MAIL ORDER

IIi
\k/

iICOMI

NOTTINGHAM

SP ELECTRONICS
48 Limby Rd

Huckhall, Nottingham
Tel: (0602) 640377

open Monday -Saturday
8.30-5.30

ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS

HERE
Tel: 01-437 0699

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS \#7
JOHN GM3OPW ri
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife KY75DF

Tel: 0692 756962
Open Toes Sat 9 5

uality secondhand equipment in stock Full range of TR
goodies Jaybearn - Microwave Modules- LAR

SOMERSET

AVCOMM LTD
25 Northload Street,

Glastonbury
Tel: 0458-33145

Open 9.30-5.30. Closed Wed

G8KVG

SUSSEX
SOUTHDOWN

40 TERMINUS RD (Opp'
EASTBOURNE Railway
Tel:10323) 639351 Stn.)

Open: Mon -Sat 10-6 /Closed Tues)
Stockists of: Yaesu, Trio, Tonna, FDK etc +

secondhand and ex -Government equipment in
stock

SURREY

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford

Open Mon -Fn 8am 6 30pm
Sat earn -5 30pm

151)
FDK ASDENV TRIO TOTSUKO

Secondhand ...anted

TYNE & WEAR

At"" Fi LYrTWONICSPm* Ei4com

129 Chillingham Rd, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Tel: 0632 761002

Open: Tues-Sat 10am-6pm

L

WILTSHIRE

PACE ELECTRONICS
76 Victoria Road, Swindon

Tel: (0793) 46807
Yaesu equipment. BBC Computers + Software for the
Spectrum, Commodore 64 8 Amtor.

Open 9-5 6 days a week
We do everything for the BBC

YORKSHIRE
4 Cross Church St. Huddersfield Tel:

Open 6 days 9 5.30 0484 20774

111
Closed Weds Thurs 9am-I3Pm

G4MH Mini Beam
44a1s a Boca StNeCt1011 0, ne. & 2nd hand sto,

Amateur Radio Shop

DISCOVER THE yioaLo WITH AMATEUR RAW FROM

L E Er, ,,E). /ob.

TRIO ICOM YAESU
, MA, H A -,11, p. OPEN YON -FR.

er,WO(iOL LIDS ie. :24 $ 701R -Sit.
BRITISH MADE =r3i LAP PRODUCTS

TELECOM
6 New Street, Barnsley

South Yorkshire
Tel (0226) 5031

Specialists in Yaesu, Isom
and So -Kamp

Please include my business details in the
next available issue of Ham Radio Today
Only £17.50 per insertion, call us
for series discounts on 01-437 0699

Business Name:

Address:

Tel. No:

Open Hrs:

Contact (Office Use Only):

Post to: Emporium Guide, Ham Radio Today,
1 Golden Square, London W1.
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HAM RADIO TODAY CLASSIFIED
Lineage:
35p per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£7.00 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

EQUIPMENT

BOOTH HOLDINGS
BATH, 6 GOLF CLUB LANE

SALTFORD, BRISTOL BS18 3AA
Tel: SALTFORD 2402

INCORPORATES HAM HIRE AND RENT -A -RIG

ALPHA KEYS
Precision engineered keys for the
connoisseur. Twin or single paddle
keys individually made to be one of the
smoothest and lightest movements
ever. For the fast operator.

CAVITY WAVEMETER
One wavemeter to cover 144MHz to
over 2500MHz. Can measure RF as
low as 50 Milliwatts with suitable
meter. Also now short version to cover
430MHz to over 2500MHz.

10GHz WAVEMETER KIT
A pre machined cavity to make a
loqHz wavemeter using your micro-
meter. Can be fixed direct to your wave
guide.

COAXIAL RELAY KITS
The cavity block is pre machined to
take your BNC or N type sockets
Send large SAE for full information to:

PAUL SERGENT G4ONF
6 GURNEY CLOSE

COSTESSEY
NORWICH NR5 CHB
Tel:106031747782

. SURVEILLANCE
DEVICES

MICRO -MINI
TRANSMITTERS

- all supplied ex -stock return post
delivery. no special equipment required.
built tested, with instructions
CliON, 4 mile range. broadcast quality
speech pick-up £1 3.98.
CT10M, prof grade. extra high power.
tunable freq 70.120MHz variable mic-
rophone sensitivity. £19.48.
CT1OMB. as above + unique dual mic-
rophones to elminate echoes, noise etc
£21.40.
All specialised requirements catered for
EVEN RADIO STATIONS -+ telephone
line recorded device

Please enquire: 081.905 1040.
S.A.T. ELECTRONICS

164 Washway Rd Sale. Cheshire M33 I RH

MICRO -TRANSMITTERS. Pro-
fessional grade. Range 6 miles
on VHF/FM (90/110 MHz). Kit
£4.50. Built £6.25. D.E.G.A.S.
(HR). 15 Windmill Gardens,
Whixall, Whitchurch, Shropshire.

ALL AMATEUR AND CB NEEDS
ICOM. TRIO and YAESU. CYBERN ET

HARBARD and UNIDEN.
TAGRA.G.WHIP, HOXIN, MICRODOT

RTTY. SWR 8 power meters.
Receivers 8 linear's. Plus all other

accessories.
Aerial Fitting Service

231 Chorley Rd., Swinton,
Greater Manchester.
Tel: 061-793-1010

BRITISH TELECOM plug soc-
kets & leads etc. Tel: C.W.A.S
(0274) 731532. Or visit our
showroom opposite Odsal
Stadium, Bradford.

RALLYS

B.C.N.U. AT THE SUSSEX
MOBILE RALLY. 10.30 to
5.00pm. On Sunday 15th July
1984. Brighton Raceground,
Racehill, Brighton. It's a winner
for Radio Amateurs! Free car
parking and many attractions
for the whole family. Usual trade
stands. All under cover.

IDIOTS will miss the
McMichael Home Counties
Rally, Slough. 11am 22nd July.
1/2hr from London on M4 (JN6).
Talk -in S22. SU8.

McMichael A.R.F.
Home Counties
MOBILE RALLY

Sunday 22nd July at 11am
Sefton Park, Bells Hill
Stoke Poges, Slough
Talk -in on S22 & SU8

TO BOOK
THIS SPACE

Phone 01-437 0699

01-437 0699
EXT 332
Send your requirements to:
Debbie Miller
ASP Ltd..
1 Golden Square,
London W1

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

Special prices on surplus equipment
Racal RA17 Receivers . ....ris receivers 500KHz.30MHz in 30

Eddystone receiver -30/4 500KHz;30MHz in 5 bands El 45

TANYO-RP8880 9 Bands Portable Communications Receiver £125.00.High
-opic mask with guys.

Ifie new ET 50
Avo valve testers New 28 range digital multimeters ;  25
PCR Receivers LW/MW/SW .1 ti.Jl fwF 12' Whip aerials C4 p&p
f Creed teleprinters Various single and double beam _copoes, signal

 >-a etc always in stock.
Surplus circuits . . . rests and notes on many surplus receivers, transceivers

Send 50p for illustrated catalogue . I. f v- .- her Over 500 sets in
Avos amateur rigs WANTED for cast,

New shop open at 218 St Albans Road.
Come and see the bargains

WEIRMEAD LIMITED, 129. St Albans Road. Watford Hens

Telephone Watford 49456 Access/Visa cards w!lcome.

CBM 84, VIC 20, Spectrum, ZX81-18K
MORSE TUTOR Absolute beginner to
any test standard Teaches in easy
stages. Letters, figures. words, plain
language
You won't find a better program
OTH LOCATOR Worldwide. Locator or
lat & long. Distance. beam heading. VHF
contest points and total.
RAE MATHS TUTOR All you need to
become perfect. VIC 20 needs
expansion.
All programs are menu -driven easy to
use and come with full instructions
Only E6 each, inc p8p 1st Class by
return

technical software
Fron. Cesarea, Caernarfon LL54 7RF

Tel: 0286 881886

U.K. REPEATERS. A 48K
Spectrum program to display all
VHF & UHF Repeaters in the
145,434 & 1296 MHz bands on
8 enlarged screens of the UK
only C5 (incl. P&P) from P. Buck,
(G8AUL), 41 Marion Street,
Brighouse, West Yorks HD6
2 BJ.

CALLING ALL DXERS
Twilight Dx is a nvc program for 48K 2X
Spectrum. Shows sunrise/sunset times
worldwide. Alsogivesgreat circle bearing
and distance to target Essential for the
serious Dxer

Cassette and instructions E8.50
OUALTECH, Dept HRT

2 Brickenhole Lane, Walkeringhem
Doncaster. South Yorkshire DN10 4t1X

THIS SPACE
COULD BE YOURS

PHONE DEBBIE
ON 01-437 0699

FOR DETAILS

CARDS, STICKERS
& BADGES

QUALITY RUBBER STAMPS,
club emblems from 85p each
completely mounted address
stamps £2.75. Free catalogue:
Jones (HRI) St Ivy, North Rd.,
Queenborough, Kent. (07951
665789.

LISTENER & QSL CARDS.
Quality printing on coloured &
white Glass Card at competi-
tive prices. S.A.E. for samples:
S.M. Tatham, "Woodside",
Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arun-
del, W. Sussex.

PERSONALISED QSLs,
Amateur, or CB, 1000 £13.75.
S.A.S.E. for samples. H. Hope,
89 Derwent Street, Blackhill,
Consett, DH8 8LT.

PLASTIC BUSINESS AND
MEMBERSHIP CARDS

Far,. Impror,...11,
SSo HIgh Sr. IN.rth ,

It.dlord.h1re LUIS I It
To 600333

ADVERTISE
YOUR CARDS

HERE
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CARDS, STICKERS
& BADGES

QUALITY
Personalized QSL's cards any
quantity from £11.00

Nutley Press, 11 Barons Way
Woodhatch, Reigate. Surrey

Tel: Redhill 71023

DX QSL CARDS display your
best cards in our clear plastic
hanging wallets, holds 20 cards.
Pack of 3 £2.20. Viola Plastics,
Dept HRT, 36 Croft Road, Hast-
ings, Sussex.

RUBBER STAMPS. Per-
sonalise your QSL, Special
designs no problems. Discount
for quantity. Two day service.
S.A.E. for catalogue. Ben Nevis,
42-44 Princes Rd.. Hull.
(0482) 48134.

QSL cards at competitive rates.
SAE samples. Sigmaprint
(HRT), 62 Newark Lane,
Ripley, Surrey.

COURSES

COURSES - RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION City & Guilds.
Pass this important examination
and obtain your licence, with any
RRC Home Study Course. For
details of this and other courses
(GCE, professional examination,
etc.) write or phone - THE RAPID
RESULTS COLLEGE. Dept. JN2.
Tuition House, London SW19 4DS.
Tel: 01-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or
use our 24 hr Recordacall Service:
01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JN2.

aun

BOOKS

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICA-
TIONS HANDBOOK (Europe)
including UK spot MF. HF, VHF,
UHF frequencies, Military, Civil,
ATC, Airports. Long Range Sta-
tions. Beacons, Callsigns. Co -
Ordinates, Broadcast times
etc. £6.95p. inc P/P. PLH Elec-
tronics, 70 Vallis Road, Frome,
Somerset BA11 3 EJ.

COMPUTER LOG

SINCLAIR (48K + 16K Spec-
trum, ZX81 16K) 2 new pro-
grammes old type logger
designed for amateur radio
operators holds 720 logs (48 K).
All the legal requirements and
niceties, full search and update.
Price on cassette £5.50 each,
cheques and P.O.'s to: Martello
ComputerServicess 235 Downs
Road, Folkestone, Kent.

CLUBS

RADIO CAROLINE SOUVEN-
IRS. For Isit send S.AE. For all
offshore radio news. Subscribe
to our mangazine. Send £3
Subscription to Caroline Move-
ment. Dept A BCM-BFRM, Lon-
don WC1 N 3XX.

TO FILL
THIS SPACE

PHONE

01-437
0699

ALARMS

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIP-
MENT. Please visit our 2,000
sq ft showrooms or write or
phone for your free catalogue.
C.W.A.S. Ltd, 100 Rooley
Avenue, Bradford BD6 1 DB.
Telephone 0274 731532.

THIS SPACE
COULD BE YOURS

PHONE DEBBIE
ON 01-437 0699

FOR DETAILS

AERIALS

AERIAL WIRES 8 ACCESSORIES
Hard drawn copper wire 140ft 14swg
£7.90 50 metres l6swg £8.90 10
metres 12swg soft enamelled copper
wire £3.50. 50 metres 1 4mm soft
enamelled copper wire £5.75. G5RV
Type Aerials. ' size £12.00. Full size
£13.95. 4mm Polypropylene Rope 50
metres £3.95. 4mm Nylon Guy Rope 50
metres £8.90. Ceramic Egg Insulators
Large 50p. Small 40p. All items
postage paid

S.M. TATHAM, 1, Orchard Way
Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex

FOR SALE

AMATEUR EQUIPMENT,
bought sold, exchanged. Tel
040 24 57722: or send SAE for
current list G3 RCQ Elec-
tronics, 132 Albany Road,
Hornchurch, Essex.

AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
bought, sold, exchanged. Tell
04024/55733; or send S.A.E.
for current list. G3RCQ 65 Cecil
Avenue, Hornchurch, Essex.

MORSE SOFTWARE

MORSE READING
PROGS.

Work on clean signals without hardware
interface.

2X81 1K UNEXPANDED MEMORY
Translated code with word and line
spaces for easy reading Automatic scroll
action £7 Incl.

SPECTRUM 16/48K
Scroll action with 10 -page scrolling
memory, instantly accessible page by
page. £8 Incl. All types variable speeds.
Feed signal directed into EAR socket.

Plnehurst Data Studios
69 Pinehurst Park, West Moors
Wimborne, Dorset BH22 OBP

CBM. VIC 20, Spectrum, ZX81 .16K
CB 64, VIC 20, Spectrum, ZX81-16K
MORSE TUTOR Absolute beginner to
any test standard. Learn in easy stages.
Letters. figures. wordS. plain language.
You won't find a better program.
WORLDWIDE LOCATOR 0TH or G4ANB
locators or let Ai long Distance, beam
headings, long path VHF contest scores.
RAE MATHS TUTOR All you need to
become perfect VIC 20 needs expansion.
All programsaremenu-driven easyto use
and come with full instructions
Only £6 each. Inc p&p 1st Class by return

technical software
Fron, Cesarea, Caernarfon LL54 7 RF

Tel: 0286 881886

MORSE TERMINAL
PROGRAM

For 48K Spectrum
Use your computer as a 2 way morse
terminal, easy connection via EAR &
MIC sockets.
Variable TX speed automatic RX
speed control, £7.50

For 16K Spectrum and 1K ZX81
As above, RX only. £5.20
Spectrum versions include morse tutor.

P. Anderson, Wetlands, PItton
Shepton Mallet, Somerset

HAM RADIO TODAY
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT - ORDER FORM

Please place my advert in Ham Radio Today for 0
Or Debit my Access/Barclaycard

(Delete as necessary)
wo grace,. Acces

Advertise nationally in these columns to over 100,000 readers for only I
35p per word (minimum charge 15 words). Simply print your message in
the coupon and send with your cheque or postal order made payable to
Argus Socialist Publications Ltd to:
CLASSIFIED DEPT.. HAM RADIO TODAY
1 Golden Square. London W1 R 3AB.
Tel: 01-437 0699
Please indicate classification required.

Name

Address

Tel.No.(Day)

months. Please indicate number of insertions required.

1M ON
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TOES USER Fed up of wishing you had
the right tools for the job?

You haven't heard of A.B. Engineering?
We have been serving the electrical
and electronics industries for over 20

years and have built-up a world-wide
reputation for service, quality and

design.
Take advantage of our wide range of

competitively priced tools and
equipment, by contacting us now and

asking for our FREE brochures.

Have you written or phoned

for our brochures yet?

Ai Le

VISA

A.B. Engineering Company, limber Lane,
Woburn, Milton Keynes, MK17 9PL

Tel: (052525) 322/3/4/5. Telex: 826686.

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS LTD.
58 HIGH STREET, NEWPORT PAGNELL, BUCKS, MK16 8AQ Tel: 0908 610625

TONNA (F9FT)
144MHz
4 element 0.87
9 ele fixed 3.3
9 ele portable 3.3
9 ele portable 3.3
9 ele crossed 3.5
13 ele portable 4.5
17 ele fixed 6.60
435MHz
19 element 3.2 1.1 £20.70)a)
19 ele crossed 3.3 1.8 f34.27(a)
21 element 4.6 2.6 £29.67(a)
21 element ATV 4.6 2.6 £29.67)a)
1,250MHz or 1,296MHz
23 element 1 8 0.9 £25.90(b)
Please add carriage as shown (a) £4.00
(b) £1.95.

JAYBEAM

0.5
1.9
1.7
1.7
2.0
2.5
4.5

£14.95(a)
£17.71 (a)
£ 20 .00(a)
f20.00(a)
£32.43)a)
£31.05(a)
£37.66(a)

10.15 & 20 metre Antennas
TB3 HF3 element Tnbander Beam
T82 HF 2 element Tribander Beam
TB1 HF Tribander Rotary Dipole
VR3 HF Vertical Trthander
Conversion Kits
CK1-2

CK1-3

CK2-3

2 Metre Antennas
DC1 WB
LR1 2M

LR2,2M

C5. 2M

Converts TB1 Dipole to
TB2 Beam
Converts T91 Dipole to T133
Beam
Converts TB2 Beam to TB3
Beam

Wide band chscone
Omnidirectional vertical
colinear
Omnidirectional vertical
end fed
Glass fibre colinear. omni.
directional

f165.00
f110.00

£60.00
£40.00

£57.00

£111.00

£62.00

£36.00
£26.00

£20.00

f47.50

LW5 2M 5 element folded dipole
yagi want- boom

LW8 2M 8 element folded dipole
yagi with 1" boom

LW10 2M 10 element folded dipole
yagi with 1," boom

LW16 2M 16 element folded dipole
yagi with I'," boom

PBM10 2M 10 element Parabeam with
1' ," boom and trombone
support boom

PBM14 2M 14 element Parabeam with
1'," boom and 45° braces

505 2M Crossed 5 element yagi
with 1'," boom

8XY 2M Crossed 8 element yagi
with boom

loss 2M Crossed 10 element yagi
with 11," boom

65 2M 12Y 70cm Dual band crossed yogi
PMH 2C 2 way phasing harness for

circular polarisation

70cm Aerials
C8 70cm

D8 70cm

PBM18-70cm

PBM24 70cm

LW24 70cm

MBM28,70cm

MBM48 70cm

MBM88 70cm

805 '70cm

23cm Antennas
CR 23cm
PMH2 '23cm

Glass fibre colinear. omni-
directional
Double 8 slot.fed yagi with
34" booms
18 element Parabeam yagi
with 11," boom
24 element Parabeam long
vagi with trombone mounting
and 1'.'," boom
24 element folded dipole
with trombone
28 element Multibeem yaw
for rear mounting
48 element Mulibeam 'tag,
with trombone mounting
88 element Mulubearn yagi
with trombone mounting
Crossed 8 element yagi
complete with phasing
harness and 'N' type
connector 1" boom

£12 .50

/1500

£21 00

£30 50

£39.00
£48.50

£24.50

£31.00

£40.00

f37.00
£8.50

£54.00

f22.50

£28.00

£37.00
£23.50

£18.50

£31.00
£42.50

£37.00

Corner reflector array £35.00
2 way phasing harness for
two 23cm antennas £27.00

CARRIAGE ON ANTENNAS £8.00. ALL THE REST £5 .00

LS202E

* NEW *
BELCOM LS202E

2m SS B/FM
Transceiver

£255 carriage £6,00

AR2001 Scanning
Receiver Continuous
Coverage
25-550MHz
£325
carriage £8.00 AR -2001

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD - APPLY FOR DETAILS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY OR DEREK

Monday -Friday 9.30-5.30 - Saturday 9.30-5.00

BARCLAYCARD
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